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THE PATERSON COLLECTION
OF GLASS AND CERAMICS

HIS collection is a most varied and interesting one,

and contains some distinguished examples of the

work of many ages, some curious ones, and some
of rare and exquisite beauty. There are historical

documents in the plastic arts here, as well as beautiful objects

of household adornment. Egyptian days, those of Harun-al-

Raschid, stand out in products of the sculptor's hand and in

those of the potter. The master ceramic artists and colorists

of China are exhibited beside the accomplished Italians and

Persians, Rhodians and Damascans. Babylonia comes to life,

Ptolemaic times are brought side by side with recent years.

Roman glass of days preceding and following the advent of

Christianity has in the chemistry of nature taken on a chro-

matic beauty unknown to its pristine days.

Mr. Robert W. Paterson was widely known as a collector in

New York and London, on the Continent and in Egypt, and

filled his home at Lenox, Massachusetts, with paintings and

objects of art of great attraction. After the death of Mr. Pater-

son his collection of glass and ceramics was loaned to the

Brooklyn Museum, with some bronzes and alabasters, which

were displayed for their educational value no less than as

creations of beauty and as examples of earlier cultivations.

The principal objects of Roman and Egyptian glass and those

of Saracenic art have been reviewed by Mr. Fahim Kouchakji,

whose knowledge and judgment as an expert are well known
and accepted. The Chinese and Italian sections have also under-

gone expert review.

DANA H. CARROLL

U^lew york, ^December, 1924





CONDITIONS OF SALE
I. Rejection of bids: Any Mel which is n< >l commensurate with the value of the

nrtlele offered, or which is merely a nominal or fractional advance may he rejected by
the auctioneer If In his judgment such bid would be likely to affect the sale Injuriously.

II. The buyer: The highest bidder shall be the buyer, and if any dispute arises

between two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall either decide the same or put up for

re sale the lot so In dispute.
ill. Identification and deposit by buyer: The name of tbe buyer of each lot iball

be given Immediately on the sale thereof, and when so required, each buyer shall sign a

card giving the lot number, amount for which sold, and his or her name and address.

A deposit at the actual time of the sale shall be made of all or such part of the
purchase prices as may be required.

If the two foregoing conditions are not compiled with, the lot or lots so pur-
chased may at the option of the auctioneer be put up again and re-sold.

IV. Ri«k lifter purchase: Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer's hammer,
and thereafter the property Is at the purchasers' risk, and neither the consignor nor the
Association is responsible for the loss of, or any damage to any article by theft, lire,

breakage, however occasioned, or any other cause whatsoever.

V. Delivery of purchases: Delivery Of any purchases will be made only upon
payment of the total amount due for all purchases at the sale.

VI. Receipted bills: Goods will only be delivered on presentation of a receipted

bill A receipted bill presented bv any person will be recognized ami honored as an order
by the buver. directing the delivery to the bearer of the goods described thereon. If a

receipted bill is lost before delivery of the property has been taken, the buyer should
immediately notify the Association of such loss.

VII. ' Storage in default of prompt payment and calling for goods: Articles Dot
paid for in full and not called for by the purchaser or agent by noon of the day following
that of the sale may be turned over by the Association to some carter to be' carried to
and stored in some warehouse until the time of the delivery therefrom to the purchaser,
and the cost of such cartage and storage and any other charges will be Charged against
the purchaser and the risk of loss or damage occasioned by such removal or storage will
be upon the purchaser.

In any instance where the purchase bill has not been paid in full by noon of the
day following that of the sale, the Association anil the auctioneer reserve the right, any
other stipulation in these conditions of sale notwithstanding, in respect to any or all lots

included in the purchase bill, at its or his option, either to cancel the sale thereof or to

re-sell the same at public or private sale without further notice for the account of the
buyer and to hold the buyer responsible for any deticiency and all losses and expenses
sustained in so doing.

Oil Shipping: Shipping, boxing or wrapping of purchases is a business in which
the Association is in no wise engaged, but the Association will, however, afford to pur-
chasers every facility for employing at current and reasonable rates carriers and packers;
doing so, however, without any assumption of responsibility on its part for the acts and
charges of the parties engaged for such service.

IX. Guaranty: The Association exercises great care to catalogue every lot cor-
rectly and endeavors therein and also at the actual time of sale to point out any error,
defect or imperfection, but guaranty is not made either by the owner or the Association
of the correctness of the description, genuineness, authenticity or condition of any lot and
no sale will be set aside on account of any incorrectness, error of cataloging or imper-
fection not noted or pointed out. Every lot is sold "as is" and without recourse.

Every lot is on public exhibition one or more days prior to its sale, and the Asso-
ciation will give consideration to the opinion of any trustworthy expert to the effect that
any lot has been incorrect I y catalogued and in its judgment may thereafter sell the lot

as catalogued or make mention of the opinion of such expert, who thereby will become
responsible for such damage as might result were his opinion without foundation.

X. Records: The records of the Auctioneer and the Association are in all cases to

be considered final and the highest bid shall in all cases be accepted by both buyer and
seller as the value against which all claims for losses or damage shall' lie.

XI. Buying on order: Buying or bidding by the Association for responsible
parties on orders transmitted to it by mail, telegraph." or telephone, if conditions permit,
will be faithfully attended to without charge or commission. Any purchases so made
will be subject to the foregoing conditions of sale, except that, in the event of a purchase
of a lot of one or more books by or for a purchaser who has not through himself or his
agent been present at the exhibition or sale, the Association will permit such lot to he
returned within ten days from the date of sale, and the purchase money will be refunded
if the lot differs from its catalogue description.

Orders for execution bv the Association should be given with such clearness as
to leave no room for misunderstanding. Not only should the lot number he given,
but also the title, and bids should he stated to be so much for the lot. and when the
lot consists of one or more volumes of hooks or objects of arts, the hid per volume
or piece should also he stated. If the one transmitting the order is unknown to the Asso-
ciation, a deposit must be sent or reference submitted. Shipping directions should also
be given.

Priced Catalogues: Priced copies of the catalogue, or any session thereof, will be
furnished by the Association at charges commensurate with the duties involved in copy-
ing the necessary information from the records of the Association.

These conditions of sale cannot be altered except by the auctioneer or by an officer
of the Association.

OTTO BERXET.
HIRAM H. PARKE,

Auctioneers.

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION. INC..
Managers.



INTELLIGENT APPRAISALS FOR
UNITED STATES and STATE TAX
INSURANCE AND OTHER PURPOSES AND
CATALOGUES OF PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

c^IpPRAISALS AND CATALOGUES. Together

with the increase in exhibition and sales rooms, the

American Art Association, Inc., will expand its serv-

ice of furnishing appraisements, under expert direction,

of art and literary property, jewelry and all personal

effects, in the settlement of estates, for inheritance tax,

insurance and other purposes. It is prepared also to

supplement this work by making catalogues of the

contents of homes or of entire estates, such cata-

logues to be modelled after the finely and intelligently

produced catalogues of the Association's own Sales.

The Association will furnish at request the names

of many Trust and Insurance Companies, Executors,

Administrators, Trustees, Attorneys and private in'

dividuals for whom the Association has made ap-

praisements which have not only been entirely satis-

factory to them, but have been accepted by the United

States Revenue Department, State Comptroller and

others in interest.

<She AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, Inc.

MADISON AVENUE, 56th TO 57™ STREET

NEW YORK CITY
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FIRST SESSION
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 22, 1925

AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
BEGINNING AT 2:15 O'CLOCK

Catalogue Numbers 1 to 224 inclusive

ROMAN IRIDESCENT GLASS
MAINLY PROM THE FIRST AND SECOND CENTURIES A.D.. W ITH
SPECIMEN'S OF UNUSUAL SHAPE AND EXTRAORDINARY BEAUTY

1

—

Three Small Roman Glass Bottles Second Century

//O Pear shape, with tubular neck. All iridescent, with silvery

' notes.

-Three Roman Glass Scale Weights Second Century

Bobbin shaped, one with silver iridescence and two with a glow-

ing sunset iridescence.

3—Four Roman Glass Bottles Second Century

One pear shape with a pearly iridescence, one beaker shape with

(̂ l/

r
f^~ a greenish and golden iridescence, and two pear shaped with long

/ " necks and displaying a brilliant iridescence in silvery and golden

tones.

4—Two Roman Glass Vases Second Century

One globular with spreading neck, covered with a white and

/ L ' greenish sunset iridescence, the other pear shape with a spread-

ing lip and coated with a white and greenish iridescence.

5—Two Old Arabic Glass Cits Twelfth Century

Cylindrical, expanding toward the lip. Thin glass which has

/<< ~ developed a varied and brilliant iridescence in golden, greenish

and fiery notes.

6—Roman Glass Amphora Second Century

^ Coniform, with an eggshell iridescence of pearly tones.

/a



Kindly read the Conditions under which every item is offered and sold.

They are printed in the forepart of the Catalogue.

fo-

-Sidonian Glass Perfume Bottle Second Century

Ovoidal, with a band of modeled decoration under a fluted shoul-

der and tubular neck. Flaming iridescence in greenish, purplish,

golden and ruby tones. Height, 3% inches.

3&

(oc-

8—Two Sidonian Glass Bottles Second Century

Elongated fig shape with curiously rumpled surface. One of

\- colorless glass with white and silvery iridescence, and one in

dried-fig color having a silvery iridescence blending with deeper

chromatic hues.

9—Five Roman Glass Unguentakia Second Century

In one the iridescence is pearly and silvery, in one the silver

blends with blue and gold, one shows a subdued sunset iridescence

with purplish and violet notes, a fourth is a brilliant glow of

sunset splendor, and the fifth is banded with notes of tan above

a softly iridescent base. Heights, 3% to 4% inches.

10—Two Roman Glass Vases Second Century

One pear shape with wide neck, with compressed sides, and show-

t^2_().
- mg a silvery iridescence and blackish incrustations. One ovi-

form, with fluted sides, slender neck and spreading lip, and show-

ing a delicate iridescence and white and grayish incrustations.

Height of latter, 3% inches.

11—Four Roman Glass Perfume Bottles Second Century

Pear shapes, the necks and lips var^-ing. One dark purplish-

fQjJ~.
- brown glass, more than half of it preserving an original surface,

the other part disclosing a soft golden iridescence. One of green-

ish glass showing a bluish iridescence and a delicate silvery

coating. One white and pearly throughout, and the fourth show-

ing notes of golden iridescence and dense earthy incrustations.

Heights, 3y2 and 4 inches.

12—Two Roman Glass Miniature Vases Fourth Century

One pear shaped with tapering neck, the body marked by nine

ridges following its own contour and enclosed in a brilliant moth-

er-of-peurl iridescence. One ovoidal with expanding lip, and

displaying nine loop handles from lip to shoulder; surface in

dark blue, which shows decay and iridescent touches.
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13—Two Roman Glass RECEPTACLES Second Century

— One an eye-dropper, the body flattened pear shape and support-

ing a tubular neck with expanding lip; coated with a brilliant

and fiery sunset iridescence. One a cylindraceous cup on a short

retracted foot and with expanding lip; pale green glass with a

white and purplish-blue iridescence.

Height, 3 and 8% inrh,,.

14—Two Iridescent Glass Vases First Century

One a Sidonian pitcher in sapphire-blue, with a band of orna-

te O' ~ ment in tree form surrounding the body, and displaying a milky-

white iridescence. One a slender beaker-shaped vase with convex

foot and broad flat lip, of greenish-white transparent glass

showing greenish, golden, rosy and purplish iridescence.

15

—

Cyprian Glass Vase

Globular ovoidal with short neck and thickened lip and two loop

l0~ ~ handles. Greenish glass with a greenish-silvery iridescence.

From Kelekian.

16

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Globular ovoidal with short neck and heavy flanged lip, and two

jJ-)~- broad loop handles. Greenish translucent glass, the entire sur-

face a mass of iridescent splendor, relieved by a small area of

original glazed surface. Found near Jericho.

IT

—

Roman Glass Perfume Bottle Second Century

^ Pear shape with slender tubular neck. Soft grayish-black sur-

•

~~
face which in large part has given way to a silvery iridescence

which at one spot flashes with the deep crimson of sunset.

Height. 4 inches.

18

—

Roman Glass Thick-set Bottle Second Century

Stocky ovoidal body with broad sloping shoulder, embryonic

neck, and tall thickened lip. The body curiously modeled with

depressions and reliefs, and the entire surface an iridescent dis-

play of gorgeous sunset splendor.

From Kelekian.
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19—Roman Glass Amphora Second Century

Brilliant iridescence, rich and deep in tone, and showing patches

' " of peacock-green and a deep cerulean.

Height, 3y, inches.

From KeleJcian.

20—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

Pear shape with straight thick neck and expanding lip. Green

/O' " glass, exhibiting grayish glaze incrustations, and patches of a

variable iridescence. Found near Sidon.

21—Two Roman Glass Bottles Second Century

Pear shape with straight neck and expanded lip. Eggshell,

c£0> ' pearly and greenish iridescence. Heights. 3 and 3% inches.

22—Two Roman Glass Bottles Second Century

One Cesarean, shaped like the cylindrical lantern of a lighthouse,

j££ 4$ with projecting base and shoulder, and with a conical and detach-

able top ; delicate blue glass with pearly iridescence. The other

a low cylindrical vase with embryonic constricted neck and short

lip around a wide mouth, and encircled by two tubes ; green

glass with a mother-of-pearl iridescence.

23—Two Roman Glass Perfume Bottles Second Century

One bell shape, and one pear shape, both with thick necks.

Greenish glass with brilliant iridescence and grayish incrusta-

tions. Heights. 3 and 3>, inches.

24—Iridescent Roman Glass Coupe Second Century

Ovoidal with wide mouth, on a short convex foot. Both interior

<X0' and exterior surfaces exhibit a brilliant polychromatic efflores-

cence, relieved by grayish incrustations. Found at Damascus.

25—Iridescent Roman Glass Coupe Second Centura

,^ _ Short cylindrical body with broadly flaring rim thickened at the

edge. Exhibiting a pearly, amber, golden and greenish irides-

cence.

26—Roman Glass Uuguentakium Second Centum
Slender pear shape with elongated tubular neck and flanged lip

lick dark green glass with an iridescence in somber tones.

Height, 6y4 inches.
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27—Roman Glass Bottle and Disc Second Century

. The bottle flattened pear shape with straight tubular neck; of

/ greenish glass with a brilliant iridescence and a white frosting.

With it a disc of greenish glass, the bottom of a bottle, with

pearly, greenish and purplish iridescence.

Height of bottle, 4% inches.

28—Two Roman Glass Perfume Bottles Second Century

A One with globular, one with bell shaped body, and both with long

tubular Decks and expanding lips. One of olive-green glass with

delicate iridescence, the other of light greenish glass, with silvery

and greenish iridescence.

Heights, S and 6% inches.

29—Two Byzantine Glass Unguentaria Fourth Century

jt> Slender bodies, spirally twisted, and having rounded feet and

two loop handles which project about the lips. One rich lapis-

blue with golden iridescence, the other almost completely coated

with a golden and silvery iridescence over a rich blue ground.

Found near Tyre.
Heights, 4 and 4% inches.

30—Roman Double Unguentarium Second Century

Enwound in relief by a small cord of glass, the binding cxtend-

oCCJ- ~ ing nearly the full length of the vase. Greenish glass with a

golden and whitish iridescence, the cording entirely in white.

Accompanied by an ancient metal spoon.
Height, 4- 1

/, inch/*.

31—Sidoni an Glass Bottle First Century

The body modeled with two human faces, above which is a short

straight neck with expanded lip. Remarkable iridescence, one

face glowing with the glory of a furnace or the most fiery of sun-

sets, the other largely in rich silver with purplish and greenish-

blue notes. May be intended as representations of the man in

the moon.

32—SinoNiAN Bottle Time of Augustus

_ Decorated with vase forms modeled in relief and coated with an
y

-
' iridescence of pale gold with other tones on a bluish-green

ground.

33c
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33——Roman Glass Bracelet Second Century

A A flat band, the outer surface showing a corrugation with con-

centric rings in relief, and the whole a bewildering chromatic

display of iridescence touched with notes of gold.

Diameter, inches.

34—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

Globular, the broad neck, which is modeled with uncounted nar-

I
CI q. — row flat sides, slightly contracting to a broadly spreading lip.

/ Two white loop handles from lips to shoulder. The vase shows

an iridescence of extraordinarily rich coloring, in scarlet, gold

and green, and a deep and angry purplish-crimson.

35—Cyprian Glass Pitcher

- Pear shape on a rounded foot, and tapering to a slender neck,

which is encircled by a ring in relief, the lip broadening in tre-

foil form and showing a pinched spout ; long loop handle. The
lip is enwound with numerous strings of glass. Greenish glass

with a pearly iridescence. A singularly graceful shape.

Height, 4% inches.

From Kelekian.

36—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Ovoidal body with short slender neck and trumpet lip. Color-

ed ' less glass, with a delicate iridescence largely in silvery tones.

Height, 3% inches.

37—Sidonian Glass Pitcher Second Century

. p Body of generally globular form, modeled on two sides with

J H0- " human faces of large features and marked chubbiness. Small

neck expanding in funnel shape, and surrounded by a ring of

glass which expands and forms a loop handle touching the shoul-

der. Original surface dark and showing grayish incrustations,

and in places broken away and disclosing an iridescence greenish,

fiery and golden.
Height, 3y3 inches.

38—Roman Glass Jar Second Century

r-r- Globular, the body fluted, with flattened shoulder and short wide

^ neck. Purplish and fiery iridescence.
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:J9

—

Roman Glass Pitches Second Century

si no 13 Pear shape on a ring foot, the broad slo

oc°t T* : l i i„„ „.u,- l, I. ;., .

shoulder conl ract

1

rag to a slender neck which expands in a trumpet 1 ] > _ Recurv-

ing loop handle with thumb-brace, and around the neck fine

threads of glass. Thin translucent colorless glass, with a dif-

fused iridescence of rainbow character. Height, *% inches.

40—Roman Glass Jab Second Century

v Globular with short wide neck and expanding lip. Dark sur-

" face, which at the point where it has broken away reveals a

greenish iridescence of vague depths.

41—Roman Glass Jab Second Century

Globular ovoidal with short neck and expanding lip and two re-

curving loop handles. Body encircled by fine glass threads.

Rainbow iridescence permeating the whole.

42

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Centura

Globular with embryonic neck and spreading lip. Resplendent

in its iridescence, with broad areas silvery and golden
'

1 1 .Height, .'J inches.

From Kelekian.

43—Two Roman Glass Perfume Bottles Second Cent urn

Elongated pear shape with tubular neck and spreading lip. One

of colorless glass, one of greenish glass, both having soft iri-

descence with golden touches. Heights, 4% ""' / ")1
> inches.

44

—

Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

jb Globular with short slender neck expanding toward the lip. The

shoulder marked by short arcs of circles in relief. Scintillating

with a strongly varied iridescence relieved by an area of the

original surface in dark grayish black tones.
Height, 8% inches.

45

—

Roman Glass Jar Second Cent urn

n Globular, modeled in lobes by depression, the shoulder support-

ing a widely flaring neck with lightly molded rim. Amber glass

with a brilliant golden iridescence. Height, 3 inches.
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46—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Globular jar form with flat shoulder, wide expanding neck and
" round lip. The body of the jar modeled in a lattice form. En-

tirely enveloped in a sparkling iridescence whose prevailing tones

are greenish, blue and golden. At the bottom the surface wears

a grayish veil which lessens but does not hide the engaging colors.

Height, 3 inches.

47—Roman Glass Double Ungitentaeium Second Century

Slender forms with two loop handles, the bodies wound with glass

/^?°T" threads in relief. Greenish glass, with grayish earthy incrusta-

tions and a brilliant bluish patina sparkling with gold.

Height, 4 inches.

48

—

Roman Glass Double Unguentakium Second Century

^fO - Slender forms, corded in relief, and with a heavy and irregular

festooning in olive-green glass under the lip. Silver-white iri-

descence with a purplish spot, and grayish earthy attachments.

Height, 4y2 inches.

49

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Slender pear shape on a bold spreading foot, the neck expanding

and draped with an openwork festooning which, is extended in

heavy coils about the neck. Greenish glass with iridescence and

relieved by areas of grayish surface.

Heiqht, 4% inches.

50—Roman Perfume Bottle Second Century

Coniform pear shape with straight tubular neck and spreading

<>2.
~~ ^P' Green glass with greenish and golden iridescence and brown-

ish and ferrous areas. Found near Sidon.
Height, 4% inches.

51—Roman Perfume Bottle Second Century

sj^-o Bell-shaped with slender tubular neck, expanding in a tall cup-
/^ T"^ shaped lip which is surrounded by glass threads and a bold ring

of glass. A part of the lip cup retains a dark surface as of

oxidized silver, the remainder of the bottle is a stunningly

brilliant display of golden iridescence.

Height, 4
1 4 inches.
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52—Ababic Glass Bottle Tenth Centum

^_ Elongated pear shape with short slender neck and expanding

lip. Body molded in vertical panels separated by half-round

moldings, and each panel decorated with scrolls in the half-

round, presenting more or less the aspect of entwined serpents.

Greenish glass with a bewildering iridescence of sunset tones,

largely overspread by fields of brilliant gold. Found near Da-

mascus.
Height, 4", inchei.

53—Two Ababic Glass Pitchers Eleventh Century

Pear shape tapering to an embryonic slender neck which imme

£l 00- - diately expands in a deep lip, whose edge is molded and drawn

out in a short spout. Loop handle with upright thumb-brace.

Dark surface with a rich iridescence in somber tones. Found
near Damascus.

Height, i% inches.

5i—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

- Globular urn shape, an openwork drapery or festooning of glass

^ ' between the rounded lip and the shoulder. Brilliant iridescence

with flame notes, blue and gold, and grayish earthy attachments.

Found near Tyre.
Heiffht, 3'/, inches.

55—Roman Glass Jar Second Century

Globular with short neck and expanding lip. Amethystine iri-

1 1 V' " descence of rich tones enlivened by various bright notes and

patches of silver and faint gold.

56—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

;Ovoidal ; thick glass encircled on the interior below the rim by
" two incised rings. Fading rainbow iridescence and thick yellow-

ish earthy incrustations.
Diameter. 8% inches.

57—Roman Glass Pitcher Second Centura

<2 Expanding slightly from a convex foot and immediately con-

O- - tracting to a wide neck which is encircled by a round ring of

glass, above which it expands to a wide mouth. Eccentrically

fashioned loop handle. Colorless glass coated with a brilliant

greenish iridescence.
Height, 3'/:; inches.
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58

—

Roman Glass Crp Second Century

^0 Ovoidal, contracting lightly to a spreading Hp. Greenish glass

/oc ~ with greenish and silvery iridescence. Height, 3 inches.

59

—

Roman Glass Pitcher Second Century

Graceful pear shape on a convex foot, contracting lightly to a

full neck with wide trumpet mouth. Around the lip glass rings

in relief. Loop handle with scrolling drop. Found near Damas-
cus- Height, 5 inches.

60—Roman Glass Foer-handled Vase Second Century

Pear shape on a bold and spreading foot, contracting to a slen-

der neck with expanding rim. Neck and rim surrounded by

rings in relief. Four recurving loop handles, two springing from

the height of the rim, while two join the neck below the rim.

Rich iridescence, pearly, silvery and golden.
Height, 4% inches.

61—Roman Glass Goblet Second Century

- _ Bell shape contracting to a short and slender stem which ex-

pands in a broad foot. Greenish glass with greenish and silvery

iridescence. Height, 3% inches.

62

—

Roman Glass Bottle-shaped Vase Second Century

^•q Body in inverted pear shape, with tall slender neck and two loop

Ir2 r" handles at the lip. Yellowish green glass with a lovely iridescence

of soft luster, mainly greenish and golden in tone, with a large

silvery area. Height, 5y2 inches.

63

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Globular urn shape, with shoulder flattened and paneled, wide

and expanding neck and flanged lip. Iridescence of deep tones,

with amber and copper notes mingled with a rainbow illumina-

tion. Height, 8% inches.

64

—

Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

$ C ' Pear shape with straight tubular neck, the expanding lip beveled.

Greenish glass, iridescent with a soft and luminous opalescence

and exhibiting silvery areas. Height, &y4 inches.
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4
65—Roman Glass Pitchsb Second Century

Globular with a shori and graceful neck and expanding lip.

Double handle of loop and ring form. Lip, neck and body wound

with fine glass threads, and the lower body ornamented with

glass zigzag scrolls in relief. Greenish glass with silvery iri-

descence exhibiting notes of green and gold.

Height, I inrius.

66—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

n y-___ Globular with flattened shoulder and expanding neck, which is

<~* surrounded by a bold yet shallow bulbous ring. Two scrolled

loop handles. Under a light equatorial ring in relief, a relief

decoration in zigzag scroll. Light greenish glass encompassed

by a pearly iridescence.

Height, By4 inches.

67—Arabic Glass Rosewater Sprinkler Twelfth Century

Globular, with two sides somewhat flattened, and a slender taper-

fl^> ing neck; resembling in form the Persian rosewater sprinklers.

' Thin yellowish-green glass with an extraordinarily rich and bril-

liant iridescence in which gold and silver notes shine amid tones of

emerald-green and duller notes of mingled gray.
Height. S inches.

68—Roman Glass Jar Second Century

7 Globular with short spreading neck encircled by a bulbous ex-

pansion. The whole in a rich iridescence of golden-amber tone.

Height, 3% inches.

69—Roman Glass Bottle-shaped Vase Second Century

The lower body in ovoidal jar form out of which springs a slen-

<aJO.- dor neck expanding toward the lip. Two scrolled loop handles

from the neck to the shoulder of the jar and looped to the jar's

rim. The jar studded with expanded bosses. Brilliant golden,

silvery and pearly iridescence.
Height, 5 inches.

70—Roman Glass Wine Ewer Second Century

. Ovoidal body with short straight spout, and tall full neck lightly

' expanding. Pale greenish glass with silvery iridescence.

Height. 4% inches.
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71—Roman Glass Cup Second Century

— Body expanding from a small convex foot to a cylindrical upper

<^/£) ,
- section which ends in a slightly everted lip. A cylindrical bod}'

encircled by incised rings. Dark surface, now grayish, which

where broken away reveals large expanses of iridescence extraor-

dinarily rich in color.

Height, 3% inches.

72—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

Inverted bell shape with small round foot and encircled by a

^q, _ molding just beneath the expanding rim. Green glass luminous

with a silvery iridescence and flashing with notes of gold. Found
near Jericho.

Diameter, 4 1
/, inches.

73—Roman Flask Second Century

Globular with two sides flattened, short slender neck with expand-

/yC^T"- ing rim, and recurving loop handle. Greenish glass with a rich

and glowing sunset iridescence, relieved by vestiges of the origi-

nal surface in dark grayish tones.

Height, 4 inches.

74—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

^_ Globular with two sides flattened and contracting to the bot-

(\0. ~ torn, with full and tapering neck and trumpet lip. Two loop

handles. Iridescent with yellowish-greenish citron tones, areas

of silver, and an area of clouds at sunset.

Height, 5% inches.

75—Roman Glass Pitcher Second Century

Ovoidal with broad shoulder, defined by rings in relief, and

Q^oi^r^ carrying on the body below some primitive relief scrolls. Short

full neck encircled by a bold ring in relief, and leading to an

expanding lip with a pinched spout and loop handle. Greenish

glass resplendent in its iridescence of gold, purple, green and

white and innumerable tints between.
Height, 3% inches.

76—Roman Glass Bottle Second Centura

q Thick-set pear shape with a full straight neck and expanding

lip. Dense greenish glass with a brilliant peacock iridescence

and grayish reserved areas of the original surface.

Height, 5 inches.
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Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

Ovoidal with lightly spreading lip. Three scrolling ridges Bpring

in relief around the sides below the lip, their general direction

vertical. Greenish glass with a brilliant and warm pearly iri-

descence, and especially on the interior grayish earthy incrusta-

tions.

Diameter, 3 :

!', inches.

78—Roman Glass 1'itx Second Century

t)
t
— Globular, all four sides pressed inward, the shoulder depressed

and supporting a short neck with a widely flaring lip. Connect-

ing lip and shoulder a festooned drapery strung in glass. Gor-

geous sunset iridescence.

Height, 3 inches.

79—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

. — Globular with short wide neck and broad flaring rim. Greenish

in tone, it shows a soft iridescence of silvery note and occa-

sional spottings in the tones of peacock feathers.

Height . 3 ::

, meht t.

80—Roman Glass Basket Unguentarium Second Century

Twin unguentaria, with a deep bail handle which connects with

two small loop handles below the lip. On one side a peacock

green iridescence, and on the opposite side the iridescence of a

rosy sunset touched with gold.
Length, 7 inches.

81—Roman Glass Cup Second Centura

Inverted pear shape with lightly spreading lip. Thin glass with

a fine metallic incrustation of silvery tone and broken into an

indeterminate diapering with soft golden background.

Height, 3 meht

82—Roman Glass Basket Cnglentakum Second Century

Twin unguentaria tapering toward the foot, with two small loop

"handles at the lip, which are extended in an upright double loop

handle that in turn support a large hoop handle. The irides-

cence is a wonderfully soft array of chromatic splendor.

Height, 8 inches
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83—Two Roman Glass Bottles Second Centtiry

One globular with full neck, one pear shape with slender neck,

and both with spreading lip. Pale' green glass with brilliant

iridescence in silvery and golden hue.
Height, 5'/o inches.

84—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

_ Full-bodied pear shape with flattened shoulder, tall expanding

/J • neck and two loop handles. Around the upper part of the neck

a relief band wound with glass threads. Delicate greenish glass

with a silvery and pearly iridescence which in patches is marked

with notes of greenish blue and of dark purple.
Height, 4% inches.

85—Roman Glass Jar Second Century

Globular, rounding to a short wide neck with expanding lip,

which is encircled by an expanding bulbous band ; two loop

handles. Around the body a zigzag decoration modeled in relief.

Pale yellowish in tone, and coated with a creamy iridescence

which sparkles with gold and silver lights and evanescent tones

of blue and purple.
Height, 3ya inches.

86—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

Globular-ovoidal body on which is a drapery of festooning in

r^*) .

" relief, and about the shoulder delicate rings in relief ; slender

straight neck expanding to a molded lip, and from neck to

shoulder two loop handles. Brilliant peacock and silvery iri-

descence and light grayish incrustations.
Height, 4'/2 inches.

87—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

^_ Globular ovoidal body on a bold foot, with straight tubular neck

and flaring trumpet lip. Body molded with two human faces,

possibly with reference to the moon. Greenish-yellow tone, with

a brilliant and varied iridescence.

Hi ight, •")'
. inches.

88—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

2 Cylindrical with high rounded shoulder, short straight neck and
<y*J' "

flat lip. Gorgeous iridescence in silvery, sunset and rainbow

hues.
Heir/ht, 4% inches.
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89— Roman Glass N asi: iik I'm si ai. Foiim Second Century

,\ Pear shape on a small foot, and contracting gently to a grace-

/0 ~ful neck and expanding lip, the lip being lightly molded. A
broad basin of glass surrounds the body just above the point

of its greatest width and is connected by two deep loop handles

with the smallest part of the neck, which above the juncture of

the handles is encircled by a bold ring. Greenish glass encrusted

with a most remarkable iridescence in silvery and golden tones

accompanying areas of dee]) crimson.
Height, 4% incite*.

90—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

Cylindraceous with rounded and flattened shoulder, short neck
<r"* ^ and enlarged lip. Greenish glass with an iridescence of silvery

and misty rainbow lustre.

Height ,
') inches.

91—Romax Glass Bottle Second Century

Pear shape with tubular neck and broadened lip. Lustrous and

brilliant silvery and peacock iridescence.

Height, 6 inches.

92

—

Roman Glass Jar Second Cent urn

r

- Globular with short spreading neck, which is surrounded by an

expanded and depressed ring, and three recurving loop handles

that connect lip and shoulder, touching on the way at the ex-

panded ring. Greenish glass with a fiery golden iridescence.

Height, \ '
< mchet.

93—Greek Glass Amphora Second Century

Inverted pear shape, the sides recurving in a rounded shoulder.

"with short neck and expanded lip. Wondrous golden iridescence

with the splendor of a vivid sunset.

Height, B% inrlns.

94—Roman Glass Urn Second Century

Globular with sloping shoulder and widely flaring neck. Iri-

"Hescence in mother-of-pearl notes, the greenish magnificence of

the peacock's spread tail, and the burning glory of intense

crimson flames.
Height, 3>/4 inches.
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95

—

Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

<~t /— Elongated pear shape with straight tubular neck expanding
^ ^ tnwnvd n hnlhnns lin. Iridescence nf soft lustre cm a dark

10

toward a bulbous lip. Iridescence of soft lustre on a dark

ground between amber and amethyst in tone.

Height, 6% inches.

96

—

Romax Glass Urn Second Century

Inverted coniform with sloping shoulder and lightly expanding

neck, which is encircled below the rim by a bulbous ring. Silver

and bluish iridescence on an amber background.
Height, 4 inches.

97

—

Roman Glass Bottle Fourth Century

/Q. — The body a globular jar with short and broad neck, from which

emerges the tall and slender neck of the bottle, ending in an

enlarged lip. On the jar-shoulder and underbody double rows

of small depressions, and between them an interlacing band

formed of ring-depressions, centred by depressed dots. Pale

yellowish-green glass with an iridescence of dull lustre.

Height, 7 inches.

7

98

—

Roman Glass Jar Second Century

^ Globular urn shape, an openwork heavy rustic drapery of glass

being festooned from the lip to the shoulder. Iridescence of

ritronesque old-golden hues. Height, 3% inches.

99

—

Roman Glass Dish Second Century

—£j _ Circular with short cylindrical side, the shallow underbody fluted

/^ as it rounds to the foot. Exterior and interior glowing with

an iridescence golden, green, blue and purple. Diameter, 5 inches.

100

—

Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

Globular-ovoidal with tall thick neck and expanding lip. Bluish-

green glass with golden, silvery and opalescent iridescence.

Found at Damascus. Height, 6 inches.

n

101

—

Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

Pear shape with flat foot, tall tapering neck and expanding

lip. Pearly, green and golden iridescence. Height, (i inches.
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102

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Ovoidal with a gracefully flowing foot, thick neck and spreading

£/' " lip, and two loop handles. Greenish glass with rainbow irides-

cence and grayish earthy attachments.
Httght. a inches.

3f.

103

—

Roman Glass Pitcher Second Century

Cylindrical with fluted or vertically ribbed sides, short incurvate

neck and expanding lip; recurving loop handle. Rich purple

iridescence with silvery, green and golden areas.

Ilcii/lii. ')<:, inch en.

104—Roman Glass Perfume Bottle Second Century

J^^)^-
Globular with thick neck slightly tapering, and flat lip. Rain-

bow iridescence touched with silver and gold.

He igh I , (>
i

in eh < .«.

105—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

I^q _ Ovoidal, and showing greenish-blue and golden-sunset iridescence.

Diameter, 3% inches.

106—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

;
t

Pear shape with straight neck and expanding lip. Greenish

r— glass with purplish-blue iridescence and grayish earthy attach-

ments.
Height, 6% inches.

10T

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Ovoidal with rounded and partly depressed shoulder; short, wide

O ~ and expanding neck, and a projecting and expanded ring below

the wide mouth ; two loop handles. Green glass, with a moonlight

iridescence in parts brilliant and in parts diffusing itself as

through banks of evening mist. Found near Tyre.

Height, tys inches.

108

—

Roman Glass Bottle-form Vase Second Century

Pear shape contracting to a graceful and slender neck, which
/V'- expands in cup-shape to a lightly molded lip. Pale green glass,

with silvery and pearly iridescence warmed by faint flushes of

gold.
Height, ~\\ inches.
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109—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

/~s~ Ovoidal with lightly molded rim and fluted sides, and an irides-

<v«/. ' cence of purple-sunset and greenish-gold.
Diameter, 5 inches.

110—Roman Glass Toilet-water Bottle Second Century

Globular-ovoidal body of graceful proportions, with tall and

£ full and slightly tapering neck, ending at a flat and expanding

/ * lip. Greenish glass with a clouded effect of decay and incrusta-

tion, and a widely distributed and lustrous iridescence of deli-

cate sunset hues.
Height, 6% inches.

111—Roman Glass Coupe Second Century

Deep and somewhat slender inverted bell shape, on a broad and

channeled foot. Tbick green glass, the sides encircled by four

furrows. Golden-sunset iridescence and grayish incrustations.

Found near Sidon.
Height, 5 inches.

112

—

Roman Glass Perfume Bottle Second Century

j-o Low ovoidal body with tall tapering neck and expanded lip.

Blue-green glass with a misty-moonlight iridescence.

Height, 7 :

;i inches.

113—Roman Glass Bottle Second Century

^t> Pear shape with tall thick neck and everted lip. Rainbow iri-

f 3- ~ descence in soft misty tones.

Height, 7 inches.

114—Roman Glass Globular Bottle-form Vase

Second Century

/Q- - Straight slender neck and lightly expanding lip. Peacock-blue,

amethystine, green, silvery and golden iridescence.

Height, 6% inches.

115

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Elongated pear shape recurving to a rounded foot ; straight

slender neck with expanding lip; two loop handles sustaining

pendants which cling to the body nearly to the foot. Silver-

pearl and misty-rainbow iridescence.

Height, 7 inches.
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116—Roman Glass PeRFUME Botti.k Second Cent in 1/

Low pear-shaped body and tail tapering Deck with expanded

<~< C lip. Green glass brilliantly iridescent in many tones, from rich

and deep green-blue to light and bright silver and gold.

Etight, 7 inches.

117—Byzantine Glass Pitches Fifth Century

/Hexagonal body, the sides alternating in their ornamentation
" between palmettes and latticed designs; rounded shoulder and

full Deck, expanding toward a trefoil lip molded at flu- edge: re-

curving loop handle. Very brilliant silver iridescence.

Height, 5'/, inchest.

9

118—Byzantine Glass Pitcheb Fifth Century

Resembling the preceding, and of same height, with silvery,

^ " golden and rainbow iridescence.

119—Byzantine Glass Pitcher Fifth Century

Similar to the two preceding pitchers, in shape, the body lower

Q. - and the neck longer, the handle broader; the modeled decora-

tion of the sides obscured by a rich creamy frosting of decay.

Dark aubergine glass with purplish, silvery and greenish irides-

cence.
Height, 5'/, inches.

120—Roman Glass Pitcher Second Century

Cylindrical with graceful neck, expanding lip surrounded by a

^2 1^ large glass ring, and recurving loop handle broad and sharply

modeled. Rainbow and sunset iridescence.

Height, .5% inches.

121—Roman Glass Bottle Second Cent urn

O o Pear shape with straight slender neck and expanded lip. Green

glass resplendent in golden, silvery and rainbow iridescence.

Height, 7 inches.

122—Roman Glass Toilet Bottle Second Century

Thick-set with tall neck and flattened lip. Mother-of-pearl,

J$(} - ra inbow and golden iridescence.
Height, 6% inches.
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123—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Inverted bell-shaped body with flattened shoulder and graceful

neck, expanding at the lip ; two intricately scrolled loop handles

in openwork. Green glass with a silvery frosting and a deep

sunset iridescence.

Height, 7 inches.

124—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

u f— Slightly ovoidal sides with broad in-turned lip and a bottom
ac^s. mounded in the interior. Greenish, purple-blue, flaming copper

and golden iridescence. Found at Jericho.
Diameter. 5% inches.

125—Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Globular with expanding neck. Greenish glass with a mist}'

I
"7^^ moonlight iridescence.

/ ' Height, 4% inches.

126—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

Broad and shallow ovoidal form ; of thick green glass with a

\OQ - ver.V brilliant rainbow iridescence. Found at Jericho.

Diameter, 5% inches.

127—Roman Glass Dish Second Century

4T~ Shallow, recurving from a low foot to a flattened rim molded at

its edge. Silvery iridescence with flashes of fire and of peacock

hues.
Diameter, 5% inches.

From Kelekian.

128—Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

Inverted bell shape with low foot and flaring heavily molded rim.

X)- - Green glass with moonlight iridescence

Diameter. B% inches.

129

—

Roman Glass Glohi lak Pitcher Second Century

Tapering neck and expanding trefoil lip with pinched spout;

' I - broad vertical loop handle, modeled. Eccentric ornamentation

in bands about the body above a blossom foot. A mass of deli-

cate and rarely beautiful iridescence, in spots approaching the

gorgeous.
Height, 6 inclus.
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180

—

Roman Glass Bowl First Century

Ovoidal, the sides diagonally ribbed and fluted, the rim lightly

demarcated. Blue-green glass with a moonlight iridescence.

Found near Tyre.
Diameter. »>

. hnehtt.

131

—

Roman Glass Urn Second Cent urn

^ Broad inverted pear shape with short neck and widely expanding

and bulbous lip ; two recurving squat loop handles. Greenish

glass with rainbow, moonlight and pearly iridescence.

Height. ;

| inches.

3,

132

—

Roman Glass Bowl Second Century

Ovoidal with fluted sides and lightly defined rim. Pale green

glass with sunset, mother-of-pearl and golden iridescence.

'Diamtttr, 5 inches.

133—Remarkably Fink Roman Glass Bowl of Extraokhin ary

/.v - Iridescence Second Century

I Ovoidal, the sides slightly expanding, broad flattened foot, and

lightly defined rim. The entire bowl is iridescent, and fairly

flames with glowing color, in hues of fire and of gold, of crimson

and of silver, relieved by soft green mossy depths. Found at

Olympia.
Diameter, inches.

134—Roman Glass Libation Cup Second Century

Large-bodied goblet with recurving sides, on a short and small

/
1 Q. - stem and wide-spreading foot; the rounded brim slightly con-

tracted. Sunset and moonlight iridescence and dark incrusta-

tions. Found at Jericho.
Height, inches.

135—Roman Glass Bowl Second Cent urn

Ovoidal, a formal foot lightly indicated, and on the interior

/ / C "below the rim two deeply carved rings. The glass glows in

greenish olive-yellow, of golden tone, amid mingled areas of sil-

very and sunset iridescence.

Diameter, 5Va inches.
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136

—

Roman Glass Vase Second Century

Elongated pear shape, slender, with lightly expanding neck

encircled by rings in relief, two double loop handles with long

beaded pendants, and spreading convex foot. Iridescence as of

a polychromatic mist, with silvery areas.

Height, 7 l/2 inches.

137

—

Roman Glass Tazza Second Century

Ovoidal with beveled and slightly contracting lip, and low spread-

_ ing foot. Exterior draped with a light festooning in relief.

Rich and brilliant, scintillating iridescence, in golden and green-

ish tones.

Diameter, S% inches.

s

138

—

Roman Glass Ewer Second Century

Generally cylindrical body, the sides slightly expanding to the

rounded and flattened shoulder, with lightly tapering neck and

expanding lip, which is encircled by a ring of glass in relief

;

recurving broad loop handle. Brilliant rainbow and silver iri-

descence.
Height, 7% inches.

139

—

Roman Glass Amphora Second Century

Inverted pear shape, the sides marked by deep and broad in-

- dentions, on a narrow convex foot ; slender neck and expanding

lip surrounded by a molding; two recurving loop handles ending

in enlarged masses on the shoulder. Delicate greenish-yellow

glass with a silvery iridescence. Found at Toubas.

Height, 7% inches.

1-tO

—

Fine Roman Glass Dish of Tazza Form with Gorgeous

Iridescence Second Century

\\)C' " Low and broad circular body, shallow, with recurving outline

and flat bottom, on a broad, deep and spreading foot. The

iridescence of the interior is an expanse of rich splendor, the

tonality greenish in one light, in another the rich and deep

crimson of a burning sunset. Again the whole turns to a golden

radiance. Found at Nazareth.
Diameter, 8% inches.
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141

—

Roman Glass Diss Third Cut urn

Circular and shallow cylindrical form on a broad and spreading

foot, the sides encircled by an enlarged and numerous lightly

incised rings. Delicate transparent greenish glass with a lumi-

nous iridescence of deep azure, golden-citron and soft greenish

tones. Found at Toubas.

142

—

Roman Glass Dish Second Century

Low shallow form on a bold foot. Lovely greenish iridescence

^V '

' with silvcrv and golden notes.

Diameter. S 1
^ inches.

143

—

Roman Glass Dish

Low and shallow circular form,

/ ' broad foot, the sides recurving
'

li'ig. Transparent glass with

and purple, green and gold.

Second Century

with flat bottom on a low and

and encircled by an expanded

a lustrous iridescence of blue

Diameter. B% incite*.

144

—

Roman Glass Jug Second Century

^2 ^ .
Spherical with short straight neck and enlarged lip; broad loop

handle. Silvery moonlight iridescence. Found near Tyre.

JIi it/hi . 7 . inchi s.

145

—

Brilliantly Iridescent Roman Glass Wine Jug
Second Century

Spherical with short wide neck and enlarged lip, and broad

recurving loop handle, which expands toward the shoulder, to

which it attaches in many strands. Brilliant greenish and bluish,

silver-white and golden iridescence.

Heiqht. <>>:, inches.

146

—

Roman Glass Amphora Second Century

Elongated ovoidal form with round bottom, the shoulders flat-

•£) .

' tened slightly into hexagonal shape, and tapering to a short full

neck with expanded lip. Two recurving loop handles. Bluish-

green glass with a vague moonlight iridescence, sparkling at

various points with metallic notes.

Height, 12 inches.
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147

—

Romax Glass Ewer Second Century

12
Elongated ovoidal form, the sides deeply and freely fluted, with

short full neck and expanding lip ; loop handle. Greenish glass

sparkling with bluish, golden and silvery iridescence. Found
at Jericho. Height, 9% inches:

148—Large Romax Glass Wine Bottle Second Century

Globular form with short wide neck, which expands in an in-

a2 / " verted bell shape mouth. Golden-green iridescence, with areas

of brilliant blue, copper-red and rich silver. Found at Toubas.

Height, 10% inches.

TERRA COTTA FIGURINES

First—Second Centuries, B.C.

149—Terra-cotta Group

On an oblong pedestal Bacchus, drunk, is seen riding toward

^2 0. ' the left on a donkey. He holds in one arm a sacrificial vessel,

and a small figure wearing a laurel chaplet is mounted on the

animal at his back. A young faun leads the donkey, and an

older one follows with a leathern wine-bottle over his shoulder.

Height, 7y2 inches.

150—Terra-cotta Group

Devotion. Two young women, draped, appear at a broken

i monumental column which is surmounted by a palmate finial,

one standing, the other seated on the pedestal. Beside them

stands a nude youth, and all have arms extended in expressive

postures. Height, 9% inches.

151—Tanagra Statuette

Figure of a tall young woman in out-of-door costume, stand-

\5 \) ' ing, with her right hand resting on a draped column, her left ann

akimbo, with hand resting on her hip. Vestiges of painting

and polychrome. Height, 11 inches

4<

152

—

Tanagra Statuette

Similar to the preceding figure, this one with a pointed sun-

shade poised on her head. Height, 12 inches.
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153—Ta xag ii a Geotjp

\ ( Venus at the hath. The goddess, nude, is observed seated at a

well, before a drapery which is held high behind her by Cupid.

In her left hand she holds a shell. Vestiges of ancient painting.

Height, inches.

154—Taxagra Figurine

— Graceful standing figure of a female with laurel chaplcts, lean*

f % ing with her left clhow on an angular column and with head

turned slightly to her left. Her diaphanous draperies droop

from her left shoulder and expose her right shoulder, and her

left knee is crossed before her right leg on which she rests.

Height, !> inches.

1 55

—

Tku ra-cotta Fig u rine

Female figure in sitting posture, resting on her right heel and

with left knee raised and the arm drooping over it, the left

hand clasping a bottle. Her right arm is extended beside her

hip. In flowing draperies which droop below her right breast.

On a quadrilateral plinth.

Height, 5% inches.

156—Terra-cotta Groui*

Apollo on a lioness. Seated figure of the god, nude, with a

drapery flowing from his shoulder, and in his right arm embrac-

ing a lyre. He is seated sidewise on a lioness headed toward

the left and posed on an oval pedestal.

Height, r, inches.

157—Terra-cotta FlGUBlNE Found near Athens

I <T_ Figure of a haughty Cupid with wings spread, and draped

saucily in a lion-skin, posed airily on his left foot with right leg

extended. Retains vestiges of gilding.

Height. 8 inches.

ROMAN AND EGYPTIAN OPAQUE POLYCHROMATIC GLASS

158

—

Roman Stratified Glass Amphora First Century

^ c Pear shape, with slender neck and everted lip. Striated glass

.' in tones of white, gray and dark brown.
Height. 3 inch is.
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159

—

Roman Glass Pitcher Third Century B.C.

_ ^ Inverted pear shape with small foot and neck, flat rim and loop
' handle. Modeled with a relief band about the body, in white

and green, on a maple-sugar ground, large areas showing a

brilliant iridescence.

160—Two Roman Glass Amphorae Second Century B.C.

Conventional form, one of dark blue glass with body ornamented

_ in relief with yellow and pale blue, the other of white glass orna-

mented with a cloudy wine color in wavy lines and encircling

rings.

Heights, 3 and 3y2 inches.

161—Egyptian Glass Alabastron Eighth Century B.C.

_ Turquoise-blue and brilliant yellow zigzag inlays around a dark

3 C- " ground.
Height, 3% inches.

162—Arabic Glass Perfume Bottle Tenth Century

A. _ Slender, attenuated form. Amethystine glass of dark tone en-

wound with festooned draperies of white.

Height, 4% inches.

163—Roman-Egyptian Glass Alabastron First Century AT).

^0 Dark blue glass with palmette decoration in scrolling lines in a

/ oZ " soft grayish-white.
Height, 3% inches.

164—Roman-Egyptian Glass Alabastron First Century A.D.

Graceful palmettes adorn the body, above encircling rings which

r*? 0- surround the base, more of the rings encircling the neck, the'

colors a brilliant yellow, dark blue and pale turquoise.

Height, ."> inrln j,

165—Roman Stratified Glass Perfume Bottle First Century

^ Pear shape with tubular neck and flat lip. Deep azure glass with

I
^ festooned draperies in cloud-white.

Height. 8% inches.

166—Egyptian Glass Alabastron Eighth Century B.C.

j Fluted surface, the glass a rich dark blue inlaid in white and a

H~ - soft yellow, in zigzag and wavy patterns.
Height, 4>y4 inches.
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167

—

Egyptian Glass A lamas-i kon Eighth Century B.C.

. si si
Deep dark blue glass, the Muted body inlaid in yellow and white

in lines of palmate zigzag.

II lit/ lit. .1 inch is.

1G8

—

Roman-Egyptian Glass Alabastron

/ Dark blue glass inlaid with buff draperies looped in columns, the

—
• general surface showing patches of brilliant green, ruby and

silver iridescence.

Height, \\., inches.

169

—

Roman-Egyptian Glass Vase First Century A.D.

Inverted cone shape with flattened shoulder and slender tubular

2j *l5 neck and everted lip. Dark brick-red opaque glass, the shoulder

and neck encircled by rings and the body inlaid with draperies

in white, dark blue and greenish notes. Flashes of iridescence.

Height, 4% inches.

170

—

Egyptian Glass Alabasteon Eiglith Century B.C.

n — Pale grayish-yellow glass inlaid in zigzag lines with greenish and

nt^- bluish white.

Height. 8% inches.

171

—

Roman-Eo yptian Glass Alabasteon First Century A.D.

Bluish translucent glass, the body shaped in narrow panels, each

of which is adorned with a succession of draperies inlaid in yel-

low and white. Found in Fayoum.
Height, "> inches

172—Roman Glass Amphora Second Century B.C.

jrf^D Dense opaque bluish-black glass, the body fluted, and inlaid in

/ ^ rambling scroll form in yellow and pale turquoise-blue. Found

near Sidon.
Height, inches.

173—Egyptian Glass Alabastron Eighth Century B.C.

Translucent grayish lapis-blue glass, the body formed in narrow

(d C - vertical panels, each of wbich is draped with festoons of yellow

and turquoise-blue, and at the bottom the vase shows an inlay of

rings in pure white.
Height, 4% inches.
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174

—

Egyptian Glass Amphora Sixth Century B.C.

Lapis-blue glass of dull lustre, with yel-

low handles and lip, inlaid with a deco-

rative hand about the body in yellow and

turquoise-blue.

(Illustrated)

175

—

Roman-Egyptian Glass Vase

J~~& First Century A.D.

I —-Inverted pear shape with bold foot, high

' flattened shoulder and contracting neck

which is encircled by rings in relief. Two
recurving loop handles. Conventional

inlays in white on a buff ground, the sur-

face now matt and showing a light iri-

descence.
Height, 5% inches.

176

—

Egyptian Glass Pitcher

Sixth Century B.C.

c2,(j—t) ĝ

Inverted pear shape on spreading

foot, with short neck and pinched

lip, forming the spout, and re-

curving loop handle. Glass of

dense and dark lapis hue, the

ornamentation inlaid in rich yel-

low and a soft turquoise-blue.

Found near Tyre.

Height, 4'/, inches.

(Illustrated)
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177

—

Egyptian Glass Pitches Sixth Century B.C.

Inverted pear shape on low foot, with roundtd shoulder, short

neck and pinched spout, and loop handle. Body molded in ver-

tical lohes. Black glass inlaid with yellow and white, on the

body with arching scrolls and on the shoulders and neck with

rings. Height, 5% inches.

(Illustrated)

178

—

Roman-Egyptian Glass Amphoha First Century A.D.

The neck and shoulder encircled by rings, and the body decor-

y£? ated with drooping palmettes, all inlaid in white in a glass whose

original color has largely been stained a light brown through

burial. Height, 6y4 inches.

179

—

Rohan-Egyptian Glass Ampulla First Century A.D.

Dark glass inlaid with rings and draperies of white, almost the

. entire surface now showing a soft silvery iridescence. Found in

Fayoum. Height, 5% inehee.
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180

—

Egyptian Glass Pitcher Sixth Century B.C.

yr. Elongated pear shape, with short neck

•
-—

' and pinched spout and recurving loop

handle. Rich dark lapis-blue glass, with

panels of scrolling decoration in yellow,

turquoise and white. Found in Fayoum.

Height, 6 inches.

(Illustrated)

181

—

Roman-Egyptian Glass Ampulla
— First Century A.D.

J. — Dark blue glass with an inlay of rings

and draperies in buff, the greater part of

the structure now exhibiting a purple,

green and golden iridescence.

Height, 5y2 inches.

I

Qa/r
182

—

Hebrew Glass Rottle

Pear shape with surface ornamented with

vase forms in relief and the slender tubu-

lar neck expanding to a molded lip. Semi-

opaque starch-blue glass. Found at Kefr

Kama, Syria. Height, 3 inches.

183

—

Sidonian Glass Vase First Century A.D.

Ovoid, the surface of shoulder and underbody fluted, and the

midbody encircled by scrolls in relief. Two handles, slender

•
"~

tubular neck and expanding lip. Thin glass of purplish-lilac

hue, still semi-transparent, and showing patches of iridescence.

Height, 3 inches.

184

—

Egyptian Glass Amphora

Entire body a mass of lateral corrugations.

V *" of mottled deep blue.

In brilliant glass

Height, 4"/, inches.
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185

—

Egyptian Glass Alabastron
Sixth Cent in// B.C.

i ly~p The body formed in long narrow panels,

' ornamented in pairs, yet each sustaining

its separate decoration, in turquoise-blue,

rich yellow and white on a dark lapis-blue

ground. Found in Fayoum.

Height, 0% inches.

(Illustrated)

186

—

Glass Jar
Inverted pear shape with spreading lip,

to which is attached a rigid twisted bail

handle. Brilliant glass of amethystine

hue encircled by rings of white, the glass

iridescent in itself and encrusted with a

brilliant peacock and silvery iridescence

of disintegration.

Height, 3% inches.

187

—

Egyptian Glass Pitcher Sixth Centura B.C.

^r^. Inverted pear shape on spreading foot, with recurving loop

\J \3 handle, short neck and pinched spout which is in trefoil form.

Dense dark brown iridescent glass with an inlay of chevron pat-

tern which now appears silvery in a band of silver iridescence.

Height, 3V4 inches.

188

—

Sidoxiax-Hebrew Glass Bottle First Century A.D.

Hexagonal and cylindrical, springing from a pttal cup, the sides

modeled in relief with the forms of numerous vases and the bev-

eled shoulder also showing relief ornamentation. Slender tub-

ular neck with slightly expanded lip. Opaque white glass of

dull lustre.

Height, 3% inches.
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189

—

Sidoxiax-Hkhrew Glass Pitcher First Century A.D.

Cylindrical body in mx panels rising out of a flower cup of fluted

/ f? /) petals, which is reversed for the shoulder. Tubular neck with

. expanding lip and a broad recurving handle. On the panels ap-

pear in relief vase-forms and other designs. Rich dark blue

glass variously iridescent. Found at Mount Carmel.

Ileiqht. 4 inch?*.

190

—

Milt.eeioui Sacrificial Bowl First Century A.D.

Roman mosaic glass. Inverted bell shape, the rim lightly ex-

7 paneling, on a molded foot. Red predominating in the color

&~ / ^
.

.

— notes, relieved by opalescent and white tones, and the whole of

the exterior and interior surface coated with a fine gold and

silver iridescence. Found in Syria.

Diameter. 3\/2 inches.

(Illustrated)

if,

191

—

Mileefiori Sacrificial Bowl First Century A.D.

Roman mosaic glass; inverted bell shape, the rim broadly flar-

ing. Broad vermilion notes are found in the floral jungle of ricli

(J,^ greenery, brightened by golden-yellow and dotted with white.

Surface of exterior well preserved, with touches of iridescence,

and over the interior thin incrustments of earthy matter and oc-

casional clusters of iridescence. Found in Syria.

(Illustrated)

Diameter. 3 ]

A inchtt.
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192

—

Mii.lefiori Cup Second Century A.D.

Found in Syria. Deep inverted bell shape, with wide mouth and

slightly contracting lip, on a low and spreading bell shape foot.

V. Two loop handles at the sides, below thumb-pieces springing from

the lip. Roman mosaic glass, in which white tones predominate,

relieved by notes of green and vermilion, and revealing spots of

iridescence.

Width, ii mckea.

( IHusi r a ted)

193

—

Christian Glass Pitcher Fifth Century A.D.

Hexagonal with flattened shoulder and straight tubular neck,

^ which ends in an expanding lip with pinched spout. Recurving

loop handle with thumb-brace. The sides bear impressed orna-

mentation in various designs. Translucent amber glass with

slight earthy attachments. Found at Kefr Kama. Syria.

Height, 6% inches.

194

—

Greek Glass Vase

Ovoidal with broad shoulder, wide neck and expanding lip, just

^ below which is a bulbous ring. Transparent rich amber glass

with a patch of peacock iridescence. Two loop handles in pale

greenish glass. Found at Tyre.
Height, \yA inche*.
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195

—

Roman Glass Bottle Second Century A.D.

Pear shape with straight tubular neck and expanding rim. Body
covered with bosses, small expansions in the glass, which is of

pale amber hue and reveals a broad and brilliant golden irides-

cence. Found near Tyre.
Height, 7% inches.

AT-

196

—

Greek Glass Amphora

Citron-yellow glass, the sides showing spiral ribs or flutings, and

oZ O.^^ patches of iridescence. The handles carry a mother-of-pearl

iridescence and a part of the neck an area of silvery-white iri-

descence.
Height, 8% inches.

EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES IN ALABASTER AND BRONZE

197

—

Bronze Statuette

j-"£> Standing figure of Neith. In diaphanous drapery, close fitting,

f and lightly incised about the neck. High and serpentine head-

dress. Greenish patina. Found in Sais.

Height. 5\/4 inches.

198

—

Bronze Statuette Twenty-sixth Dynasty

Standing figure of Osiris in symbolic regalia. Black and verdi-

/ gris-green patina.
Height, 6 inches.

199

—

Bronze Statuette Twenty-sixth Dynasty

^ Standing figure of Osiris with high head-dress, entirely enveloped

<7^^^- in a dense greenish aerugo and earthy incrustations. Found in

Fayoum.
Height. 8 inches.

200

—

Bronze Statuette

A" Egyptian male figure in walking attitude, on a thin oblong

plinth. Brown and greenish patina.

I Height, 4 inches.
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201

—

Bronze Statuette Found in Bubcutu

Standing figure of Pascht, with the mask of a

car and high head-dress. Brownish patina.

/ / ^ Found in Bubastis.

Height. 8% inches.

(Illustrated)

7-

202- -Bronze Statuette Found in Funis

Figure of Netortorum, in walking attitude,

the loins girdled and the arms hanging

straight down the sides. Blossom head-

dress supporting a small obelisk. Greenish

patina.
Height, 5% inches.

203

—

Bronze Statuette

Txcen ty-six t h Dy n a s t

y

^ Standing figure of Sikhet, with cat-head,

and holding a mask at the waist. Long
robes with incised decoration. Greenish

patina. Found in Bubastis.

(Illustrated)

Height, 4- inches
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20-i

—

Bronze Animal Statuette Twenty-sixth Dynasty

Standing figure of Apis, the bull, with emblematic head-dress and

in walking attitude. The body is incised with trappings, and

the whole wears a brownish patina spotted with green.

Length, 4 inches.

(Illustrated)

205

—

Bronze Bird Statuette

Figure of Horus as a hawk, standing on a marble base, the

\y q plumage carefully incised. Has worn a head-dress, which is miss-
"~~

ing. Brown and blackish patina.
Height, with pedestal. 5% incites.

(Illustrated)

206

—

Bronze Statuette Twenty-second Dynasty

Figure of Horus as a hawk, standing upon an oblong plinth and

\J G wearing a high head-dress. The incising of the plumage is en-

tirely covered up in the dense greenish patina which covers the

entire statuette. Found in Bubastis.
Height, 4% inches.

(Illustrated)

3
207

—

Stone Sculpture Twelfth Dynasty

Seated figure of Isis with the seated Osiris on her lap. Blackish

patina of dull lustre.

Height, 6 indies.

c

208

—

Ptolemaic Marble Pitches

Globular, with wide cylindrical neck. Everted lip and slightly

spreading foot. Loop handle, which appears as strapped to the

neck by a double molding in relief that is divided by an incised

line. The handle is also incised, both vertically and horizontally,

and joins the body of the pitcher in relief. Greenish-black stone

with tan mottlingS and a soft lustre.

Height, 6 inches.



205

Bronze Stattettes

206
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209

—

Bronze Statuette Ticenty-sixth Dynasty

Upright figure of Horus, nude. Left hand hanging at his side

o and right forefinger brought to his lips in the gesture of child-

/ J ^.— hood, and wearing a high coniform head-dress. Brown and soft

/ green patina.
Height, 5 inches.

(Illustrated)

210

—

Bronze Statuette of a Scribe

Stated figure in close, diaphanous apparel, with an open scroll

on the lap and the feet resting on a thick square plinth. Plinth

and scroll incised. Eyes inlaid in silver. Brownish and rich

green patina.
Height, 4 inches.

(Illustrated)

3-r

211

—

Bronze Statuette on Marble Base

Standing Egyptian female figure, right arm hanging straight at

her side and left arm extended before her. High and elaborate

head-dress. On a thick oblong plinth, which rests on the marble

base. Brown and greenish patina.
Height, with base, 6 inches.

(Illustrated)

212

—

Alabaster Statuette

Standing mummy-case figure' of an Egyptian with conventional

. ^ head-dress.
Height, 5y2 inches.

7

7

213—Alabaster Vase

j^~Z> Globular-ovoidal vase shape, flattened, with wide cylindrical neck,

molded lip and two annular handles. The handles and lip retain

vestiges of a painted decoration.
Height, 4 inches.

214—Alabaster Vase

j^D Ovoidal, slender and elongated, expanding to a high and rounded

shoulder which contracts to a short neck with molded lip. Creamy

tone witli delicate translucence.
Height. 5 inches.



210

Bronze Statuettes
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215—Alabaster Vase Twelfth Dynasty

Elongated coniform, with high shoulder rounding to a wide neck

C which expands in an overhanging lip. Dense alabaster slightly

transparent, with a soft polish now dulled, and showing various

ferrous staining.
Height. 11 inches.

(Illustrated)

216—Alabaster Dish Twelfth Dynasty

Spreading ovoidal form, contracting slightly above the shoulder,

and recurving in a spreading lip. Thin translucent alabaster

with soft polish, in which the natural stains have now supplied

a rambling decorative design, in light rusty tones..

Diameter. 7% inches
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217—Alahastku Vase

j-~~0 Graceful inverted pear shape, with cylindrical neck and molded

, -7 lip, and around the neck a projecting collar. Alabaster finely

/ ' mottled, and revealing strata of dense white. Delicate trans-

lucence.

Height, <> inches.

2 1 8—Ea bt 1 1 k N wA I! e B ow l

J~V Ovoidal, expanding from a flat foot, with slightly contracting

y ^ lip around a wide mouth. Light grayish-buff color somewhat

stained.

Diameter, 10% inches.

219—Tray of Ancient Coins

A collection of forty-nine coins of Alexander the Great, of dif-

j
<y"£2 ferent mintings.

220—Greco-Roman Small Ewer Circa Fourth Century B.C.

j—C Inverted pear-shape on a low spreading foot, with flat shoulder,

/ *j slender neck and expanding lip, and loop handle. Black and

red, decorated with two standing quadrupeds, one bovine, the

other leonine, within simple scrolls.

Height, i inches.

From Kclekian.

221

—

Greco-Roman Vase Circa Fourth Century B.C.

Inverted pear shape with spreading foot, shoulder contracting to

a slender neck and expanding lip. Red and black, the body

decorated by a seated figure attended by a nymph and fauns :

on the shoulder coursing rabbits.
Height. inches

From Kclekian.

222

—

Greco-Roman Plate Circa Fourth Century B.C.

Red and black, decorated with a figure armed witli a bow and

^.J^^r a club, and draped in a lion-skin.

Diameter, 6\U inches.

From Kclekian.
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223

—

Set of Six Terre Cuite Tablets

j-Q Babylonian, Circa 2,000 B.C.

Part of a library unearthed at Nippur. All bear cuneiform in-

scriptions. The tablets vary from one inch and a half to three

inches in length, and are rectilinear and convex.

224

—

Terra-cotta Head

Broken from an architectural decoration. The face and part

of the head of a handsome woman wearing a formal head-dress

and abundant curls.

Height, 7 inches.
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AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
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Catalogue Numbers 225 to 430 inclusive

ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIAN, PERSIAN AND OTHER
POTTERY

225/-Rakka Lamp Ninth Century

Circular form on a spreading foot, with pinched spout, and loop

le from rim to oil fount. The glaze, probably greenish,

/ \ completely lost in a grayish and brilliant iridescence.

Diameter. 4 inchis.

226-t-RAKKA Lamp Ninth Cent urn

Circular and ovoidal on a spreading foot, with pinched lip. and

loop handle extending from the lip to the coniform oil fount.

Turquoise-green glaze almost wholly covered by a golden and

silvern iridescence.

Diameter. \\\ inches.

-Rakka Lamp Ninth Centura

Circular and ovoidal with pinched spout, and straight handle

from rim to oil fount, on a bold foot. Turquoise-green glaze

witli an indefinite ornamentation in black and a silvery irides-

cence.

Diameter. 4' '. inches.

A—

7

228

—

Rakka Lamp Ninth Century

Circular and ovoidal on spreading and convex foot, with a

pinched spout, and a loop handle from lip to the coniform oil

fount. Greenish turquoise-blue glaze with a primitive decoration

in black, and overspread by a brilliant golden iridescence.

Diameter. 4' . inches.
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229—Rakka Animal Statuette Ninth Century

^~~Q Standing figure of a quadruped on an oblong plinth. A bit of

-*) _ careful and not usual modeling. Coated with a brilliant tur-

/' quoise-blue glaze, with large areas of white and silvery irides-

cence. At one corner of the plinth the glaze takes a brilliant

marble touch. Height, 3% inches.

230—Rakka Pitcher Ninth Century

•J O Ovoidal with short, wide expanding neck and loop handle, on a

J -~ spreading foot. Greenish-turquoise glaze almost wholly covered

by a golden iridescence.

Height, 3% inches.

231—SriTAXABAD Pitcher Thirteenth Century

j~*C Globular-ovoidal form on a short spreading foot, with broad

^ —— shoulder contracting to a short neck which expands in a cylin-

drical jar-shaped lip marked by a small spout; loop handle.

Greenish-turquoise glaze almost entirely obscured by a soft golden

iridescence.
Height. 4% inches.

232—Rakka Bowl Ninth Century

Bowl flaring in coniform from a bold foot. Greenish turquoise-

^ Q - blue glaze, with decorations which are almost entirely obscured

by a soft silvery iridescence and grayish earthy incrustations.

Diameter, 5 inches.

From Kelekian, New York.

233—Sultaxabad Saucer Thirteenth Century

Shallow cavetto, fluted, with a flat and spreading festooned rim.

^j^q Superior surface glazed in turquoise-green, and having at its

centre a brownish rabbit amongst black herbage. Inferior sur-

face decorated in lapis-blue with black spottings on a creamy

ground. Almost the entire dish covered with a brilliant silvery

iridescence.

Diameter, (i inches.

234—Rakka Bowl Ninth Century

Ovoidal on a bold and spreading foot. Turquoise-green glaze

*n ending in a large "tear" above the foot, and disclosing black^ . decorations under a brilliant golden and silvern iridescence.

1) ia meter. 4 1
, inch es.
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235

—

Rakka Bowl Ninth Century

Ovoida] with flat contracting lip. on a hold and spreading foot.

^30 Greenish-turquoise glaze with simple decoration in black, the

interior exhibiting a golden iridescence and the exterior a silver

iridescence. Diameter, i% inch,*.

2.'}6

—

Rakka Bowl Ninth Century

Ovoidal with flat lip slightly contracting, on a deep and slightly

spreading foot. Turquoise-green glaze with black decorations

/ . """on both interior and exterior of the bowl, which displays on the

interior a brilliant golden-sunset iridescence and on the exterior

a silver iridescence. Diameter, 6y4 inches.

237—Rakka Pitcher Ninth Century

Pear shape with spreading lip in which there is a small pinched

pO-fl spout ; recurving handle and spreading foot. Greenish turquoise-

• —-blue glaze, the body encircled with narrow bands of brilliant

black, and the whole overspread by a silvery iridescence with

golden notes. Height, 5% inches.

238—Rakka Pitcher Ninth Century

Pear shape on a bold foot, with full and expanding neck and

Jp £) pinched spout, and recurving loop handles. Greenish turquoise-

•-— blue glaze which with its black decoration is almost entirely ob-

literated by a rich and brilliant mothcr-of-pcarl iridescence.

Height, (> inches.

fc.

2:39—Persian Lustre Jar Twelfth Century

Pear shape on a spreading foot, with short wide neck: (remnant

stumps show that it has been a pitcher with a loop handle).

Cream glaze penciled with conventional designs in brown lustre,

demarcated by vertical bands of lapis-blue. Soft silvery iri-

descence. Height, 5% inches.

240

—

Sultanabad Two-HAXDLEi) Jab Thirteenth Century

Inverted pear shape with broad and sloping shoulder, short wide

neck and two loop handles, on a low foot. Greenish turquoise-

^ <»- blue glaze with primitive black decoration, including a chevron

border around the neck. Rich expanse of silvery and golden-

sunset iridescence. Height, 5% inches.
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241—Rakka Pitcher Ninth Century

Pear shape with steep sloping shoulder, full neck and expanding

lip, in which is a pinched spout; loop handle; expanding ped-

estal-foot. Rich glaze, ending in a heavy welter of "tears," its

tone a creamy white, decorated in black and soft grayish-blue.

Little of the details of the decoration can be seen under the

creamy frosting of decay which covers almost the entire vase,

illuminated by notes of a soft golden iridescence.

Height, 6y2 inches.

242—Rakka Pitcher Nmth Century

Graceful pear shape on a spreading foot, with full neck and tip-

/ y £) tilted pinched spout and small loop handle. Turquoise-blue glaze

- ^" with archaic decorations in black, and largely overspread by a

golden and sunset iridescence.

Height, 7 inches.

243—Rakka Pitcher Ninth Century

Full-bodied globular-ovoidal form, with short and wide truncate

neck, recurving loop handle and bold and spreading foot. Tur-

quoise-blue glaze with an indeterminate decoration in black, al-

most wholly obliterated by a white, silvery and soft iridescence.

Height, 6V4 inches.

244—Rakka Pitcher Ninth Century

Full-bodied pear shape on a deep spreading foot, with narrow

^ beveled shoulder and short and full straight neck with expanding

Q^/^""£/^. bp. Sharp spout extended from lip, and vertical loop handle

from lip to body. Deep and rich turquoise-blue glaze adorned

in black, showing spots of vivid metallic iridescence, areas of

silvery iridescence, and grayish frostings of decay.

Height. 8 inchet.

245—Persian Pitcher Thirteenth Century

Globular on a deep, spreading and convex foot ; wide neck lightly

/f^ expanding, and loop handle from lip to shoulder. Connecting

J 0. ^ neck and shoulder, eleven small ornamental loop handles. Glaze

[Contin tied
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245

—

Co ncluded

of rich and deep turquoise-blue, of dull lustre and Lightly

crackled, spangled with touches of silvery and Bunsel iridescence

and showing broad areas of grayish frosting of decay. Found

at Damascus.
Height, 7>/4 buhl*.

24(5

—

Rakka Bowl Eleventh Century

Flaring in slightly ovoidal curvature from a low foot. Coated

\y q with a creamy and greenish glaze which carries a frosting of

"""creamy and white decay, on the exterior, and on the interior a

broadly designed and highly conventional brown lustre decora-

tion of fruit, leaf and conventional scroll designs, and at the

bottom a composite medallion.
Diameter, 8 inches.

From Kelekian, New York.

•247—Rakka Bowl Twelfth Century

Flaring from a bold foot. Coated with a greenish-creamy glaze

closely crackled, and carrying on the interior a formal floral

border which includes inscriptive suggestions, and on the bottom

a complex floral medallion. On the exterior below the lip a deep

border of loop scrolls of primitive character. The decorations

in black and a grayish-blue. Silvery iridescence and grayish

frosting of decay.
Diameter, 6) inchet.

248—Rakka Bowl Ninth Century

Coniform on a deep foot. Greenish-turquoise glaze with black

<y decoration, almost wholly covered by a grayish decay and a Bilver

and copper iridescence.

Diameter, inches.

249—Set of Foir Rakka Mugs or Testae Ninth Century

Respice nunc alia ac diversa pericula noctis; quod spatium trctis

C , —- sublimibus unde cerebrum testa ferrit, quotiens rimosa et carta

fenestrus vasa eadant, quanto percussum pondere sigeant et loe-

dant silicum.

—

Juvenal: Third Satire.

Cylindraceous, with retracted foot and broad expanding lip, and

loop handle. Exterior and interior glazed in turqnoise-blue, the

exterior having decorations in black, and all surfacts covered

with a brilliant iridescence, silvery and golden in tone, and with

various grayish earthy incrustations.
Diameters. GV. to 6% inches.
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250

—

Persian Lustre Pitcher Sixteenth Century

Globular on a bold foot, witb wide

and expanding neck and loop han-

dle. Brilliant glaze of mottled lapis-

lazuli blue carrying on body and

neck a lustre decoration in scrolling

form of primitive floral design.

Weight, •"> inches.

(Illustrated)

251

—

Gkeex Plate

Ovoidal on a bold foot, tbe narrow

rim lightly expanding. Dense glaze

of ricb and soft green, brilliant on

tbe superior surface and baving a

matt surface underneath, where

there are heavy earthy incrustments.

252

—

Persian Pitcher

Ovo-cylindrical with the body

slightly contracted toward the cen-

tre, on a retracted and slightly ex-

panding foot. Flattened shoulders

upholding a short tubular neck en-

circled by a molding and supporting

a high duck-bill spout ; loop handle.

Rich lapis-blue glaze witb primitive

decoration in black, tbe body pan-

eled witb bands between which are

large leaf-shaped drops and the

sboulder bordered witb scrolls.

Coated witb patches of silvery iri-

descence.

Height, 8 inches.

(Illustrated)
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253

—

Persian Lustbe Pitches Sixteenth Century

Globular on deep and spreading foot, with wide neck broadly

^
expanding and a loop handle. Rich tapis-blue glaze with a

• lustre decoration in floral and scroll forms. Touched with iri-

descence in various places.

Height, 6 1
/, inches.

(Ill ii st rated)

254

—

Rhac.es Jab Twelfth Century

Globular ovoidal on short foot, contracting to a short truncated

Q ^ neck and wide mouth. On the shoulder two annular handles,

over which are leaf-shaped projections from the lip. and alter-

nately two short spout handles. Turquoise-blue glaze decorated

with foliar designs in black in four panels, each of which is fur-

ther adorned at the sides with stripes of a dark lapis-blue. Be-

tween the blue fields are broad bands with inscriptions reserved

in the turquoise underground. On the shoulder a looped border

in reserve on black ground.
Diameter, j inches.
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255

—

Sultanabad Bowl Thirteenth Century

Expanding from a deep and spreading foot to a rounded

c?^- V . shoulder above which the body is upright, ending in a slightly

expanded lip. Brilliant glaze of deep azure in the interior and

lighter notes of the blue of the sky on the exterior, which is

touched with incipient iridescence.

Diameter, 4% inches.

256—Rakka Bowl Eleventh Century

Ovoidal with narrow and flat contracting lip, on a deep and

spreading foot. In the interior radiating fan-blade panels are

decorated crudely in brownish-black and lapis-blue on a greenish-

creamy glaze. The exterior is also decorated, and is covered

with a creamy incrustation of decay and brilliant areas of iri-

descence.
Diameter. 6% inches.

257—Sultanabad Four-light Hand Lamp Thirteenth Century

A low circular bowl with cylindrical sides and molded lip sup-

ports a polygonal and tapering post on whose top rests a cir-

' — cular and fluted lamp. This has four spouts for wicks and is

connected by a loop handle with the rim of the dish below. The

exterior of the larger dish is incised with primitive scrolls, and

the whole lamp is glazed in a rich turquoise-blue which shows

large areas of soft silvery iridescence.

Height, 6% inches.

258—Rakka Wine Ewer Ninth Century

Ovoidal body with broad and sloping shoulder, neck modeled

with rings in relief, and expanding lip. Straight spout and loop

^/—^ handle. Its characteristic turquoise-green glaze almost com-

, pletely hidden by grayish frostings of decay and a brilliant sil-

very iridescence, which is heightened by brilliant notes of old-

gold.
Height. 8% inches.

259—Rakka Wine Ewer Ninth Century

Large ovoidal body with broad rounded shoulder, ami tall ex-

Q ^ panding neck ending at a beveled lip. Dense turquoise glaze

with golden and silvery iridescence.

Heiqht, 11 inches.
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260 Babylonian \

and white incrustation-

Fifth Century B.C.

Ovo-cylindrica] body on a low foot, nar-

row sloping Bhoulder and wide neck,

which is molded at the root and ends

with an enlarged li|>. Two brood

handles rise from the shoulder and make

an abrupt curve to join the neck be-

neath the lip. They are modeled with a

vertical spinose ridge and with "ears,"

and have the semblance of being bolted

to the vase. The body of the vase is

incised with series of vertical and diag-

onal narrow furrows and is encircled

by relief border modeled by finger pres-

sure. Above this is a primitive border

whose detail is obscured by incrusta-

tions. The whole in a turquoise glaze,

both blue and green, emphasized by

darker flows, and covered by creamy

and silvery iridescence.

Height, 10 inches.

261

—

Damascan Bow i,

Flaring from a

lowandspread-

. ing foot to a

shoulder above

which the body

contract s

slightly and is

surmounted by

a flat rim ex-

panding in two

directions, out-

ward and in-

w a r d . Deco-

rated in black.

Twelfth Centura

lapis-blue and turquoise-green, on the exterior with vine-stems

and a floral border, and on the interior with a complexity of

floral motives, the chief designs radiating from the centre.

Nearly the entire surface covered with a brilliant golden and

silvery iridescence. Diameter, 11% inches.
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262—Roman Vase Second Century A.D.

Ovoidal on a low foot, with sloping shoulder and wide cylindrical

neck and molded lip. Two loop handles. Incised decoration of

' • crude designs on neck, shoulder and the body of the vase, beneath

a dark greenish turquoise-blue glaze which shows patches of

earthy incrustations and touches of iridescence.

Height, 10 inches.

263—Sultaxabad Jar Thirteenth Century

Inverted pear shape with high and sloping shoulder and short

contracting neck ending in a molded lip. Five small loop handles

/ &r~(Zs
t

' connecting shoulder and neck. Shoulder encircled by a crude

relief border below which is a looped drapery in similar motive.

Turquoise glaze coated with a silvery iridescence which in places

shows blueish and greenish notes.

Height, 11% inches.

264—Rakka Sweetmeat Dish Ninth Century

Seven cylindrical cups, conjoined in foliate outline, each with

its individual foot and with a large loop handle over the central

/ • —- cup. Greenish turquoise glaze coated with a brilliant silvery

iridescence.
Diameter. 11% inches.

265—Rakka Sweetmeat Dish Ninth Century

Seven clyindrical cups conjoined, and each supported by a

looped bracket which unites it to the common broad cylindrical

pedestal supporting the whole. Creamy glaze of greenish note,

crackled, stained by notes of tan, and coated with silvery iri-

descence. Interiors of the cups decorated in lapis-blue with the

word "Blessing" seven times repeated.

Heif/ht. 7 inches: diameter. 11% inches.

266—Bahvloxiax Jak with Cover Seventh Century B.C.

Heavy ovoidal form rounding into a high and sloping shoulder

with short cylindrical neck and heavy rounded lip. The neck

/O ^ has a border of depressions under the lip and a molding at its

root, and the shoulder is encircled by concentric corrugations.

Dark turquoise-blue glaze with broad crackle and e xpansive areas

of iridescence and earthy incrustations. Disc cover with knob

handle similarly glazed and showing a golden iridescence.

Height, 20% inches.
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261 Babylonian Jab Circa 500 B.C.

/It
Large ovoidal body on an expanded and channeled foot, with

broad sloping shoulder and wide cylindrical neck which ends at

a flanged rim. Two large loop handles ornamented by incision

and in relief. On the shoulder and on the neck several borders

of various design incised and in relief. Turquoise glaze with

silvery iridescence and dense earthy accumulations. Found near

Damascus.
Height, 18% inches.

268—Babylonian Jab Circa 500 B.C.

Large ovoidal body on an expanded and channeled foot, with

i / r> broad sloping shoulder and w ide cylindrical neck which ends at

/ / • a flanged rim. Two broad loop bandies which seem to be molded

in a rope design. On the shoulder a fluted border and two

narrow incised borders. The details of the decoration and the

turquoise glaze almost obliterated by a silvery iridescence and

earth? incrustations. Found near Damascus.

Diameter, 13% inehe*.
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269—Rakka Stand Ninth Century

Oblong on four stocky and heavily molded short feet ; the ends

pierced with a grille and the solid sides molded with a floral jun-

gle in cavo-rilievo. The top has a similar floral decoration, and is

pierced with two large circular orifices for bottles or for other

receptacles which might be heated by lamps placed under-

neath. The whole glazed in turquoise-blue and coated with a

creamy frosting of decay and with a brilliant silvery, bluish and

golden iridescence. Height, 8% inches; length, 12 inches.

(Illustrated)

270—Rakka Jar Ninth Century

Inverted pear shape with small foot, expanding to a high and

sloping shoulder, broad contracting neck and short and heavy

,̂ «— rounded lip. Three broad loop handles. Turquoise-blue glaze'

with golden iridescence and grayish earthy incrustments.

Height, 19% inchet.

271

—

Persian* Jar in Polychrome Sixteenth Century

Inverted pear shape with short recurving neck and molded lip.

Cream-white glaze of great brilliancy, decorated with a bold and

primitive blossom scroll in lapis-blue, manganese-purple and a

light grayish-brown. Around the neck a border of detached con-

ventional blossoms. Height, 13 inches.
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•212 273

273

Persian Pottery Jar in Turquoise-blue Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal, expanding from a molded foot to a high shoulder which

rounds to a short wide neck with expanding lij). Cloaked in a

rich glaze of light turquoise-blue, with a broad crackle. (Gla/e

chips at the lip.) Height, 15"
4 inches

(Illustrated)

Persian Pottery Jar in TrRo.roisE-Bi.rE Sixteenth Century

Oviform with convex foot, short wide neck and lightly spreading

!/ u{ 0-rim. Coated with a brilliant glaze of light turquoise-blue,

broadly crackled. (Repair at neck.) Heitjht. 17% inches.

(Illustrated)

274- Persian Mosque Tile in Frame Thirteenth Century

Quadrilateral, with a decoration in which birds appear among
flowers and leafage, executed in brown lustre, turquoise-green and

cream reserve. In high relief a Koranic inscription in grayish-

blue. Crossed at the top by a border in which birds and flowers

appear in relief and in the colors of the main body of the tile.

Dimension*. 13% incites square.
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275—Persian Tilk from the Mosque of Yeramix, near Teheran
Thirteenth Century

Stellate pattern, decorated in palmate and foliar designs reserved

in cream-white within a ground of brown lustre and themselves

ornamented in lustre. Cream-white border with inscriptions in

lustre.

Diameter, 12 inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

276—Persian Tile Sixteenth Century

Quadrilateral, with a floral scroll border in relief and dotted with

/jQ blossoms. Decorated in bold relief with the seated figure of

• a bearded man, back of whom stands a female figure holding a

fly-whisk above his head. Architectural background overlook-

ing a garden, in which are shrubbery and jars of flowers.

Dimensions. 11 inches square.

277—Persian Stellate Tile Thirteenth Century

Floral decoration in emerald-green and white reserve, within a

ground of copper lustre outlined in grayish-blue. Narrow cream-

white border bearing Persian inscriptions in lustre.

Diameter, 8 inches.

^0

/c.

278—Two Spanish Tiles in Frame Seventeenth Century

Each square, and decorated with an interlacing geometrical de-

* sign and a formal floral figure in white, yellow, mulberry and

dark green.
Length (including frame), 13% incites.

279—Two Spanish Tiles in Frame Seventeenth Century

Each square, and bearing a decoration modeled in the paste and

representing loops and floral designs in golden lustre and lapis-

blue on a white ground.
Length (including frame), 11 inches

280—Small Decorated Jar

Inverted pear shape on a short foot and contracting to a small

mouth surrounded by a lightly molded lip. Glazed in brilliant

turquoise-blue, with a reserve hand of iron-rust hue about the

body, and the shoulder painted with various conventional de-

signs. Creamy frosting of decay and Hashes of golden iri-

descence.
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281—Persian Plate Sixteenth Century

j-T) Decorated with brown lustre on ;i white glaze, the designs a

I
______ variety of Moral forms and a complicated border.

Diameter, 5% inchet.

282—Persian Coupe Sixteenth Century

J 23 Ovoidal, with deep spreading foot. Crackled cream glaze, the

exterior banded with lustre, and the interior showing besides a

lustred floral decoration two hands of lapis-bluc. and between

them a lustre band of simulated inscription.

Diameter, 3f4 inchet.

28.'3

—

Persian Bowl Seventeenth Century

Expanding from a low foot. Decorated in light and dark blue

on a white glaze broadly crackled. At the bottom of the interior

•—
- the features of a human face, and above it a cross-hatched bor-

der. Exterior draped with archaic scrolls.

Diameter, <> inchet.

7

284

—

Persian Jar Seventeenth Century

^f~D Inverted pear shape with short neck. White glaze deepening to

cafe-au-lait tone and decorated in blue with a brocade band and

a shoulder border of conventional petal-form.
Height, 5 inchet.

285

—

Pkrsiax Plate Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal with low foot. Superior surface glazed in a soft but

rich lapis-blue and painted in lustre with trees and flowers, under
* " a conventional border. Inferior surface glazed in white and

painted in lustre with leaf designs and primitive flowers.

Diameter. 8 inchet.

From Kelekicm, Paris.

PERSIAN, DAMASCAN AND RHODIAN POTTERY

28(5

—

Persian Coupe Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal with short foot. The exterior gla/.ed in a rich lapis-

x 7 blue and lustred with a primitive floral scroll, the interior glazed

in white and lustred with floral forms.
Diameter. :i inchet.

From Kelekian, Paris.
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287

—

Persian Lustre Dish Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal on a low foot. White glaze decorated in brown lustre

with a standing peacock amid primitive floral devices. On the

exterior lanceolate leaves are added to floral devices, all painted

in lustre. Diameter, 8»/4 inches.

From Kalehdgian. Cairo.

288—SuiiTANABAD Ltstke Plate Thirteenth Century

Ovoidal cavttto with narrow flaring rim. Decorated in brown

lustre relieved by rings of blue and a spot of green, the medallion

• -— of the bottom occupied by a bird among blossoms reserved in

cream white. On both interior and exterior primitive borders

in lustre.

Diameter, 7% inches.

289—Persian Pottery Jar Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal, with retracted foot, sloping shoulder and short neck

with expanding lip. Coated with a brilliant glaze of greenish-

turquoise hut, with crackle.

Height, 5 inches.

290—Persian Pottery Jar Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal on a bold foot, with short and wide truncate neck.

Coated with a rich and brilliant glaze of turquoise-blue, boldly

crackled.
Height, 4y2 inches.

291—Pair Persian Plates

Shallow bowl and broad flat rim. Gray glaze painted in two

tones of blue and touched with white, the decoration a variety

of floral designs.

Diameter. 10 inches.

292—Persian Jar Seventeenth Century

Ovoidal with narrow shoulder, short lip and wide mouth. Bril-

^ (P liant glaze of turquoise-green bearing primitive decorations in a

band about the body, and shoulder and neck bordered.

Height, 5y4 inches.

293—Persian Plate Seventeenth Century

Shallow cavetto and flaring rim. Glazed in white and decorated

in black with trees and garden flowers, a band of primitive scrolls

and a conventional floral medallion.
Diameter, B% inches.
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294— Persian Plate ix Lustre and Blue Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal and flaring form. Decorated with conventional flowi ra

more or less naturalistic, in a medallion and the sides of the

cavetto surrounding it. painted in lustre and emphasized by rich

lapis-blue.

Diameter, B inches.

From Kalebdgian, Paris.

295—Damascan Bowl Fourteenth Century

Ovoidal on a spreading foot, the body many-sided. On the out-

side spots of blue and smaller spots of black on a white glaze,

— the inner panels painted alternately in blue and black with

floral forms.
Diameter, S% inches.

296—Damascan Bowl Fourteenth Centura

Ovoidal with large mouth and contracting lip, and hold foot.

cj^O Primitive decoration in blue, black and green on a white glaze,

that in the interior consisting of borders surrounding a foliated

floral medallion. On the exterior a delicate iridescence of decay.

Diameter. 5% inchex.

297—Persian Dish Sixteenth Centura

Deep ovoidal form on a hold foot. White, painted in lustre with

e^jf"" a display of flowers, the sinuous branch of a tree, and con-

ventional designs.
Diameter. S>

3o

298—Persian Bowl Sixteenth Centura

Ovoidal with lightly defined lip on hold foot. Interior in lapi>-

blue of great depth, with a decoration appearing in darker tone

and revealing a slight lustre, the designs tree-forms and floral

figures. Floral scroll border. Exterior glazed in white and

similarly decorated in pale brown lustre, varied by tree branches

in pale manganese.
Diameter. 7'o inches.

299—Persian- Plate Sixteenth Centura

t Broadly flaring from a low foot. Decorated in soft but bril-

K^pO _ liant colors on a cream-white ground with palmate designs and

sprays of flowers in a broad border and in the medallion of the

bottom.
Diameter . 7 inches.
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300

—

Rakka Tripod Dish Twelfth Century

Shallow, the sides contracting slightly, with narrow spreading

C rim. Posed on the backs of three standing elephants. Cream
* glaze decorated in golden lustre. In the interior four eques-

trienne figures are encircling a figure which occupies the central

medallion, and the intervening spaces are filled with tree-forms

and scrolls. On the inner sides of the bowl are real or simulated

inscriptions, and the rim is conventionally decorated, as is the

outside.

Diameter, 7'/2 inches.

301

—

Persian Jar Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal with sides modeled in lobes, and a raised and slightly

rounding shoulder ; short neck and expanding lip. Decorated

in brown lustre with a floral band encircling the body, and on

the shoulder with lanceolate leaves reserved and ornamented with

lustre.

Height, 5 inches.

302—Persian Plate Twelfth Century

From the mosque of Xablon, Syria. Ovoidal bowl with narrow

rim. Bluish turquoise-grfcen glaze, decorated in black with a

C7~^ • ewer beside which rise scrolling floral forms. Floral scroll

border.
Diameter. 10% inches.

303

—

Persian Pitcher Thirteenth Century

Excavated at Sultanabad. Pear shape with bold foot, slender

neck expanding in the form of a bird's head near the lip, and

recurving loop handle. Painted in blue, vermilion and white,

the decoration covering the entire surface, and including medal-

lions, borders, and an informal latticed ground.
Height. 9 inches.

304

—

Persian Plate Sixteenth Century

Brilliant turquoise-blue glaze with broad crackle, decorated with

cJ^ ' <'i border of erratic scroll and a large floral medallion which

/ v5 occupies the entire bottom of the cavetto.

/ * Diameter, 10% inches.
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305—R

n

ages Goblet Twelfth Century

Cylindracedus, lightly expanding from a Low foot. On a cream-

y white glaze six bird bodies with human heads painted in blue,

.
~~ red, black and flesh color, and three primitive borders. On the

interior under the lip simulated inscriptions in black.

/y,l , . 7 \ Height, I 1
. inches.

{Illustrated)

306—Rhages Bow i. Twelfth Century

Ovoidal with dee]) spreading foot. Cream glaze decorated in

7 i>n color with four human-headed quadrupeds, separated by con-

• -""vtntional floral designs, in procession about a human figure in

the central medallion. On the exterior a band of inscription.

(Illustrated)
Diameter, 7 mchee.

307—KoUBATCHA Plate Sixteenth Century

Flaring marly bordered with imbrications in turquoise-green,

/C gray and brown enamel on a lapis ground, and broad shallow
""""

cavetto ornamented with medallions and primitive floral designs

in similar colors.

Diameter, 13 "•
, inches.

From KeleVioiK New York.

308—Persian Bowl Sixteenth Century

Deej) ovoidal form on low foot. Blue glaze with a mirror deco-

'fi ration in lustre depicting trees, flowers and scrolls, and enclosing

quadrilateral panels.
Din meter. 7% inchest.

From Kelekian, Paris.
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309

—

Persian Bowl Sixteenth Century

^ Deep ovoidal form, the lip lightly spreading, and low foot. Ex-

terior a rich blue, decorated with branching flowers in lustre,

• —~ in four compartments divided by vertical bands of floral lattice

in lustre. Interior white, and painted in lustre with a scrolled

border and a large foliated medallion enclosing branching

flowers.

Diameter, 7% inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

310—Chixo-Persiax Ovoidal Bowl with Cover

Porcelain, owing its origin to China, decorated in Persia, the

body of the bowl glazed in lapis-lazuli blue and penciled in gold

with stars and crescents, the whole interrupted by pointed quatre-

foil panels with three outlines, in green, coral and gold. These

panels are reserved in a rich white and penciled in gold with

Arabic inscriptions. Cover similarly decorated, both as to color

and inscriptions. (Bowl repaired.)
Diameter, 8 inches.

311—Persiax Bottle-form Vase Sixteenth Century

Pear-shape on a recurving foot, with bulbous neck and spreading

~J~~ O Hp and two loop handles. Decorated with broad splashes of

^ ^ lapis-lazuli blue over a creamy and crackled glaze which dis-

closes also a brocaded ornamentation on the neck and a band of

depending palmate designs on the body.
Height, 8y4 inches.

312—Peksiax Plate Sixteenth Century

Decoration entirely in rich and brilliant lapis-lazuli blue. A
broad floral lattice border which extends over the sides of the

cavetto and the marly surrounding a large medallion of flowers,

tree-forms and birds.

Diameter. 18% inches.

313

—

Koi hatcha Bowl Sixteenth Century

Deep ovoidal form. Caf e-au-lait glaze with coarse crackle, the

y ^ interior of the bowl carrying a rambling decoration of leaves in

lapis-blue and pale green and a brownish enamel.

Diameter. 8% inches.

From Kelekian. Paris.
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314

—

Persian Lustre Bottle with Metal Xkck and Stopper

Sixteenth Century

/ &g Pear shape, glazed in a soft blue of lapis quality and painted

/ / . —- in dark lustre with peacocks, trees, scrolls and plant designs.

Height. 9% huhta.

{Illustrated)

315

—

Persian Plate Sixteenth Centura

Brilliant turquoise-blue gla/e, souffle with large and small

blotches of gra vish-black color, on both surfaces.

Diameter, 12% inches.

From Kelekian, New York.

316

—

Persian Plate Sixteenth Centura

White glaze with eafe-au-lait crackled, decorated in brilliant

lapis-lazuli blue with incidental scrolling touches in grayish-

0. — black. Large medallion picturing a lion involved in scrolls,

within a scrolling latticed border.
Diameter. 13 inches
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317—Persian Bowl Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal expanding from a bold foot. Exterior white painted

in golden lustre with tall trees and growing plants, which appear
• in compartments separated by serpentine bands of lustre. In-

terior a rich soft blue, painted in lustre with a conventional

border and with two bands of conventional flowers.

Diameter, 9 inches.

From Kelekian, New York.

318—Sultanabad Bowl Thirteenth Century

Expanding from a bold foot and contracting above the shoul-

der to a broad and flat lip which expands in two directions.

^ Decorated in brown lustre relieved by blue and touches of

green. Cream glaze. The bottom of the interior is diapered

with archaic floral designs, and is overspread by a liliform figure.

Above this and on the lip are scrolled borders. The exterior

also carries a primitive decoration.
Diameter, 8% inches.

319—Persian Plate Sixteenth Century

Narrow rim with festooned edge. The entire plate glazed in a

y /f\ deep and brilliant green and decorated in a rich and brilliant

black. The decoration of the cavetto is floral and includes a

large floral medallion, and the rim has a border of intelacing

scroll.

Diameter, 14 inches.

320—Persian Bottle in White and Black Sixteenth Century

Pear shape (lip and part of neck gone) decorated with floral

sprays in vertical compartments, delimited by vermiculate scrolls,

all painted in black on a brilliant white ground.

Height, 8'., inch/*.

From Kelekian, Paris.

321—Persian "Rice-grain" Bowl

Ovoidal on a broad foot. Pale turquoisc-bluc glaze with pen-

ciled floral decorations in black. Within penciled quatrefoil

figures the sides are pierced—the paste is excised, making num-

erous small holes, over which the glaze is flowed, in the Chinese

manner, whence the name "rice-grain."
Diameter, 7% inches.

From Kelekian, New York.
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822

—

Bokhara Plate Seventeenth Cent urn

Shallow ovoidal cavetto on a low foot, with short and flaring

side, and broadly flaring marly with beveled edge. On the Bupe

• rior surface of the cavetto a latticed design in manganese and

emerald, interrupted by a cruciform figure in oval leaf shape

reserved in cream-white and ornamented with floral forms in lapis

blue. On the marly a leaf border of formal design, in blue, man-
ganese, white reserve and deep green. The under-surfart also

decorated in color.

Diameter. 13 inches.

.'32.'3

—

Persian Bowx
Deep ovoidal form on a bold foot. Grayish creamy glaze with

a light crackle, decorated with formal primitive devices in rich

lapis-blue. black and touches of green. A medallion at the centre

is encircled by borders and bands all the way to the lip, and the

exterior carries a vertical decoration.
Diameter, 8% inches.

•*324

—

Persian Fkuit Dish Sixteenth Century

.
Tazza shape, with a large pedestal base spreading at the foot.

Chalk-white glaze penciled in lustre with scrolling foliations on
• *— both interior and exterior and foot, and the interior of the lip

Carrying a narrow band of lustre.

Diameter, S l/S inches.

.'325

—

Rhodian Plate Sixteenth Cent urn

Deep cavetto with flaring marly and festooned edge. Decorated

v^'L^o with palmate figures in blue and green on a Cream-white ground

touched with copper enamel, the decorations in imbricated

design.

Diameter, 11'
, inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

326

—

Rhodian Plate Sixteenth Century

Within a border of scrolls rermiruh'es the shallow cavetto is

decorated with a four-armed stellate figure of palmate design,

the leaves in mottled lapis-blue and enclosing trefoils in liliform

reserved in white and touched with grayish enamel. On the sides

of the cavetto are floral scrolls which suggest conventionaliza-

tions of animalistic motives.
Diameter. 12 inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.
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327—Kooatcha Plate Sixteenth Century

At the centre a medallion of growing plants and surrounding

this a broad interlacing leaf-scroll border, all executed in tur-

quoise-green and lapis-blue with light gray and copper-brown

enamel. Rim border of floral form in similar colors.

Diameter. 13% inches.

From Kelekian, Xezv York.

(Illustrated)

328—Persian Fruit Dish Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal bowl and narrow flaring rim, resting on a deep slightly

£) spreading foot. White, decorated in green and blue with highly

• conventional floral designs on foot and interior of the bowl,

which displays a medallion, and in a scrolling border, the whole

on a brilliant white glaze.
Diameter, 7% inches.

From R. E. Moore.

329

—

Persian Plate Sixteenth Century

Deep bowl with narrow rim. Decorated in rich black with re-

y serves of detached floral figures in a greenish turquoise-blue. On

the rim a leaf and diamond border reserved in turquoise tone

within a black ground.
Diameter. 18% inch,
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'
""~ with a floral border, and within the cavetto with growing plants

and shrubbery. Sides of the cavetto fluted.

Diameter, 12% inches.

(Illustrated)

AC
331

—

Koubatcha Plate Sixteenth Century

Decoration in sober polychrome on a cafe-an -la it ground with a

broad crackle. The large medallion in the cavetto is a congloni-

eration of brocade designs, and around this and extending over

the rim is a segmental border displaying plant designs, and nar-

row sections of floral lattice. The colors are turquoise-green, a

pale gray-blue, grayish-black, and grayish and brownish en-

amels.
Diameter. 18 inrlus.

From Kelekian, Paris.

(Illustrated)

332

—

Persian Plate Seventeenth Century

Decorated in black on a turquoise-blue glaze. The cavetto shows

— scrolls and floral forms of high conventionality, and the run

also decorated in scrolls done in more delicate lines.

Diameter, 13% incite*.
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333

—

Persian Bowl Sixteenth Cent urn

Ovoidal on a bold foot, the sides upright at the lip. Exterior

painted in light brown lustre with a primitive band of palmate

devices on a white ground, and the lip glazed in blue. Interior

decorated in brown lustre, blue and green, and cream reserve,

with narrow fan-leaf blades radiating from a bird medallion.

The blades display floral ornamentation.

(Illustrated)

Diameter. 8% inches.

334—Damascan Vase Fourteenth Century

Pear shape with expanding neck and lip, on a pedestal with

spreading foot. Body decorated with floral panels in green and

•— manganese with white reserve, in a lapis-blue ground, and nar-

row panels on the neck in similar coloring, their decorative

designs tulips and carnations. Several varying borders.

Height, \ V\ in dir.,-.

335— Persian Jar with Metai. Lip Sixteenth Century

Inverted pear shape, decorated in blue on a white ground with

large detached floral designs, a festooned floral shoulder border,

& ' and two simple borders above the foot.

Height. 9 1
', inches.
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336—Rakka Bowl Twelfth Cent urn

Ovoidal on a deep foot, the rim carrying a molding on the outer

« side. In the interior a medallion encloses a knightly figure on

.
—- horseback, and the medallion is surrounded by six expressive fig-

ures around the sides of the howl, alternating with arboreal

designs, all painted in brown lustre on a cream ground.

, ,„ , , Diameter. B inches.
(Illustrated)

337—Rhages Bowl Twelfth Century

Ovoidal, the lip very slightly out-turning, and a slightly spread-

ing foot. Under the lip the exterior carries a light molding. The

interior of the bowl carries a curious latticed pattern, variously

modeled in relief and painted with scrolls in green, black and

red. Under the lip is a narrow band of inscription in relief.

Diameter. 8% inches.

From Kelekian, New York.

( Illustrated)

338—Persian Bowl Eighteenth Century

-— - Deep of large ovoidal form on a broad foot. Brilliant glaze of

^ v7 ^—-turquoise-blue with a broad crackle, decorated in black, the ex-

terior with a deep band under a border and the interior with a

medallion and a deep border, all disclosing primitive floral

designs.
Diameter, lOU, incher
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339

—

Rhodian Pitcher Sixteenth Century

Globular, with full expanding neck, recurving loop handle and

spreading foot. White glaze, decorated in blue and green, with

tulips and other flowers, the blossoms of some of which appear

in brilliant red enamel.
Height, 8 inches.

(Illustrated)

340—Koubatcha Plate Sixteenth Century

A large medallion with a fair sky-blue ground is patterned in

i^""""' blossom design in brownish-black touched with enamel, the whole
O

. _ boldly stippled. Sides of the cavetto and the rim patterned in

lattice design traced in grayish-black, enriched by touches of tur-

quoise-blue and stippled in lapis-blue and enamels.

Diameter, 13% inches.

341—Persian- Plate Sixteenth Century

White glaze with broad cafe-au-lait crackle, decorated in a light

l^J^ lapis-blue, on the rim with crude and conventional floral forms

JQ ^ and in the cavetto with a medallion outlined by two rings and

enclosing a scrolling escutcheon surrounded by branching flowers.

Diameter, 13% inchen.

From Kelekian, New York.
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342-

343-

-Rhodiax Pitcher Sixteenth Century

Pear shape on low spreading foot, with large expanding neck

and recurving loop handle. Glaze of mottled lapis-lazuli blue,

decorated with small trefoils in emerald-green, and interrupted

bv cream-white reserves of pomegranate pattern spotted with

copper enamel.
Height, S 1 inches.

From Kelekian. Paris.

(Illn st rated)

-Rhodian Pitches Sixteenth Century

Pear shape with broad expanding neck, recurving loop handle

and bold foot. Glaze of soft white decorated in tunpioise-blue,

emerald-green, and copper enamel, with long serrated leaves, car-

nations and lesser floral designs.
II, ight. B' .. inchet.

(Illustrated)

344 -Persian Plate Seventeenth Century

Turquoise-blue glaze decorated in black with a floral medallion

within a medallion, occupying the entire cavetto and showing only

a narrow undecorated band about the sides, between the medallion

and a scrolling border on the rim.

Diameter, 13'\, inches.
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345—Persian Bowl

Ample ovoidal shape on a broad foot. Exterior glazed with a

mottled turquoise-green and painted in black with a band of

large conventional petal forms, encircling rings, and a narrow

scrolled border. The interior richly decorated in a brilliant

black over the turquoise-green glaze, with fine line scrolls re-

served in the green, and large foliated reserves which are painted

in black with conventional floral designs.

Diameter, 13 inches.

From Kelekian.

346—Persian Plate Seventeenth Century

Decorated in black on a turquoise-blue ground, at the centre

y ~p with a small stellate medallion surrounded by a larger foliated

. ^ medallion and this by a medallion of radiating leaf-forms. Be-

tween this and the edge of the cavetto are freely scrolling forms

suggesting small plant growths and around these are leaf-shaped

scrolls. The border on the rim continues the scrolling motive.

Diameter, I3yz inches.

ft

/A

347—Koubatcha Plate Sixteenth Century

Cream glaze with cafe-au-lait crackle, decorated with a complex

floral medallion in gray enamel, blue, brown and green. Rim
bordered with imbrications and reserved panels.

Diameter. 13 inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

348—Damascus Bowl Sixteenth Century

Deep ovoidal form on broad foot. Exterior decoration, conven-

^ tional leaf shapes in light emerald-green and rich lapis-blue on

foliated medallions of cream color reserved in a lapis-blue ground

:

incidental decoration of quatrefoil flowrets in emerald within

circular cream reserves, and a border of scrolls vermiculees.

Diameter, 11 inches.

349—Rhodian Plate Sixteenth Century

Deep cavetto and narrow tilted marly. Decorated on the cream-

white ground in lapis-blue, emerald-green and a free use of cop-

/O , ^~ per enamel. The designs are floral in their origin, with primitive

scrolls. Two borders in similar cloring.

Diameter, 13 inches.
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i'A)—Persian Plate

Ovoid on <i broad and heavy foot, with narrow marly having a

molded edge. Decoration in brown lustre, pale grayish-blue and
^ ^cream-white reserve, with touches of turquoise-green. At the

centre an involved scroll, and a floral medallion in which four

birds appear. This is surrounded by bands of inscriptions and

on the rim is a floral border. Dated.
Diameter, 14 inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

{Illustrated)

351

—

Rhages Plate Thirteenth Century

XOvoidal cavetto with narrow flat rim. The decoration in a golden

citron lustre on a cream ground includes female half-figures and

formal scroll designs. Formal border on the rim, of real or sim-

ulated inscription. Under-surface glazed in brilliant lapis-lazuli

blue.

Diameter. 11 inehtt.
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352

—

Rhodiax Plate Sixteenth Century

At the centre a foliated medallion of imbrications, and surround-

ing it scrolling- serrated leaves in lapis-blue with white reserves

and touches of copper-red enamel.
Diameter, \2y3 inches.

(Illustrated)

353

—

Rhodiax Plate Sixteenth Century

At the bottom of the cavetto a large medallion of red enamel,

with serrated leaves reserved in white with emerald centres. En-

hanced by touches of lapis-blue and surrounded by a formal

border of deep emerald-green.
Diameter. 12% inches.

354

—

Damascus Bowl Sixteenth Century

^ Brilliant white glaze with a decoration in lapis-blue, rich olive

,
.^notcs and deep manganese, the designs showing conventionalized

growing plants, leaf-shapes and trefoil flowrets.

Diameter. 10' ., inrhi

355

—

Persian Plate

Ovoidal cavetto with broad flaring marly, the rim lightly defined

by two narrow rings of black. Overspreading the cavetto is a

—' large and leafy cluster of two pomegranates, and surrounding

this medallion is a scrolled border. On the marly are six ornate

figures formed of scrolls.

Diameter. 14% inches.
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'ft

356

—

Rhodian Plate Sixteenth Century

The narrow marly flares lightly from the ovoidal cavetto and

bears a border of scrolls vermiculees in black on a soft white

^7 ground touched with green and blue. In the cavetto two scroll-
~~

ing palmettes, a large and a smaller one, form a suggestion of

an interrogation point as they swirl between the swaying stems

of tulips, roses and other flowers.

Diameter, 11'/,. inches.

(Illustrated)

357

—

Rhodiax Plate Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal cavetto and flaring marly. Cavetto crossed by a scroll-

ing palmette in lapis-blue between a tulip and roses and other

' flowers in green and blue, and copper enamel, on a greenish-

white ground. On the border scrolls vermiculees.
Diameter, 12 inches.

{Illustrated)

358

—

Rhodiax Bottle-form Vase Sixteenth Centurjj

Interesting decoration of a jungle in mottled green, interrupted

/ / by cream-white reserves and touches of copper-red enamel, with

/ ^ C/ occasional shadings of turquoise-blue, picturing tigers, deer, and

dogs chasing rabbits, and interrupted by a large foliated medal-

lion picturing a male and a female figure on a balcony.
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365—HlSPANO-MoRESQtFE Plaque Sixteenth Centura

Ovoidal cavetto with an umbo of inverted saucer shape, with a

medallion displaying a lion rampant. Around this are numerous

. _ - conventional figures in blue on a diaper ground of lustre. The

broad marly modeled in fig design is painted in lustre, the pat-

terns varying, and relieved by notes of blue.

From Kelekian, Paris. Diameter. 18% inches.

(Illustrated)

366

—

Hispano-Moresque Plaque Sixteenth Century

Shallow cavetto bearing an escutcheon with a lion rampant and

a compartmental decoration of tree forms and trefoils, all in

. lustre and surrounded by a blue ring. Decoration of similar

motives on the broad rim, in lustre relieved by blue.

Diameter, 15' . inches.

367

—

Hispano-Mobesque Plate Sixteenth Century

Shallow cavetto and flat marly, lioth marly and cavetto decor-

ated in brown lustre with primitive scrolls and floral designs,

heightened by free touches of turquoise-blue.

Diameter, 12'
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'.i()8—Hispano-Moresque Dish SLrteentli Century

Deep cavetto with a bold umbo, and a marly fluted in the fig

%,yC design. All surfaces show a brilliant copper lustre decoration,

' with three designs conspicuous in the cavetto, on a creamy

ground.
Diameter. 14% incite*.

(Illustrated)

.'3(59

—

Hispaxo-Moresque Plaque Sixteenth Centum

Ovoidal cavetto with a large umbo in the shape of an inverted

K^^y^^ dish with spiral flutings, and broad flaring marly with molded

.
^^lip. Brilliant lustre decoration of tulip designs and larger

figures, and between them sundry floral scrolls in lustre on a

cream ground.
Diameter. IS 1 ', inche*.

370

—

Hispaxo-Moresque Tazza Seventeenth Century

Copper lustre decoration on ci'eam ground, picturing conven-

tional carnations and other flowers, and in the midst of them a

bird about to fly.

Diameter, 10% incite*.
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371—Hispano-Mok.eso.ue Jar with Cover Seventeenth Century

Ovoid with four loop handles on the shoulder, short neck and

dome cover with knob finial. Brilliant copper lustre decoration

/ of birds and floral scrolls on cream ground.
/ '-*•" Height, 12y2 inches.

372—Hispano-Moresqjje Jar with Teakwood Cover
Sixteenth Century

/ Z £ Ovoid with short neck and molded lip and four loop handles.

/ Encircled by bands of brown lustre and pale turquoise-blue, and

borders of scroll design in lustre on a cream ground.

Height, 7% inches.

373—Hispano-Mob.eso.ue Plate Seventeenth Century

Decorated in brilliant copper lustre on cream ground with a bird

y C and a floral spray.

. Diameter, 8% inches.

374——Hispaxo-Moresq.ee Plate Sixteenth Century

Flaring broadly from a simple foot. Decorated in brown lustre

on a cream glaze, the superior surface divided into wedge-shape

/ • _ - compartments alternately in cream and lustre, those in cream

being painted with floral designs in lustre.

Diameter, 8% inches.

FIXE ITALIAN AND HISPAXO-MORESQUE FAIEXCE

375—Small Faience Plate Sixteenth Century

Broad flaring marly and small cup-shaped cavetto. On the marly

*j /) a ribbon scroll border on a stippled ground in rich canary yel-

,
low, a formal border in lapis-blue, and a brown rim. In the

cavetto a composite medallion.

Diameter, 6 inches.

376—Faience Lamp Sixteenth Century

I" form of a human foot, sandaled, the ankle modeled as a human

-) face with grotesquely enlarged mouth. Glazed in creamy white,

/"^- lime-yellow, green and blue.

Length, 6% indus.
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-Pair Italian Faience Plates

Decorated respectively with a man and a woman, seated among

trees, in blue, burnt-orange and green.
Diameter, <>

'

, inches.

378

—

Oyama Plate

Ovoidal cavetto with narrow rolling rim. Glaze of gray-blue,

with conventional floral decorations in dark blue, white, yellow

and green.
Diameter, s mehet.

379

—

Small Faience Pitcher

Ovoid with expanding and pinched lip, and loop handle. Painted

w floral decoration in blue and dark yellow on a cream ground.

Height, o\'., inches.

380

—

Faience Plate Seventeenth Century

Decorated with a coat of arms within a roped medallion, and a

broad border of formal scrolls, in blue, light yellow and orange.

Diameter, 8% inches.

381

—

Dircta Pitcher Sixteenth Century

Pear shape on molded foot, with slender neck and expanding lip

y ^£ and long loop handle. Formal floral and primitive decorations

• in yellow lustre and cobalt blue glaze on a creamy and crackled

ground.
Height, 7% inches.

J'fa

382

—

Pair Dirita Plates Sixteenth Century

Small but deep ovoidal cavetto and broad flaring marly. Decor-

ated in old-gold lustre and two tones of blue on a cream ground

C with floral and fruit scrolls.

Diameter, 8 inches.

From Kelelian, Paris.

383

—

Diruta Plate Sixteenth Century

Broad flaring marly and small saucer-like cavetto. Decorated in

pale lustre ond cobalt blue on a cream ground with a medallion

surrounded by a ring of ovate petal forms, together with smaller

devices.

Diameter, 9% inches.
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384

—

Gubiuo Plate Sixteenth Century

Broad and flaring marly around a shallow cavetto, both decor-

ated in two tones of blue, red, and golden lustre on a cream

ground, with conventional floral devices.

Diameter, 8% inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

/J

385

—

Diruta Plate Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal cavetto and narrow marly. On a raised medallion at the

q centre the profile portrait of a young woman at half length.

. __This is surrounded in the cavetto by a stellate radiance and on

the marly by a leaf-and-tongue border. The decorations in pale

lustre which shows a brilliant iridescence, and in blue and green

on a cream ground.
Diameter. 10 inches.

cZ6

386—Faience Plate

Decoration an equestrian armed with a bow and a halberd, rid-

—— ing towards left on the hither bank of a river which on the right

is crossed by an arched bridge. On the farther side meadows and

distant mountains. In soft greens and rich browns, against a

vague blue background.
Diameter, 9% inches.

387—Urbino Dish Sixteenth Century

Made by Nicola. Low tazza shape. Decorated in shades of

green, rich blue, manganese, yellow and orange, with tones of
~—- creamy flesh color, the scene a landscape of trees and rocks

with Venus reclining on the greensward, her son Cupid beside

her, and an eager satyr approaching from the right.

Diameter. 10 inches.

388—Urbino Plaque Sixteenth Century

Shallow cavetto with broad and flaring marly. Decorated in rich

tones of lapis-blue, orange, yellow , green and white, with a land-

^7 scape and figures, and picturing the passing of a youth over a

stream on the point of a lance, and his reception by a group

of women who await him on the farther side. ("The Saving of

Camille.") Executed by Zante. Inscribed on the back, "Metabo
ostr 'Ama sen Cancio Camilla."

Diameter. 11 inches.
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389—Ubbino Dish Sixteenth Centura

Ovoidal, modeled in shell pattern, the upright rim scalloped. At

the centre a bold umbo. Decorated in rich lapis-lazuli blue, a

.^ brilliant light yellow, orange notes, green and black, with a river

landscape and mountains and five figures, Phoebus at centre

directing the attention of an aged man toward a group composed

of Venus, Mars and Cupid. Italian inscription underneath foot.

Diameter, 11% inches.

(Illustrated)

390—Faience Salver

Oblong with foliated outline, and two scrolled handles at the end.

CJ Decorated in soft colors with a scene of the Nativity, with the

Virgin kneeling beside the Infant, the ox and the ass in the back-

ground, cherubim in the clouds overhead, and amazed visitors

entering with gifts at the open door.
Length, 12 :!

4 inches.
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391- -Pair Faience Alberelli

Conventional cylindrical form with

shoulder, short neck and everted lip.

low, green, blue, orange and black on i

a female figure and one with a ram in

of husks and primitive scroll

Sixteenth Century

incurvate sides, sloping

Decorated in golden-vel-

creamy ground, one with

a field, both with wreaths

Both inscribed in large letters.

Height, 7% inches.

(Illustrated)

392

—

Cafaggiolo Plaque Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal cavetto with tilted and flaring marly, the edge molded.

Decorated in yellow, orange-brown, dark blue and black, on a

creamy ground, with the half-length portrait of a young woman
facing the left, where an inscription in large letters says,

"Vgenia." On the rim numerous conventional borders.

Diameter. 1

1

1 in ch eg.

393

—

Castel Durante Alberello Sixteenth Century

Decorated in rich lapis-lazuli blue, manganese, green, orange,

light yellow and cream white, with luxuriant leafage and flora,

and inscribed in black.

Heiqht. T'i inrlns.
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394

—

Castel Durante Ai.iserello Sixteenth Century

The decoration includes an oval medallion in which a priest ap-

\5 pears at three-quarters length painted in a soft dark blue and
•

*" enwreathed with an aura of yellow striped with oi'ange lines. On
the reverse of the vase luxuriant leafage in rich colorings.

Height, 9% inches.

( Illustrated)

395

—

Hispaxo-Moresque Alberello Sixteenth Century

Decorated in brilliant gold lustre and soft lapis-blue on a cream

ground with large leaf designs of primitive conventionality.

Height, 11% inches.

From Kelekian, Paris.

396

—

Hispaxo-Moresque Alberello Sixteenth Century

Decorated in brown lustre and a richly mottled lapis-blue on a

cream ground with highly conventional designs of indefinite

derivation.

Height, 11 y, inches.
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397

—

Hispano-Moeesque Alberello Sixteenth Century

Decorated with curious conventional designs, seemingly of no

y "^aJ"^

-
" definite origin, in brilliant lustre and a rich lapis-lazuli blue on a

— creamy ground.
Height, 12 hiring

398

—

Italian Faience Urn
Low ovoidal body with petal-fluted underbody, on a spreading

foot ; the upper body broadly bell-shaped, with an upright lip.

Decorated with landscape, architecture and figures, including a

3'oung woman on horseback conversing with a peasant, and also

with cartouches, masks and amorini.
Height, 10% inches.

399

—

Castel Durante Bottle-form Vase Sixteenth Century

Large inverted pear-shape with molded foot, and short incurvate

neck with spreading lip. Decorated with a wreath enclosing a

heraldic eagle, in black on a yellow ground, and crossed by a

band of inscription in rich blue on a cream ground.

Height, 13'/, inches.

From the Fcroni collection, Rome.

400—Diruta Plaque Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal cavetto with an umbo of inverted saucer-shape and a

lightly flaring marly. Lustre decoration of a repetitive palmate

@ device in light tone relieved by lapis-blue touches on a creamy

-aground.
Diameter, 13% inches.

From Kalcbdgian, Paris.

401

—

Pair Faiexce Plaques, Painted by Dr. Carlo Antonio Gun-

Circular and slightly convex. Painted in colors with a soft green

predominating, with landscapes and figures, including a shep-

* herdess reclining beside her flock of sheep and goats, and a

romantic scene between a maid and a dismounted horseman. Both

signed.
Diameter, 12'/i HlcA«I.
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402—Diri ta Fruit Dish Sixteenth Century

^Springing in tazza-shapc and low ovoidal form from a broad

^ ^l^j spreading foot, the ovoidal bottom supporting a cylindrical up-

• ^"per body. Decorated in a medallion with the half-figure of a

maid gazing upon growing lilies, this surrounded by a stellate

design, in light lustre and deep blue on a creamy ground. Other

decoration a chain of disks and blue and lustred rings.

(Illustrated) Diameter, 10% inches.

403—Castkl Durante Dish Sixteenth Century

" Deep ovoidal cavetto with wide flaring marly. In the cavetto a

C
. „ landscape medallion in golden-yellow, green, yellow and cream-

white picturing Cupid lashed to a tree. Border of trophies and

scrolls, one inscribed "Cornelia bella."

Diameter, 14% inches.

404—Diri'ta Plaque Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal cavetto with flaring marly and beveled lip. On the broad

Jd~£) "m a meander border of lanceolate leaf design, and in the bowl
' *^a floral brocade medallion, the whole in a varied lustre of bril-

liant Gubbio reflets.

Diameter, 18 inches.
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405—Palissy Platter Sixteenth Century

Oval, with ovoidal body springing from a flat bottom, and ex-

panding lip. Decorated with a serpent in high relief sinuously

crossing the length of the dish and raising its head over one end.

The body is wriggling through a bed of shells and leaves, while

on the sides of the dish are frogs and lizards, also in high relief.

The colors a rich green and richer orange-yellow, together with

grav and soft blues. Mai'k underneath bottom.

(Illustrated)
Diameter. 17y2 inches.

406—Casa Perrta Plaque

Ovoidal cavetto with broad marly. On a deep cerulean ground a

decoration of masks, urns, books, fishes, fruits and arabesques

painted in gray and white. At the centre a medallion in the

glow of sunset picturing Paris seated on the ground and holding

forth an apple.
Diameter. 14 inches.

407—Faience Medicine Jar Seventeenth Century

Ovoidal, with short neck and spreading lip. two dolphin shoulder

handles, and a short, full and straight shoulder spout. Gray
O glaze with a primitive decoration of floral designs in lapis-blue,

emerald-green, light yellow and orange, and including a wreath

enclosing a sunburst about a lettered medallion.
Height. 15 inches
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408

—

Diruta Plaque Sixteenth Century

Ovoidal cavctto with narrow marly molded at the edge. Lustre

decoration relieved by rich blue on a creamy ground, picturing

/^r-m *wo wari'i° rs hi posture of combat, in the bowl, and on the rim

/ . — a serpentine scroll border.

. Diameter, 15% inches.
trom the Richard risher collection.

From Durlacher Brothers.

(Illustrated)

409

—

Faience Plaque

Ovoidal cavetto fluted

Sixteenth Century

rith a wide border of leaves, set diayon-

j +j ^ ally and pointing toward a wreathed medallion enclosing the bust

'Ol~^-y,'^o{ an angel. The whole molded and etched in the paste, and

on the broad marly a border similarly etched, and the whole

glazed in green, yellow, aubergine and gray. Similar decoration

on the under side of the plate. Diameter, t6% inches.
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410

—

Faience Plaque Eighteenth Century

Decoration of griffins and other fantastic designs, cherubim,

cartouches with figures, birds and scrolls, all executed in brilliant

0. ——coloring with orange notes predominant on a creamy ground,

both in the cavetto and on the marly. On a large convex medal-

lion an elaborate escutcheon, with the initials T. G.

Diameter, 17% inches.

( I II ii stinted)

111

—

Large Dutch Pottery Plaque Eighteenth Century

The Alchemist. An old man seated at a hearth is blowing with

bellows a fire under a retort, a woman looking inquiringly at

him. In the background apprentices are at work with crucibles

at- a bench. This decoration in a large medallion in the cavetto

is in tones of pale blue. Surrounding it and spread over the

cavetto is a rich polychromatic decoration in floral designs, while

near the rim portions of a latticed border come into view.

Diameter, IV, inches.
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412

—

Faience Plaque Sixteenth Centura

Ovoidal cavetto and flaring marly molded at the edge. Lively

^ (J—^) figure decoration picturing a king enthroned at the entrance of

his tent, courtiers before him, and numerous other figures vari-

ously employed in an open field. Border decoration of fruits

and birds, interrupted by oval medallions, one enclosing an

escutcheon and three others depicting cupids. The colors are

various, with a predominance of soft green.

Diameter, 17 inches.

(Illustrated)

413

—

Urbino Plaque Sixteenth Century

The Triumph of Galatea. Upon dolphins and surrounded by

J0~~~O ,_nvmphs, she is borne forward over a blue sea, Neptune on his

horses riding beside her, and a cupid on a dolphin leading the

way toward a rock in the foreground which is occupied by a

nymph. Active cupids circle over her in the air, and a chariot

rolls through the clouds.

Diameter. 25% inches.

From Seligntann.
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415

—

Urbino Plaque Sixteenth Century

Subject of a large medallion at the centre, A Public Banquet in

Rome. Men, women and children appear, seated at tables or in

acts of service, amid surroundings of architectural grandeur.

The subjects are brilliant, with soft blue and yellows predom-

inating. This is surrounded by a carved wood and gilded olive-

perle molding, between which and the outer carved and gilded

frame is a broad grisaille border picturing cupids and male and

female satyrs. The undersurface carries a separate decoration,

and is inscribed with the title of the subject of decoration.

Diameter {with frame), 30 inches.

Illustrated in du Somerard, Volume II, Part 8, page from

the Debruge and SuUerie Collection; from Durlachcr

Brothers, London.
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BltONZE-BOUND OAK CABINETS

41(5

—

Bbonzed Cabinet ox Oak Stand

Oblong, glazed a quatre faces; on four molded legs joined by

J /£) double Y-stretcher. Painted black.

Height, 5 feet (> inches; width, -t feet 7 inches; depth. '1 feet inches.

417—Bronzed Cabinet ox Oak Staxd

^
l^-^j

Similar to the preceding.

418—Oak Cabinet

Glazed upper body in five paneled divisions, with three doors

;

on plain oak stand, painted black.

Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length. 10 feet 9 inches.

419—Oak Cabinet

Similar to the preceding, but slightly longer.

^ Length, 11 feet G indies.

420—Oak Cabinet

„ t0̂ Similar to the preceding, but slightly longer.

'. Length, 12 feet 2 inches.

421

—

Large Broxze-bouxd Oak Cabixet

Oblong, the front divided into five paneled divisions, with two

doors ; oak back and one end. Bound in bronzed copper.

Height, 6 feet 9 inches; length, 9 feet 9 inches.

7'

422

—

Large Broxze-bouxd Oak Cabixet

Similar to the preceding.

423

—

Broxzed axd Oak Cabixet

Six paneled divisions, three doors ; bound in bronzed copper.

• Height, 6 feet 10 inches; length, 10 feet S inches.
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424—Bronze-bound Oak Cabinet

/ is. Tall oblong; in two paneled divisions, with one door. Bound in

/ / • bronzed copper.
Height, 7 feet 1 inch; -width, 3 feet 9 inches.

425—Oak Cabinet

1 _ Painted black ; front with five divisions, including two doors.

Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length, 11 feet 4 inches.

A.
426—Oak Cabinet

Similar to the preceding, but very slightly longer.

Length, 11 feet 6 inches.

427

—

Oak Cabinet

^^j^
' Painted black ; fr

Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length, 11 feet 8 inches.

428

—

Large Oak Cabinet

*P
Painted black ; front divided into six panels, including three

doors. Plain stand.
Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length, 12 feet 1 inch.

429

—

Large Oak Cabinet

ng, but longer.
Length, 13 feet 10 inches.

^l^^ Similar to the preceding, but longer.

430

—

Bronzed and Oak Sectional Cabinet

—«^ In five sections backed with oak and mounted in bronzed copper,

L/ £ three below and two above.
. Height, 8 feet; length, 8 feet 7 inches.



430 A SCULPTURED STATUARY MARBLE SARCOPHAGUS
Italian Rennai usance

<p Rectangular, with inset spirally twisted inset col-
' umns at corners. The front enriched with architec-

tural niche in which is a classic figure; flanked by
festoons of fruit; the ends with chimeric animals.
Restored.

Height, 2 feet; length 7 feet 6 inches.

430 B SCULPTURED HALF STATUARY MARBLE SUNDIAL
Italian Renaissance Style

,
Pedestal, enriched on all sides with large volute
scrolled acanthus leaves terminating in rosettes at
square top. Supported on claw feet and molded base.
Inset brass sundial at top.

1 tZ^tZ^Q

Height, 50 inches; Length 20^-
incne^

430 C SCULPTURED STATUARY MARBLE FIGURE
Italian Renaissance

Lion; standing figure with long ,maned head turned
backward toward an approaching foe; his left fore-

paw resting on an orb. Very strongly modeled. An
early replica of the Lion of Lucerne. Restored.

Height 3 feet 7 inches; Length, 5 feet, 1 inch

430 D SCULPTURED STATUARY MARBLE JARDINIERE
Italian Renaissance Style

Bowl shaped basin, enriched with gadroons and floral
scrollings. Eleaborate pedestal of baluster form
supporting three putti and three eagles in full re-
lief. Tripod base paneled with festoons and sus-
tained on back of sphinxes.

Height, 5 feet Zh inches; Width, 2 feet 9&
' inches.

430 E SCULPTURED LAVA FIGURE Italian Renaissance

Tiger, crouching standing figure of ferocious aspect;
as if advancing on a foe. On oblong base. Modeling
displays great feeling of active motion.

Height, 2 feet 5 inches; Length 6 feet, 9 inches.
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424—Bronze-bot xd Oak Cabinet

I
is* Tall oblong; in two paneled divisions, with one door. Bound in

/ ' ' m— bronzed copper.
Height, 7 feet 1 inch; width, 3 feet 9 inches.

425—Oak Cabinet

1 _ Painted black; front with five divisions, including; two doors.

V— Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length, 11 feet 4 inches.

A.
426—Oak Cabinet

Similar to the preceding, but very slightly longer.

Length, 11 feet 6 inches.

427—Oak Cabinet

Painted black; front with five divisions, including three doors.

Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length, 11 feet 8 inches.

428—Large Oak Cabinet

*2 Painted black; front divided into six panels, including three

doors. Plain stand.
Height, 6 feet 2 inches; length, 12 feet 1 inch.

429

—

Large Oak Cabinet

ng, but longer.
Length, 13 feet 10 inches.

^^j""""^ Similar to the preceding, but longer.

430

—

Bronzed and Oak Sectional Cabinet

—^ In five sections backed with oak and mounted in bronzed copper,

Ky £p three below and two above.
. Height, 8 feet; length, 8 feet 7 inches.



43Q F SCULPTURED STATUARY MARBLE GARDEN BENCH
^ Italian Renaissance Style.

— Oblong molded back with large panel; supported at
ends by winged, leonic figures. Seat with leaf mold-
ed front.

Height, 3 feet 6 inches; Length, 8 feet, 2 inches

430 G SCULPTURED LIMESTONE SECTIONS OF PEDESTALS
Japanese 18th Century

Consisting of: Six Capitals and Bases, four square
sections and ribbed baluster shaft.
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Catalogue Numbers 431 to 721 inclusive

CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLES

431

—

Agate Sniff Bottle

Carved in the design of a peach of longevity, in grayish agate

and on a cylindrical foot, with a stem of leaves and blossoms in

relief in reddish agate.

432—Chinese Lacquer Inlaid Snuff Bottle K'amg-hsi

Shield shape, diapered with mother-of-pearl and gold inlay.

•
*~ From the Yamanaka collection.

433—Porcelain Snuff Bottle Chin Ch'ing

Flattened jar form, the perimeter blue and white, the two faces

//J enameled with figures in domestic scenes in polychrome. Seal

mark of Chia Ch'ing.

434

—

Blue and White Snuff Bottle Yung Cheng

Flask shape ; decorated with two figures in a garden in two shades

. «.— of brilliant underglaze sapphire-blue on a cream-white ground.

435

—

Decorated White Snuff Bottle Chia Ch'ing

Flattened pear shape, with a lung and feng-huang decoration in

famille-rose enamels.

Height. 3 inches.

436

—

Opaque White Glass Snuff Bottle Cliicn-lung

Ovoidal and flattened. Finely enameled on both faces with lotus

plants growing in a pond, in emerald and aubergine, with butter-

- flies among them. On the neck an inscription.
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437—Famille-rose Snuff Bottle Late K'ang-hsi

Inverted pear shape, with an interesting decoration of mortals

and immortals on earth and sea and in the air, in delicate en-

amels of the rose family and light gold pencilings. Four-char-

acter K'ang-hsi mark.

438—Flattened Gourd Shaped Snuff Bottle Ming

Decorated in underglaze deep dark blue and sacrificial red with

pendants of flowers and fruit, and butterflies among them, on a

white ground.
Length, 3 inches.

439—Agate-glass Snuff Bottle

Full-bodied flask shape ; light grayish, with darker patches and

striations.

440—Composition Snuff Bottle

Pear shape; a richly mottled red with soft lustre.

J. —
441

—

Cameo-glass Snuff Bottle

Flattened ovoidal form ; opaque white glass, with a cameo decora-

J£j
tion of a lotus pond and herons in green, pink, red and yellow.

• *"* Height, '-i inches.

442

—

Cameo-glass Snuff Bottle

Flattened flask shape, of "snowy" glass, with a rich ruby decora-

tion of figures on and under pine and plum trees and in a boat.

443

—

Porcelain Snuff Bottle K'ang-hsi

j^O Bulbous flask shape, decorated with the eighteen Arhats in rose-

I I verte enamels. Has a mark in seal characters.
Height. :i inches.

444

—

Cameo-glass Snuff Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Large flattened flask shape ; opaque white glass, witli a ruby

^ ^ decoration signifying long life and happiness—a pine tree, the

^^ % ^ spotted stag, the sacred fungu>. bats and a stork.

Height. Syt inches.
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445—Blue and White and Cakk-ai-lait Sntkk Bottle
. Ch'ien-lung

Ovo-cylindrical, decorated with a sage and attendant in rich blue

on a pure white ground, which is encompassed by a ground of

delicate cafS-au-lait, crackled.

Height, 3 inches.

446—Bi.rE and White and Peachbloom Sntkk Bottle K'amg-hri

fO Cylindrical, with a diapered peachblooin ground interrupted by

panels of leaf and pomegranate shape reserved in white and

penciled in blue, one with a garden scene where tea is to be

served, and one in which a young lady is crossing a bridge toward

a pavilion from which a man looks out. Smaller quatrefoil and

fan-shaped panels reserved and painted in blue with birds and

landscapes.
Height, 3 inches.

447— Bi.ke and White and Peachbloom Snuff Bottle K'cmg-hsi

— Cylindrical, with a decoration in cobalt-blue and peach-red de-

picting travelers, one mounted on a camel, one on a horse, ac-

/ c*- companicd by a man afoot with a dog in leash.

Heifihl. 3 inches.

r
448—Blue and White Snuff Bottle Yung Cheng

Cylindrical, decorated in a soft and rich blue with a man fishing

in the rain under a weeping-willow tree.

Height, 3'/, inches.

449—Cylindrical Snuff Bottle Yung Cheng

Porcelain of the so-called "soft paste"' type, decorated with a

V . highly conventional and elaborately executed lotus scroll in two

tones of cobalt-blue. Mark, the four characters of Yung Cheng.

From the Henry Graves collection.

450—Cylindrical Sni ff Bottle Yung Clu ng

/ Decorated with boys at play in a garden, in famillc-rose colors

on a rich ground of soft white. Mark, the four characters of

Yung Cheng.
Height, 3 inches.
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451

—

Ovo-cylixdrical Sxtff Bottle Yung Cheng

In underglaze and overglaze colors on a ground of soft white

Lj-— a man of power appears to be evoking bats from a jar, to the

Consternation of an attendant.

452

—

Cylindrical Snuff Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Decorated in underglaze rouge-de-fer, penciled with gold, and

in overglaze enamels of the rose family, with a pompous man.

. ^ attended, fishing under a weeping-willow tree and discovered or

observed with interest by a potentate.

3.

453—Blue and White Miniature Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Low ovoidal body on a delicate foot, ornamented with a chrysan-

themum scroll in cobalt-blue on a pure white ground. ( Slight

nick in foot.)

From the Henry Graves collection.

454—Blue and White Snuff Bottle K'ang-hsi

Hexagonal and cylindrical, decorated in a deep blue with an un-

usual floral design in lattice form.

From the Henry Graves collection.

455—Blue axd White Miniature Bottle Shaped Vase

K'ang-hsi

Globular with tall straight neck, bulbous at the root, and lightly

spreading lip. Decorated with chrysanthemums beside a rock,

and several borders, in rich blue on a crackled glaze of cream-

white.

Heiylit. 3 inches.

From the Henry Graves collection.

456—Quadrilateral Snuff Bottle Too Kuang

With swelling .sides, the corners indented, and short straight

neck. Decorated with the Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove in

a garden, attended, in tones of blue on a cream-white glaze with

light crackle.

A-
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457

—

Bu k and White and Peachbloom Sni ff Bottle K'ang-hsi

Gallipot form, decorated in blue with a four-clawed dragon pur-

suing the coveted jewel amid conventional clouds above the sea,

the flames of his breath being scrolled in pcachbloom notes.

(Slight nick in lip.)

458

—

Porcelain Snuff Bottle

Cylindrical, coated with a glaze of turquoise-blue and decorated

in black with a figure composition of marked activity.

459

—

Peachbloom Sni ff Bottle K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal, invested with a pcachbloom glaze of richly mottled tones,

and revealing greenish fleckings. (Slight nick at lip.)

4(50

—

Blue and White Gallipot Ch'ien-lung

Decorated with a squirming five-clawed dragon in cobalt-blue

pursuing the jewel on a ground of brilliant soft white.

Height, 3 inches.

From the Baron Speck von Stcrnburg collection.

7^

1*.

461

—

Small Peach-red Bottle ^ U7'9 Cheng

Ovoid with straight neck. Coated with a mirror glaze of dark

peach-red.
Height, 3 inches.

462—Small Ovoid Coupe with Teakwood Cover Ch'ien-lung

Fine delicate white porcelain of the so-called "soft paste"' type,

coated with a brilliant cream-white glaze. Exquisitely painted

in rouge de cuivre with two four-clawed dragons amid conven-

tional clouds among which the flames of their breath are seen

floating, one of the dragons pursuing the jewel of omnipotence,

the other dragon having another image of the jewel within its

grasp. The jewels are touched with gold.

463—Blue and White Miniature Bottle Shaped Vase K'ang-hsi

^ Pear shape with short neck and spreading lip, with an unusual

KS decoration of peacock feathers in sapphire-blue on a brilliant

soft white ground.
Height. 3 inches.

From the Henri/ Grazes collection.
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464

—

Mustard-yellow Inkwell, or Writer's Water Cup
Ch'ien-lu ng

(yL (J Globular, with small mouth, and invested with a glaze of green-

ish mustard-yellow of light lustre, carrying a minute fishroe

crackle.

465

—

Small Decorated Globular Coupe Ch'ien-lung

J^O Of the so-called "soft-paste" type. Luminous glaze of soft

si _^ cream-white, decorated in underglaze red with the figures of two

J • Fu lions which are partly gilded and are touched with overglaze

/ colors.

466

—

Hexagonal Snuff Bottle K'ang-hsi

Oviform, decorated in tones of blue on a cream ground with

^ Q broad cafe-au-lait crackle with twelve male and female figures,

carrying flowers, and representing the twelve months of the

year.

Height, 3% inches.

From the Henry Graves collection.

AO
467

—

Rouge Box with Cover Yung Cheng

Compressed globular form. Uniform glaze of rich and dark

peach-red on both box and cover.

468

—

Decorated Cup and Saucer Ch'ien-lu ng

Semi-eggshell porcelain, glazed in mirror-black over an etched

decoration which appears in light green, interrupted by white

t
flower-petal reserves, each of which is painted with a floral spray

in rose du Barry and emerald-green.
Diameter of saucer. 4 inchis.

469

—

Decorated Cup and Saucer Ch'ien-lung

^{~~0 Both cup and saucer enameled in honeycomb pattern, in purple-

pink of soft lustre, between borders deriving originally from the

• lotus and executed In canary-yellow and light blue.

Diameter of saucer. 4% inches.
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470—Decorated Cup and Saucer Ch'ien-lung

Semi-eggshell porcelain with decoration of the rose-verte family.

r"
1

The designs include sprays of fruits and flowers, scroll borders

. interrupted by flowers, and brocaded borders.

Diameter of saucer. 4% inches.

471—Decorated Cui> and Saucer )
rwig Clung

The saucer displays a medallion enclosing a rooster, around it

a ground diapered in gold and interrupted by four leaf-shaped

panels reserved in white. These are adorned in /am ille- rose col-

ors with floral sprays. The cup has ornamentation in accord,

but with different panels. (Rim of cup slightly nicked.)

Diameter of saucer, 4'/, inches.

472—Famille-rose Teapot, with Cover Yung Cheng

Globular with loop handle and recurving spout ; mandarin cover

with bud finial. Decorated with plain and foliated medallions

exhibiting flowers and fruits in famille-rose enamels, reserved

within a ground diapered in gold. (Crack in handle ; spout

nicked.)

Height, 4% inches.

From the Robert Hoe collection, Xo. 538.

473—Quadrilateral Cricket Cage Yung Clu ng

Oblong, the reticulated sides glazed in pistache-grecn between

azure borders scrolled in gold. The top carved in relief and

pierced in the motive of two dragons among clouds, glazed in

polychrome and gilded.

Length, S inches.

'/

474

—

Robix's-ec.c; Souffle Beaker Ch'ien-lung

Slender form with convex midbody and graceful mouth. Coated

with a softly lustrous glaze of robin's-egg souffle.

IIeight . 4 1 in ch es.

4

475

—

Rose-souffli:
: Beaker Ch'ien-lung

Small graceful form with wide mouth. Exterior coated with a

lustrous glaze of rose-souffle, and the superior surface of the lip

glazed in a soft and rich greenish-turquoise hue. (Slight repair

at lip.)

Height, 8% inches.
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476

—

Blue and White Cylindrical Club Shaped Vase

Yung Cheng

Fine white glaze with a broad crackle. Decorated in soft cobalt-

blue with a man of importance, attended, and ornaments of the

cultivated household. Ch'eng Hua mark (apocryphal).

Height, 4y, inches.

From the Garrett Pier collection.

477

—

Blue and White Cylindrical Club Shaped Vase K'ang-hsi

Porcelain of the so-called "soft paste" type, the sides modeled

as six narrow vertical panels, four of them occupied by "Long
Elizas" and two by sprays of flowers. Cream-white glaze with

a light and broad crackle. Underneath foot a mark of praise,

Yii (jade). (Slight repair at lip.)

Height, 4% inches.

From the Henry Graves collection.

478

—

Aubergine Jar with Carved Wood Cover Yuan

Inverted pear shape with embryonic neck. Invested with an

aubergine glaze brilliant and varying in hue.
Height, 3y4 inches.

From R. E. Moore.

479

—

Mustard-yellow Bottle Ch'icn-lung

Ovoidal body on a short foot, with slender neck and expanding

lip, suggesting a K'ang-hsi shape. Coated with a brilliant glaze

' w of greenish mustard-yellow closely crackled.
Height, 4'i inches.

480

—

White Porcelain Bottle K'ang-hsi

Tick-set, with squat body on a low foot and straight full neck.

^ Luminous glaze of pure white, over a decoration lightly etched

J^ ^ in the paste picturing a dragon circling the shoulder in pursuit

of the naming jewel. Mark of Ch'eng Hua (apocryphal).

Height, 4 :

)., inches.

From the Henry Graves collection. No. 158.
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481

—

Decorated Saitek K'ang-hti

Invested with a light lime-yellow glaze minutely crackled, and

interrupted by a decoration reserved, incised in the paste, and

/ pL* . •— glazed in two tones of cobalt-blue. Its design is a conventional

lotus scroll, continued on the exterior surface. Mark of Ch'eng

Hua (apocryphal).
Diameter, fi inehe$.

482

—

Famille-verte Screen Panel K'ang-hsi

In leaf shape, enameled in colors of the green family, with a

\y peach tree in polychromatic bloom issuing from near rocks, and

• —~ a bird perched upon it. Narrow border of red hawthorn blos-

soms on cracking-ice, which appears in pale apple-green.

(Mounted on wood. One corner cracked.)
Length, 10 inches.

48.3—TrRQuoisE-BLCE Jar Ch'ienrhmg

Inverted pear shape with short wide neck and expanding lip.

^£ Clothed in a brilliant glaze of mottled turquoise-blue, with in-

. finitesimal crackle.
Height, 5% inches.

484

—

Oviform Vase with Short Neck and Expanding Lip

Ch'ien-lu >ig

//) Coated with a brilliant glaze of wan mustard-yellow hue, min-

' .„^_utely truite. Lip with a transmutation glaze of iron-rust and

brilliant black.
Height, 5 inches.

485

—

Dark Red Bottle

J~0 Squat-ovoidal body on a bold foot, and a thick neck. Glaze of

5 j, rich dark red with lighter areas, and partaking of the ffambe
cy^' character.

Heiqht. 4'', inches.

486

—

White Porcelain Bottle K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal, on short foot, with tapering and slender neck and

bulhous lip. Invested with a pure white glaze with mirror prop-

yl
t
p^."~' erties.

Height. 5% inches.
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487—Light Yellow Bowl K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal with a thin and lightly everted lip and bold foot. Deli-

cate porcelain, both interior and exterior coated with a brilliant

glaze of pale yellow. Underneath the white glazed foot the six-

character mark of K'ang-hsi. Diameter. iy4 inches.

488—Decorated Beaker Shaped Jar in Yellow

The lower section ovoidal on a short foot, and supporting a

broad upper section lightly expanding. Incised in the paste

. „— beneath a brilliant glaze of light yellow is a complicated decora-

tion whose principal elements are pomegranate trees with

branches extending to the interior of the upper section. With
these are emblematic bats flying among conventional clouds above

a sea of rolling and tossing waves. Bears an incised seal mark
beneath the glaze of the foot.

Height, 8% inches.

From R. E. Moore.

489—Pistache-green Incense Burner Ch'ien-lung

Ovoidal, contracting gently to a broad foot, with embryonic up-

right lip and two upright loop handles. Invested within and

without with a glaze of pistache-green which has a tine fishroe

crackle in self-color and cafe-au-lait. Metal rivet at centre of

bottom.
Diameter, o inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection.

490—Tile Ornament Yung Clu ng

Group of two quail, one seated, one standing, their plumage

finely incised and in relief, and the birds glazed in a mottled

turquoise-blue. On a rice-bag plinth.

Height. 4 inches.

From R. E. Moore.

ST.

A*.

491

—

Pair Decorated Quadrilateral Vases Chia Ch'ing

The four-sided body expanding slightly from a short pedestal-

foot, with a sharp shoulder rounding into a slender neck which

^y—"^^ expands slightly at the lip. Brilliant white glaze, painted in

polychrome and gold, each side with a dramatic personage posed

under an inscription which appears on the shoulder. On the

four sides of the neck the flowers of the four seasons.

Height. 5% incliis.
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492

—

Crackled Bottle K'ang-hn

Globular ovoidal with full and slightly expanding Deck. Marble-

gray vase with reddish tinges, and carrying throughout a broad

/.
and hold c rackle.

From li. E. Moore.
Height, ~> inches.

49.'}—MrsTARD-YKi.i.ow Vase Ch'ien-lung

Oviform with low foot and short neck and expanding lip. In-

vested with a lustrous glaze of mustard-yellow minutely c rackled.

Ilii'llil . , inch™.

/

494

—

Antique Chinese Opaque Glass Jab Ch'ien-lung

^J^) Spherical with short and broad foot and short constricted neck

^ expanding at the li]). Softly luminous glass of a rich canary-

yellow, uniform in tone. Under foot the incised four-character

mark of Ch'ien-lung.
Heir/lit. 4% inches.

CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN

495

—

Blue and White Jar with Cover T««<7 Cheng

Octagonal, the cover hat-shaped, with a pointed blossom finial.

Varied decoration including a pavilion, fishermen, farmers and a

water buffalo. Cream-white glaze with sporadic crackle. Mark
of Ch'eng Hua (apocryphal).

Height, 3% inches.

From the Henri) Graves collection.

496

—

Blue and White Bottle Form Vase K'ang-hsi

^~~0 Pear-shaped on a short foot, the slender neck bulbous, and the

seated in gardens, and with four highly conventional borders.

The colors are brilliant sapphire-blues on a fine white ground.

Height, (>'.. inches.

From the Blenheim Palace collection.

From the Robert Hoe collection, Xo. 55.
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Blue and White Bottle Shaped Vase Ch'ien-lung

Ovoidal body on a low bell-shaped foot ; the slender neck with

expanding lip. The so-called "soft paste" type. Decorated in

rich color with a band of conventional floral scroll, two petal

borders, a border of ju-i pattern, a border of vermiculate scrolls,

and on the neck a band of plantain leaves, all on a brilliant

cream-white glaze.

Height, 6% inches.

From the Baron Speck von Sternburg collection.

498—Blue and White Vase Yung Cheng

^T^O Inverted pear shape with convex foot, short neck and trumpet

lip. Decorated in a soft dark blue with a tree crysanthemurn,

and a poem. (Small chip at lip.)

Height, 6% inches.

Gift from Li Hung Chang to Ambassador James Russell Young.

499—Blue and White Bottle Shaped Vase Yung Cheng

Globular with slender neck and expanding lip on a spreading

convex foot. Upon a ground of soft white growths of the sacred

fungus are seen, amid grasses and swaying bamboos, all executed

in a soft and somewhat dark cobalt-blue. (Slight nick at lip.)

Height, 7 inches.

Gift from Li Hung Chang to Ambassador James Russell Young.

500—Blue and White Bottle Form Vase K'ang-hsi

, _ Pear shape on a very short foot, with tapering slender neck and

fo sj lightly expanding lip. Decorated in differing tones of fine co-

' —~~ bait-blue with speeding horsemen, and on one side with a man in

a boat.
Height, 7 inches.

From the Sir William Bennett collection, London.

501—Blue and White Bottle Shaped Vase Yang Clu ng

Ovoidal body on an expanding convex foot, the shoulder taper-

^ ing into a slender neck with trumpet lip. Decorated with sym-

bols and objects of household adornment in different shades of

blue on a ground of soft white.
Height. inches.

Gift from Li Hung Chang to Ambassador James "Russell Young.
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502

—

Blue and White Bottle Shaped Vase Ch'ien-hmg

.
~"0 Oviform on an expanding and convex foot, with short slender

neck, and expanding flanged lip. Body decoration a rich floral

scroll, in the lotus motive, highly conventionalized. This lies be-

tween two formal borders, and six more borders adorn the vase.

(Glaze slightly chipped at lip.)

Height, 1 inches.

From the Baron Speck von Sternburg collection.

503— Pais Blue and White Bottle Shaped Vases K'cmg-hsi

Globular on lightly expanding foot, with bulbous, bell shaped

neck, and expanding lip. On the body bands of formal orna-

.^ ments, both pendant and upspringing, and accompanied by floral

sprays. On the shoulder a hatched border of herringbone pat-

tern. On the neck a band in swastika pattern, with a band of

imbrications below it interrupted by quatrefoils adorned with

flowers. Under the lip insects and growing plants. Mark, the

blue double-ring. (Li]) of one slightly nicked.)

Height, 7% inches.

From the Sir William Bennett collection, London.

504—Blue axd White Ginger Jar with Original Cover

K'a ng-hsi

Decorated in sapphire-blue on a soft white ground with moun-
tainous scenery, a flight of aquatic birds, and a boatman ad-

miring views along the shore. On the shoulder a border of clouds.

Cap shaped, decorated with the figure of a solitary fisherman.

Height. Sy2 inches.

From tlic Baron Speck von Sternburg collection.

505—Canton Blue axd White Plate

Decorated with a conventional lotus scroll, in a band about a

plain white disc, and on the rim with garden scenes and men
playing games.

Diameter, 7% inches.

506—Blie axd White Ovoidal Plate

Low foot and delicate rim. Decorated in soft tones of blue with

a garden terrace beside which the tree peony blossoms, and out-

side of a brocade border with detached sprays of flowers and
clusters of fruit. Cream-white glaze with fine crackle. Under-
neath foot a fabricated six-character mark of Ch'eng Hua.

Diameter, 8 inches.
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507

—

Set of Five Blue axd White Plates K'ang-hsi

Rim and the disc of the cavetto glazed in a pulsating cobalt-

Cr-t/ blue and decorated with the blossoming wild prunus tree, the

blossoms appearing in white reserve.

Din meter. 8 inches.

508—Blue axd White Plaque K'ang-hsi

Decorated on a mottled ground of cobalt-blue with the met tree

in blossom, penciled in darker tones, the display of blossoms

reserved in white. Mark of Ch'eng Hua (apocryphal).

Diameter, 10% inches.

509—Blue and White Plaque K'ang-hsi

Decorated in eight petal-form panels, radiating from a central

^v3 ^ . medallion, both panels and medallion showing floral designs and

the medallion a mass of rocks in addition. In cobalt-blue of rich

and pale tones on a pure white ground. Mark, a ling chih within

a blue double-ring. (Slight nick in rim.)

Diameter, 14 inches.

510—Blue axd White Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Globular with straight neck. Decoration a conventional floral

£?2- scroll between petal and ju-i borders. On the neck a band of

plantain leaves and two additional scrolled borders.

Height, 8 inches.

From the Garrett Pier collection.

511—Blue axd White Gallipot Ch'ien-lung

Brilliant glaze of soft cream-white, with a delicate cafc-au-lait

c>2 Q crackle, decorated in a soft but rich blue with a stork under a

spreading pine tree, at whose foot grows the sacred fungus. An-
other stork perches aloft, and on the opposite side two bats are

flying. (Slight repair at lip.)

Height. 6% inches.

From the Henry Graves collection.
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512

—

Bete and White Doihee-hottee Ch'ien-lnng

Body ovoidal, or in the form of a gourd, or of two gourds, with

Decks branching in opposite directions, on a short and spreading

foot. The decoration conventional shrubbery in blossom, exe-

cuted in two tones of soft blue. Hatched borders at lip and foot,

the foot showing a wave motive.
Height. 7% inches.

From the Robert Hoe collection, Xo. 83.

6f
513

—

Blue and White Ginger Jab

K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal. with a decoration in the

so-called hawthorn pattern, the

white mei blossoms in clusters

appearing in white reserve on a

transparent ground of cobalt- |Ml
blue checked in dark lines in rep- Wm
resentation of the breaking up of

the winter's ice. On the shoulder

a crenellated border. Mark, the \

blue double-ring.

Height, 5% inches.

From the Yamanaka collection.

(Illustrated)

514

—

Blue and White Jar with Teakwood Cover Yung Cheng

Inverted pear shape with broad foot and broad shoulder, and

(£) ^ truncate neck. On the shoulder a composite border involving

the ju-i design, and around the body an ornate floral scroll.

which is followed below by a border of plantain leaves. Brilliant

glaze of soft creamy white.

Height. 5 inehe$.
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515

—

Blue and White Pi-t'ung

K'ang-hsi

Brilliant glaze of soft powder-blue, in

which are reserved in white two foli-

ated panels penciled in sapphire-blue

with water views and figures admiring

them. Four small fan-shaped panels,

also reserved, are penciled with grow-

ing flowers. Mark, the blue double-

ring.

Height, 5 inches.

(Illustrated)

516

—

Blue and White Ginger Jar with Teakwood Cover
K'ang-hsi

Brilliant glaze of pure white decorated in transparent sapphire-

• blue with objects of household adornment and blossoming trees

in alternate panels. On the shoulder an elaborately drawn border

of floral scrolls, with intermediate ju-i patterns, and a second

border of blossoms on a stippled ground. Mark, the blue double-

ring.

Height, 6ys inches.

From the Sir William Bennett collection, London.

Co-
517

—

Blue and White Temple Jar K'ang-hsi

Oviform with gracefully flowing foot. The entire body, between

hatched borders, given to a striking presentation of blossoming

mei trees, in pulsating and transparent cobalt-blue, with white

reserve. The trees and their blossoms are reserved with a ground
of disintegrating ice. Mark, the blue double-ring.

Height, 8% Indus.
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518

—

Blue and White Jar with Cover

K'anff-hsi

//i Ovo-cylindrical, on a short re-

/ » "^tracted foot, the low cover flattened

and surmounted by a bud filial.

Brilliant pure white glaze with a

brilliant decoration in cobalt-blue

consisting of a floral scroll of high

conventionality. The same decora-

tion persists over the cover. Mark,

a palm leaf with fillets within the

double-ring.

Height, 7% inches.

From the Sir William Bennett col-

lection, London.

(Illustrated)

519

—

Blue and White Jar with Cover and Metal Mounts

_ Cylindrical, decorated in a variation of the so-called hawthorn

//}, pattern, large clusters of detached blossoms being reserved in

/ - ^--white within the "cracking ice"' ground of brilliant cobalt-blue.

In addition the ground is interrupted by quatrefoil, leaf shape

and fan shape panels reserved in white and penciled in blue with

household adornments and growing flowers. The cap shaped

cover is decorated in accord. Silver-gilt mounting with hall

mark.
Height, inches.

From the Sir William Bennett collection, London.

520

—

Blue axd White Jar Ch'ien-lumg

Cylindrical, with sloping shoulder and underbody and short neck

and foot. Decorated in soft gray-blue with a highly conven-

tional band of lotus scroll between elaborate borders with pen-

dants. Shoulder and underbody are decorated with sprays and

emblems.
Height, 7% inches.
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-Blue axd White Bottle Shaped Vase K'ang-hsi

Globular, the body molded in melon shape, with low spreading

foot, and full, expanding neck, the neck encircled just above its

root by two rings. The twelve lobes of the melon are adorned

each with a graceful floral spray, and the other decorations are

floral in motive with the exception of two angular borders.

Around the foot is a ring of feuille morte. Mark, an artemisia

leaf. (Slight nick near base of neck.)

Height, 7% inches.

From the Garrett Pier collection.

Bete axd White Beaker K'ang-hsi

Decorated in a rich and glowing sapphire-blue, with the features

of the gluttonous ogre on a ground of the lei wen, after the man-

ner of the ancient bronzes. This is bounded by two borders of

vermiculate scrolls. On the upper and lower sections, still in

keeping with the ancient bronzes, are plantain leaf bands in

which the ju-i design appears in white reserve. Marked with

blue double-ring.
Height. 8% inches.

523—Pair Blue axd White Cylindrical Club Shaped Vases

K'ang-hsi

About the centre of the body a band of mottled cobalt-blue with

a reserved decoration of archaic dragons holding sprays of the

sacred fungus. Above and below this bands of conventional lotus

scroll, the upper one displaying trefoils in blue with a white re-

serve decoration. Other decorative motives occupy the balance

of the body and the neck. Mark, the blue double-ring.

Height. II 1
/, inches.

From the Robert Hoe collection. No. 271.

524—Pair Blue axd White Bottle Shaped Vases Kuang Hsii

Large pear shape on a bold foot, with short neck and trumpet

lip. Body decoration a garden with swaying bamboo trees and

large plantains, penciled in a soft grayish-blue. Above this three

carefully designed borders, and below it two others; all different

in design. Six-character mark of the reign.

Height, 11 1 indie*.

Gift from Li Hung Chang to Ambassador James Russell Young.

521—
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525—Blue and White Box with Coveh Warn Li

^ Shaped in a free handling of the ju-i pattern. The decoration,

C
r ^ alike on box and cover, pictures dragons in pursuit of the om-

nipotent jewel among clouds, painted in rich and deep Mussulman

blue on a ground of limpid white. Mark, 77/ Ming Wan Li nien

chih.

Height, 9% inches.

From the Baron Speck von Sternburg collection.

(Illustrated)

•V2(5

—

Bi.i e and White Quadrilateral Jar Yung Citing

On bold circular foot, and with circular and tapering truncated

C^-CJ neck. The jar is strapped in cream-white relief, both vertically,

and at the corners horizontally. Between the straps it is decor-

ated with a conventional lotus scroll in soft cobalt-blue. Both

foot and neck carry brocade borders.
Height, 10% inches.

527

—

Blue and White Hawthorn Ginger Jak with Original

Cover K'ang-lmi

The decoration of detached clusters of met blossoms on a "crack-

ing-ice" ground is interrupted by three quatrefoil medallions

which are reserved in white and painted respectively with the

lotus, a sage and attendant, and household ornaments.

Height, 10 inches.

From the Baron Speck von Sternburg collection.
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528

—

Blue and White Tall Oviform Vase 1'ung Cheng

Brilliant cream-white glaze with a decoration in richly modulated

blue picturing a mountainous landscape beside the sea. Figures

are observed among pavilions and temples, travelers are on their

way, and in the water other figures are seen in a boat.

Height, 16% inches.

(Illustrated)

0.^

If.

529

—

Blue and White Large Tea Jar with Teakwood Coveb
K'ang-hsi

Oviform, coated with a variable and pulsating glaze of cobalt-

blue in which a partly naturalistic and partly conventional lotus

scroll is reserved in creamy white. In the scroll are involved

Buddhistic infants, carrying lotus emblems, and one of them

holding a brush and a cake of ink. On the shoulder a hatched

border.
Height, 12 inches.
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530

—

Blue axd White Beaker K'ang-hsi

Brilliant decoration in deep sapphire-blue picturing the spotted

,

stag and doe among pine trees, and storks, couriers of the im-

"C^^^ mortals, on the wing over them. Two narrow borders of con-

ventional cloud scrolls. Mark, the blue double-ring.

Height . 18% inches.

(Illustrated)

531

—

Blue axd White Cylindrical Cli b Shaped Vase K'ang-hsi

Finely penciled decoration in dark and light sapphire-blue pic-

C,^.^turing carp leaping from a turbulent sea and above it a four-

clawed dragon pursuing the flaming jewel amid clouds. Four
borders, of pellets, fret, spiral scrolls and the ju-i pattern. Mark,

a blue double-ring. Height, l8>/4 inehei.

From R. E. Moore.
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532

—

Blue and White Beaker K'ang-hsi

A rich blue ground in the disintegrating-ice pattern is inter-

rupted by upspringing and pendant trees of the wild prunus in

/. ^ blossom, reserved in a soft cream-white. Unusual in this type

of decoration are throe well defined borders in similar motive,

except that the white reserves are detached clusters of blossoms,

wholly independent of the tree. In addition the decoration is

interrupted by four large Shou medallions. Mark, a blue double-

ring.

Height, 18 incA««.

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club. London. 1895.

From the Sir William Bennett collection, London.

{Illustrated)

532a—Blue and White Beakeb

Similar to the preceding, and of the same provenience. (Slightly

damaged.)
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533

—

Blue and White Beaker K'ang-hsi

Landscape decoration with sages in retreats amongst the moun-

tains, and figures of other travelers, in sapphire-blue and a trans-

parent wash on a ground of creamy white.

Height, 18 inches.

SINGLE COLOR VASES

534

—

Flambe Gallipot Ch'ien-lung

Remarkably brilliant mirror glaze of the transmutation furnace,

disclosing an efflorescent lilac-blue in streaks and drippings over

. _ a soft and rich sang-de-baeuf red.

Height, 12% inches.

535

—

Flambe Gallipot Ch'ien-lung

^ Invested with a crackle glaze of mirror quality and dark sang-

Jf de-bauf hue, fired in the transmutation furnace and largely over-
^ spread with wavy lines of grayish-blue, blue of deeper tone, and

a white, spume-like spray.
Height, 13 inches.

536

—

Flambe Bottle Shaped Vase Ch'ien-lung

Globular with bold foot, and wide neck encircled by three rings

molded in relief, and ending with a flange lip. Clothed with a

mirror glaze of dark red, over which descends a plentiful splash-

ing of soft grayish-blue and lighter tones.

Height, 13"4 inches.

7*

537

—

Souffle Bottle Form Vase Yung Cheng

/ Globular, with wide expanding neck. Fine resonant porcelain,

coated with a fine and most unusual glaze of aubergine-souffle
' over a bluish dove-gray ground. Incised seal mark of Yung

Cheng.
Height, 13 inches.

538

—

Flambe Jardixiere Ch'ien-hmg

Ovoidal, with recurving sides and slightly expanding lip, on a

deep foot. Invested with a rich and brilliant glaze of sang-de-

bct'uf hue, over Avhich descends a small cataract in delicate gray-

ish-blue lines.

Diameter, 9 inches.
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539—Flambe Pottery Vase Ming

Oviform, with flowing foot, and high shoulder rounding to a short

neck with molded lip. Brilliant transmutation glaze of bluish

(j , and grayish tones with a wave over the shoulder which shows

gayish-green notes. The whole of wonderfully rich quality, and

recalling the Sung fianibcs.

Height, 11% inches.

540—Flambe Jar Ch'ien-lung

r~^) Ovoid, with short neck and expanding molded lip. Coated with

a rich and brilliant flambe glaze, with rills of bluish-gray falling

/ • — over a dark underground which on the shoulder shows reddish

• notes.
Height. S inches.

541—Clair-de-lune Pottery Gallipot Sung

Coated, on a grayish ground, with a thin and transparent glaze

/~^^ OI bluish clair-de-lune over which appears on the shoulder a glaze

^
. «^-~ of the same character inclining to a greenish tone, and the whole

showing a broad crackle. (Small chip at lip.)

Height. 9% inches.

542—Celadon Jardiniere Ming

Low cauldron shape with short neck, wide mouth and everted

(Q rim, on three short wedge feet. Coated with a brilliant glaze of

* ——grayish sea-green, with a close crackle in cafe-au-lait lines and a

larger crackle in self-color.

Diameter. 9 inches.

543

—

Unique Vase of Turquoise-blue with Flecking Ch'ien-hmg

Globular bodv on a bold convex foot, with wide trumpet neck

which shows a molding at the root. Cloaked in a mottled glaze

Q of turquoise-blue which shows a profusion of dark metallic spots

in a bold stipple effect.

Height. 11 Y4 inches

Exhibited at the National Exhibition of Works of Art, Leeds,

1868.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection^ Xo. 1059.
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544—Flamhk Fish Bowl with Teakwood Coveh Ch'ien-lung

Ovoid, with wide mouth and round lip. Mirror-glaze of semg-de-

bceuf rod, with a touch of bluish notes of the transmutation fur-

nace on the shoulder.
Diameter, 10% ilichen.

545—Lime-yellow Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Graceful oviform with short spreading foot, tapering slender

neck and expanding lip. Unctuous glaze of lime-skin yellow, in

which is incised a diaper pattern of fine serpentine scrolls. Seal

mark of the reign.

Height, 5 u
t

inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection.

546

—

Crackled Bottle K'ang-hsi

£ Ovoid, with short straight neck. Brilliant green glaze with mir-

ror properties, with a small crackle in cafe-avAait lines.

Height. 4% inches.

From the Garrett Pier collection.

547—Pair Sang-de-bceff Gallipots

Coated with a mirror-glaze of brilliant quality in the deep and

y£ dense red of the sang-de-bani family.
* ~~ Height, ~> inches.

548—Celadon Crackled Bottle K'ang-hsi

Globular with deep sloping shoulder and short straight neck.

Clothed with a glaze of pale celadon hue closely crackled in self-

color and cafe-au-lait.
Heiqht. 5% inches.

549—Peacock-blue Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Ovoid, with short straight neck. Invested with a rich and bril-

liant mirror glaze in that variety of the turquoise glazes known

as peacock-blue.
Height, 5% inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection.

550—Greex Bottle K'ang-hsi

, Ovoid, with straight full neck. Invested with a luminous glaze of

*YlJ -~ light and rich moss-green. (Slight nick at lip.)

I ' Height. 4% inches.
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551

—

Souffle Bottle Ch'ien-lwng

Graceful ovoidal shape with slender neck

and bold foot. Invested with a rich and

brilliant glaze of iron-rust souffle.

Height, 6 inches.

552

—

Peacock-blue Bottle Ch'ien-lung

I

Globular-ovoidal, with bold foot and slen-

^ „^der straight neck. Turquoise glaze of

mirror quality in the rich tone of peacock-

blue.

Height. 6% inches.

553

—

White Porcelain Gallipot K'ang-hsi

1^ Light porcelain of the so-called "soft paste"

^ ^ type, invested with a rich and brilliant glaze

of soft cream-white, over a decoration ap-

plied in slip and picturing ornaments of a

cultivated household.
Height, 5y4 inches.

(Illustrated)

55-1

—

Fuchien Libation Cup

Ovate, with foliated outline, contracting to the flat and lightly

molded foot. Relief ornamentation with plum tree blossoms, a

^ dragon, a spotted stag, and other symbols, all under a brilliant

and rich cream-white glaze.

Diameter. 5V<, inches.

555

—

Ovo-cylindrical Jar Ming

Short foot and high shoulder, with short constricted neck and

small mouth. Two animal-head handles in high relief. Incised

<~> ^ in the paste a poem of fourteen calligraphic characters, under

a brilliant and uniform glaze of cream-white.

Height, 6>/4 inches.

From the Henry T. Cox collection.
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556

—

White Gi.oiu i.ak Bottle with Shout N'kck K*ang-hti

A grooved ring encircles the neck just under the lip, and on the

^ shoulder and encircling the base are double borders of chrysan-
• ^ themum petals, executed in relief. On the body between the bor-

ders is a relief decoration applied under the glaze, and consisting

of a chain of leaves and conventional flowers. Brilliant white

glaze differing in tone over the decoration. Mark of Ch'eng

Hua (apocryphal).
Height, 7 inches.

557

—

White Pokcelaix Vase Ch'ien-lnng

Globular-ovoidal body on a deep and spreading foot, with short

^C) incurvate wide neck and flange lip. Encircled by rings in relief,

""and between them carrying scrolled borders also in light relief,

with occasional detached conventional devices. The whole under

a brilliant glaze of pure white. Fictitious mark of Ch'eng Hua.

Height, 8 inches.

From the Yamanaka collection, Xo. 548.

558

—

Lapis-blue Vase 1 un9 Cheng

Globular on a deep and spreading foot, with short full neck and
• ^ expanding lip. Clothed in a brilliant mirror glaze of rich lapis-

lazuli blue, which deepens in tone toward the foot, where it ends

in perfect flow.

Height, 5% inches.

559

—

Peach-red Vase

Low, ovoidal body on bold foot, with a short thick neck recurving

/ in a trumpet lip. Glaze of the peachbloom family, almost wholly
' of a rich peach-red. Mark of Hsiian Te (apocryphal). (Re-

paired.)
Height, 5 inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection.

560

—

Peachbloom Gallipot 1 'ung Cheng

Invested with a rich pink glaze of the peachbloom variety, with

*»-palcr tones, and a surface suggestive of the peau d'orange type.

(Small chip at foot.)

Height, 5% inches.
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561

—

Globular Bottle with Full and Slightly Expanding Neck
Cliicn-lung

- Invested with a fine glaze of peach-red, varying in the density

V v/ of its tone, and carrying a free and open crackle. Seal mark of

' the reign. Height, ff% inches.

6

562

—

Powder-blue Jar with Teakwood Cover K'ang-hsi

Globular, with embryonic lip. Coated with a rich and brilliant

glaze of bleu-fouette which shows vestiges of an ancient decora-

tion penciled in gold. Diameter. 4 inches.

563

—

Decorated Green Bowl K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal on a short foot, the foot encircled by two incised rings.

Fine white porcelain of musical tone, clothed in a brilliant glaze

' of rich green. Incised in the paste beneath the glaze are the

eight Buddhistic emblems of happy augury, over a conventional

lotus scroll, which is followed by a ju-i border above the foot.

Under the white glaze of the foot the six-character mark of

K'ang-hsi. Diameter. 5% inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection.

564

—

Sang-de-bceuf Bottle

Squat body on a bold foot, and thick neck encircled by a ring

and expanding in a bulbous lip. Brilliant mirror glaze of the

/ . - sang-de-bceuf character, with a light area on one side of the body

and the upper neck and lip also light, and showing a broad

crackle. Height. 7 inches.

565—Camellia-leaf Greex Jar K'ang-hsi

Expanding slightly from the foot to a high and rounded shoulder

leading to a short neck with spreading lip. Invested with a

brilliant glaze of camellia-leaf green having a small and close

crackle. (Slight nick at lip.) Height, 6'/., inch,*.

1-

566

—

Souffle Gallipot Ch'icn-lung

*~2P
Coated with an iron-rust glaze of brilliant metallic .souffle char-

acter and silvery note. Height, 6u> mchet.
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Celadon and Peachbloom Bottle K'ang-hsi

Globular, with slender neck. Coated with a pale celadon glaze,

£ uniform in its light grayish sea-green tint, decorated in delicate

• peachbloom tones with dusters of pomegranates and of the

peaches of longevity. Each cluster shows stem and leaves in a

pale grayish-blue.
Height, 7% inches.

5(58

—

Rich Greek Vase K'ang-hsi

Elongated inverted pear shape, with a deep and spreading foot,

high shoulder and short neck with expanding lip. .Monochrome

glaze in a deep tone of camellia-leaf green, over an incised de-

coration whose motive is a conventional peony scroll. Incised

border on shoulder and above base, defined by an incised ring.

(Upper surface of lip repaired.)
Height . 7J4 inches.

569—Imperial-yellow Bottle Ming

Spherical, with delicate foot and graceful slender neck. Dense

porcelain clothed in a glaze of brilliant yellow, and on opposite

• sides of the body exhibiting in light relief an archaic dragon,

one ascending, the other descending.
Height. "14 inches.

570—Pear Shaped Greex Bottle

Shirt and slightly spreading foot, and slender straight neck.

Shows incised concentric rings beneath a grass-green glaze re-

vealing a brilliant metallic lustre.

Height, 9 inches.

571—Cafe-au-lait Jar Ch'ien-lung

Ovoidal. with spreading foot and short wide neck expanding to

a flanged lip. Two lion-head handles on the neck. Invested with

a rich cafe-au-lait glaze having a bold and broad crackle in dark

lines. The handles are reserved in the biscuit and coated only

with a wash glaze of light brown.
Height, 7 inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection.

572—Crackled Jar K'ang-hsi

J*~0 Inverted pear shape, with expanding lip around a wide mouth.

Brightly lustrous marble-gray glaze, with a bold crackle in black

lines and a finer sporadic crackle in cafe-au-lait.

Height, 5y4 inches.
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573

—

Cafe-au-lait Incense Buexer, with Teakwood Cover

K'ang-hsi

Cauldron shape on bold foot, with drooping loop handles. Bril-

/ ' liant glaze in light cafe-au-lait tone, with a large crackle in a

deeper note of similar color, the glaze continued over the interior.

Width, 5 inches.

7

574

—

Crackled Vase Ming

Elongated oval form expanding from a short foot and tapering

gracefully to a short full neck which expands slightly to the lip.

Coated with a rich creamy glaze of soft brilliancy, marked with

a fishroe crackle in self-color and cafe-au-lait. (Slight glaze

chip at foot.) Height, 7% inches.

/

j

7-
575

—

Powder-blue Club Shaped Vase K'ang-hsi

Ovo-cylindrical on a short foot, with flattened shoulder and short

full neck with everted lip. Fine and brilliant glaze of powder-

blue, interrupted by two panels, one of leaf shape, which are

reserved in a soft creamy white and decorated in blue with

growing plants and a waterside landscape. (Gold lacquer repair

at lip.) Height, 6% inches.

576

—

Lapis-blue Bottle Ch'ien-lung

Globular, with straight neck. Luminous enamel glaze with rich

lapis-lazuli blue with a delicate variety of the orange-peel sur-

face. Height, 8y2 inches.

577

—

Powder-blue Vase K'a IIg-h S

i

Globular on a deep bell-shaped foot, with recurving neck and

/^(^ expanding lip. Richly mottled powder-blue glaze, brilliant and

^ showing vestiges of a decoration of flowering trees in gold.

(Slight chip at lip.) Heiqht, 10 inches.

'7°

578

—

Pair Powder-blue Vases Decorated ix Gold K'ang-hsi

Oviform with short slender neck and trumpet lip. Brilliant glaze

of the bleu-foucttc, penciled in gold with a floral decoration,

swallows and butterflies, and revealing also a shoulder decora-

tion. Height, 7% inches.
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579—Coral-red Bottle Ch'icn-lung

/ Oviform with a short and slightly spreading foot, the body tap-

(d ering to a slender straight neck. Glazed in a rich coral-red of

dull lusti-e, the tone lightening toward the lip. Traces of an

original Moral decoration in gold.

Height. OK, inches.

580

—

Coral-red Bottle Shaped Vase 1
Timg Clung

Pear shape, with short and slightly spreading foot, and taper-

ing to a short, straight and full neck. Hard paste white porce-

lain invested with a rich and mottled glaze of coral-red.

Heipht. 7ys inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection, Xo. 1020.
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581

—

Ieon-eust Souffle Bottle
Ch'icn-lung

Globular, with .short and straight

full neck. Invested with a fine glaze

of iron-rust hue, with a metallic

souffle of dull lustre. Underneath

foot, incised seal mark of the reign,

beneath the glaze.

Height, 7% inches.

From the Henry Graves collection,

Xo. 505.

(Illustrated)

582—SAXG-DE-B(ErF Bottle Yung Cheng

Globular, recurving in an expanding neck. Glaze of soft lustre,

in the brownish-red hues of the sang-de-baufs, the congealing

^ blood, of the peau d'orangc variety and deepening in color to-

ward the foot where it ends in a perfect flow.

Height. 7 inches.

From the Thomas C. Waggaman collection, Xo. 1010.

583

—

Beaker Shape Vase Ch'ien-lung

— The entire surface, of all three sections, carries a closely in-

u volved decoration in the sacred fungus design carved and mod

eled in relief in the paste. Under the lip and above the foot are

incised borders. The whole under a brilliant glaze of greenish-

white, hinting at a celadon tone. Fictitious mark of Hsiiaq Te.

Height, 7% inches.
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584

—

Flam he Gallipot Ch'ien-lung

Clothed with a rich and brilliant glaze of the transmutation fur-

nace, its ground a plentiful How of the sang-de-boeuf, lightly

touched with purplish-lilac notes.

Height, 6% inches.

.585

—

Peachbloom Bottle Yung Clu ng

Pear shape, on a bold foot, the body tapering to a short and

^yL£ slender straight neck. Invested with a brilliant and lightly

mottled glaze of peachbloom pink, which turns to peach-gray

about the foot.

Height, 9 inches.

586

—

Peaul-gray Bottle Shaped Vase Ch'ien-lung

Low, ovoidal body on broad and bold foot, with steeply sloping

shoulder and graceful incurvate neck. Clothed in a brilliant

pearl-gray glaze with a delicate crackle in cafS-au-laii lines.

Underneath foot, the seal of the reign in blue. (Repair at

foot.)

Height. 8 inches.

Id-

587

—

Lapis-bltje Bottle CJi'ien-lung

Globular, with full neck. Dense porcelain clothed with a mirror

-glaze of rich lapis-lazuli blue, reflecting the azure depths of the

sky.
Height, 9>/4 inches.

588

—

Clair-de-lexe Vase Ch'ien-lung

~ Pear shape, on a bold foot, with dragon-head loop and ring

C/ts.^ handles and wide truncate neck. Coated with a luminous mono-

chrome glaze in the greenish-gray of moonlight, and showing a

sporadic crackle in cafe-au-lait lines. Seal mark of the reign.

Height, 8 inches.

589

—

Light Yellow Jar Ch'ien-lung

Broad inverted pear shape with flat foot, high shoulder and

/q short wide neck. Clothed in a brilliant monochrome glaze of

/ • pale straw-color.
' Height, 6y4 inches.
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AC
590

—

Quadrilateral Vase Yung Cheng

Large circular foot and smaller circular neck; flat shoulder.

Sides divided in the center vertically by a plain strap, and the

.
—~" corners strapped in rude relief. The whole invested with a bril-

liant slate-blue glaze, with a broad crackle in dark lines.

Height, 7% inches.

591

—

Writer's Water Receptacle, with Teakwood Cover

K'ang-hsi

Compressed globular form, the upper side rising slightly to the

circular mouth. Dense porcelain with a marble-gray glaze boldly

crackled with cafe-au-lait and darker lines, and on the shoulder

splashed with rich peach-red which in places hints at the paler

peachbloom and ashes-of-roses notes.

Diameter, 4% inches.

From the Henry T. Cox collection.

592

—

Writer's Water Receptacle, with Ivory Cover Japanese

Compressed-globular form, with low foot and circular mouth.

\J ^ In the shape of the peachbloom receptacles, and glazed in a

greenish peach-gray with fishroe crackle and certain indefinite

cloudings. Under foot, a gold seal.

Diameter. 4% inches.

93

—

Writer's Peachbloom Water Dish, with Teakwood Coveb
A' V; ng-h si

Compressed-globular form with low foot and large mouth. In-

s vested with a peachbloom glaze of fine character, at once rich

and delicate in its color tones. Six-character mark of the reign.

(Two kiln cracks are visible.)

Diameter, i% inches.

594

—

Writer's Water Receptacle, with Ivory Cover Japanese

Compressed-globular form, with delicate foot and circular

^jj
mouth, after the shape of the familiar Chinese peachbloom dishes.

Clothed in a brilliant and uniform turquoise-blue, with fishroe

crackle. Under foot, a gold seal.

Diameter. 1'.'. inches.
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.595

—

Writer's Sk. .OIHI.AK Wateh
Jar K'ang-htx

Peachbloom glaze of delicate tone

and fine character, showing shadings

of ashes-of-roses. The three conven-

tional medallions, often miscalled

cloud medallions, but in reality de-

riving from archaic dragons, are

finely incised and clearly visible

under the glaze. Mark, Ta CWing
K'ang-hsi nien chili

.

Diameter. 5 inches.

596

—

Writer's Semi-globular

Water Jar

^ K'ang-hsi

Peachbloom glaze with

mirror properties, its

color tones over the

greater part of the sur-

face those of ashes-of-

roses, with an area of

peach-gray and a larger

area warmed by the red

fleckings. Underneath the

glaze three archaic
dragon medallions in-

cised in the paste. Finely penciled six-character mark of the

reign. (Repair at one point of base.)

From R. E. Moore.

Diameter, 5 inches.
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597

—

Decorated Plate, Mauve Tones ^' lin9 Cheng

A unique plate, in a rare glaze, which over the superior surface

<*»- ^ reveals a curious blending of tones, generally mauve, and iri-

.
— descent with a brilliant metallic lustre. On the under-surface

of the sides a finely designed and incised conventional scroll in

pomegranate pattern. The glaze on the exterior is uniform in

a lighter tone of the mauve character, and the foot is encircled

by an incised ring. Underneath the foot, the six-character mark

of the reign in brilliant blue under a white glaze.

Diameter, 8% inches.

(Illustrated)

598

—

Mottled-bed Bottle )

r

ung Cheng

Globular-ovoidal on a bold foot, and rounding into a full neck

covered with, a metal lip. Brilliant and finely mottled glaze

% ^ showing the paler tones of the samj-de-luvuf glazes, with areas

of the watery-white, and broadly crackled.

Height. 10% inches.

From the Thomas ('. Waggaman collection.
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599

—

Sang-de-b(euf Bowl K'ang-hsi

Inverted bell shape on an expanding foot. Dense porcelain,

coated inside and outside with a SO/ng-de-bceuf glaze of fine (jiial-

it}-, showing the cooling and hardening blood and the brown

clots of coagulation. Rim reserved in white, and underneath

foot a rice-white glaze, crackled. (Short chipped space at rim.)

Diameter, 8% inches.

(Illustrated)

600

—

Liver-color Vase }
r
ung Cheng

Globular bottle form on a deep foot, the body tapering to a full

z^"* and straight neck. Dense white porcelain invested with a mir-

, For glaze of delicate yet rich liver-color, heaving a fine and broad

crackle.

Height, 12'/, inches.

601

—

Ciiekrv-( oi.ou Vase Tao Kuang

Full-bodied pear shape on spreading foot, with short neck and

p expanding lip. Invested with a uniform monochrome glaze of

dense, pinkish cherry color. Underneath foot, seal mark of the

reign in blue beneath a white glaze.

Height, 12 inches.
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602

—

Sang-de-b(euf Va.sk with Teakwood Cover K'ang-hsi

Inverted pear shape with truncated neck and flowing foot, which

is marked bv the perfection of the glaze flow. Rich glaze of

brownish-red, showing many of the darker clottings, in repre-
' sentation of the cooling and hardening blood: peau d'orange sur-

face. Neck has silver rim.
Height, 8% inches.

(Illustrated)

603—:-Double-gourd Bottle Yung Cheng

The entire surface below a white-glazed lip invested with a mir-

ror glaze of rich, fresh liver-color revealing a slight crackle.

Height. l\% inches.
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604

—

Dragon's-blood Jar Yung Clung

Inverted pear shape with embryonic neck and wide mouth, the lip

^"""* glazed in white. Coated with peau iVorange glaze of rich cherry

color, in dark and lighter tones, sometimes called dragon's-blood.

The glaze ends evenly at a perfect foot. Underneath the foot

and in the interior of the vase a clair-dc-hine glaze. (Slight

glaze defects at surface of rim.)
Height, 8% inches.

(Ill list ratal)

605

—

Globular Bottle Form Vase Yung Clu ng

Ovoidal, with a bold foot and short straight neck. Rich liver-

O color glaze with mirror properties.
Height, 13 inches.

From the Fujita collection.
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Jo

000-

—

Liver-color Bottle Yung Cheng

Globular, with straight full nock. Dense porcelain invested with

a uniform glaze of light liver-tone, and almost approaching an

ashes-of-roses hue.

Heiffhl, 11 inches.

{Illustrated)

607—Liver-color Vase Tao Kuang

Inverted pear shape with broad foot, and rounding into a full

neck with expanding lip. Fine white porcelain covered with a

liver-color glaze, pinkish in the upper portions and deepening to

brown at the base. Seal mark of the reign under a glaze of pure

white beneath the foot. (Slight glaze defect at lip.)

From the Garrett Pier collection.

Height, 11% inches.
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G08

—

Liver-color Bottle Form Vase Ch'iertrlung

Large pear shape with bold and expanding foot, the body taper-

ing to a short neck and trumpet lip. Monochrome glaze of uni-

•""^'form liver-tone and misty lustre. Seal mark of Ch'ien-lung.

(Small glaze chip at foot.)

Height, 12 inches.

From the Fitjita collection.

(Illustrated)

Crushed-strawberry Gallipot K'ang-hsi

Coated with a mottled and variable glaze, in a pale hue between

the sacrificial red and the peachbloom, and on the shoulder show-

ing notes of true peachbloom-pink. the whole exhibiting a bold

crackle in dark lines.

Heiqht. 11% inch)*.
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610-

—

Imperial Yellow Jak Tao Kuang
Ovoid, with bold foot, short neck, and lightly molded lip. In-

vested with a brilliant glaze of imperial yellow. (Gold lacquer

repair at foot.)
Height, 9V4 inches.

{Illustrated)

611—TuRauoiSE-BLi-K Vase Ch'icn-luiuj

Ovoid body on a short foot, with wide incurvate neck molded at

, ^ the root and expanding bulbous lip. Coated with a fine and

/ /0.^ brilliant turquoise glaze with fishroe crackle.

/ Height, 18% inch,.*.
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612

—

Ornamental Robix's-egg Scu ffle Gallipot Ch'ien-lung

/ The short neck has a spreading and festooned lip, and two

(o*J shoulder handles of Fu-head design are modeled in high relief.

The whole is coated with a robin's-egg souffle glaze of dull lustre,

which extends to the interior of the neck and underneath the

foot. (Small repair at lip.)

Height, 13% inches.

(Illustrated)

613

—

Laxg-yao Bottle Shape Vase K'ang-hsi

Globular-ovoidal body on a deep bell foot, with tall, wide and

^traight neck. Coated throughout between a white-glazed lip

/ ' and foot with a sang-de-bwuf glaze mottled in the hues of the

cooling blood. Peau d"orange surface, and crackle in self-color

and darker lines.

Height, 12% inches.
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614

—

Lang-yao Tall Jar K'ang-hsi

Elongated oviform with high shoulder and wide mouth. Fine

semg-de-bceuf glaze in hues of the thinning and cooling blood, and

ending in a dark welter at the foot. Surface marked by the fine

pittings of an approach to the peau d'orange glaze. Visible

crackle.

{Illustrated)

Heiqht, 14 inehet

615

—

Cafe-atj-lait Jar Ch'ierv-lung

Inverted pear shape with short wide neck lightly expanding, and

yJ7 —- flowing foot. Coated with a uniform glaze in cafc-au-lait tone,

boldly crackled throughout in dark lines. (Abrasion at one point

of lip.)

//( ight, 12% inches.
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616

—

Decorated Celadon Jar Ch'ien-lung

Ovo-cylindrical in form, with high shoulder and wide incurvate

neck. Tlie entire surface finely decorated by incision and in

relief. On the neck and about the foot are formal borders, the

shoulder carries an incised fret border and a ju-i border in relief,

and about the body are two broad bands of key-fret in relief on

a ground incised in the same motiye of smaller dimensions. Bril-

liant celadon glaze of pale greenish tone—almost a clalr-dc-lune.

Seal mark of the reign.

Height, 16 inches.

(Illustrated)

617

—

0\o-cylixdrical Vase K'ang-hsi

High narrow shoulder and short wide neck, recurving to a spread-

£ ing lip. Luminous glaze in camellia-leaf green with mirror prop-

•
—"*

erties, and showing a fine crackle in delicate lines. Lip and in-

terior of neck glazed in brownish black.

Height, 141 .', inches.
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618

—

Fuchien Statuette

Standing figure of Kuan-yin on a base

j of rockery, a spotted stag recumbent

at her feet, holding in its mouth as it

looks up toward her a growth of the

sacred fungus. The goddess is in full

robes and high headdress, her head

turned slightly toward her left shoul-

der, and holds in her hand a covered

ewer.
Height, 14% inches.

(Illustrated)

taxdixg Figure of Kuan-yin
Ch'ien-lung

The goddess is in full robes, with

cowl. She wears a necklace of three

loops and carries in her left hand a

scroll. The hair shows vestiges of

early painting in black, and the tiara

s incomplete. Brilliant glaze of green-

ish-white with a hint of celadon sug-

gestion.

Height, 1S% inches.

620

—

Metallic-souffle Oviform Jar with Teakwood Cover axd

Stand Ch'icn-huig

y) Dense, sonorous porcelain, the exterior and the interior of the

/ vase coated with a glaze of iron rust-red which is all but wholly

covered with a glaze of silvery metallic souffle of dull lustre.

The stand has a silver inlay.

Height, 12y2 inches.

621

—

Peacock-blue Bottle Shaped Vase CVicn-lung

Broad, ovoidal body on a deep foot, witli sloping shoulder, wide

neck and expanding lip. Coated with a glaze of rich peacock

blue, finely crackled throughout the surface.

Height, 11% inches.
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622—W h i t k Globtxlab

Bottle

—^ Ch'ienrlung

Modeled in relief under

the glaze a rich and

highly conventional

lotus scroll, between a

deep chrysanthemum
border at the base and

a border of ju-i pat-

tern on the shoulder.

At the root of the neck

an incised fret border,

and under the lip a

ju-i border in relief.

On the neck a pointed

leaf border, in relief

and incised. ( Slight

cracks at lip.)

Height, 12«/
4 inches.

(Illustrated)

623

—

Imperial-yellow Gallipot

Brilliant yellow glaze throughout over a finely incised decoration

consisting of two writhing imperial dragons, both encircling the

vase and with heads at the height of the shoulder.

Height, 13 inches.

624

—

Mazabin-blue Jak, with Teakwood Cover Ch'ien-lung

Inverted pear shape with short neck and lightly molded lip. In-

vested with a mirror glaze of rich mazarin-blue.

Height, 11 \\ inches.

7
r-

625

—

Tealeaf-greex Bottle Shaved Vase Ch'ien-lung

Low ovoidal body over a deep and spreading foot, with wide

^ straight neck, invested with an unctuous glaze of dull lustre in

the hue of moist green tea leaves crushed. Incised seal mark of

Ch'ien-lung.

Heiqht. 18% inches.
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626—Crackled Bottle Form Vase Cliien-lung

Low, ovoidal body on a broad bold foot, with a straight cyl-

\y indrical neck. All surfaces covered with a glaze of moonlight-

white, threaded by a bold crackle of broad spacing in cafe-au-

lait and black lines. Underneath foot, the seal of the reign.

Height. 9y.> inches.

627—Pair Rose-back Plates Ch'ien-lung

Ovoidal with flaring rim. Rose du Barry back, the interior

decorated with a young woman presiding over two infant boys

and seated before a table holding bundles of books and an or-

namental jar. Seven borders varying in type and execution.

All decoration in famille-rose colors and gold. (One repaired.)

Diameter, 8Vj inches.

628

—

Rose-back Plate Ch'ien-lung

Ovoidal, spreading from a low foot. Clear musical white por-

celain, the back glazed in rich rose du Barry, and at centre of the

- interior peonies in famille-rose enamels. Borders of lattice and

diaper in delicate colors and picked out with gold.

Diameter. 7% inches.

629—Famille-rose Eggshell Plate Yung Cheng

Ovoidal bowl on a low and broad foot. Medallion decorated witli

fruit and flowers in colors on a white ground, and around it

foliated panels similarly decorated, reserved in a band of gold

diaper. Lattice border at rim, interrupted by floral scrolls.

(Carefully repaired.)

Diameter, 8 inches.

630— Rose-back Plate I un9 Cheng

Ovoidal bowl with flaring rim. Delicate porcelain, with a glaze

of soft rose, of lemon-peel texture, on the back, and the interior

decorated with three quail standing among flowers, all executed

in enamel colors. Latticed borders with floral interruptions.

(Gold lacquer repair.)
Diameter. 8 iurln s.
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631

the exte

acters o

rior under the lip a fret border

f Yung Cheng.

-Blue and Yellow
Decorated Plaque

Ymicf Cheng

O v o i d a 1, springing

from a bold foot.
Glazed in a luminous

soft lime-yellow, inter-

rupted by reserves of

floral scroll in the lotus

motive, in a large me-

dallion, and around the

sides of the eavetto,

both inside and outside,

executed in tones of ;i

rich blue. Scroll bor-

ders on both interior

and exterior, and on

.Mark, the six char-

Diameter. 13u, inches.

/<?JZ

6*32

—

Fam i lle-v krtk

Plaque K'cmg-hsi

Ovoidal and recurv-

ing, springing from

a low foot. The dec-

oration in farniille-

verte colors pictures

two young women
under a tree in a

ga rden, accompanied

by a small boy, all

interested in a fish

bowl which stands

on the grass. Floral

border interrupted

by large floral me-

dallions. Mark, the

symbol for a paint-

ing, within a double- ring

From R. E, Moore.

(Ri slightly chipped.)

Diameter, l4 inches.
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633—Decorated Plate K'ang-hsi

Festooned rim, the glaze in coral tone through which runs a

floral scroll reserved in white, the scroll also involving ju-i pat-

terns reserved and touched with gold. At the centre a large

medallion displaying a lotus scroll in polychrome enamels and a

boy reserved in white.

Diameter, 8% inches.

634—Two Famille-rose Plates Ch'ien-lung

Centre decorated with a large basket of flowers, in the famitte-

rose enamel, and the rim bordered with varied lattices which are

in themselves decorated, and are interrupted by foliated reserves

which carry further decoration.
Diameter, 8% inches.

635—Imperial-yellow Plate K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal with bold broad foot. White porcelain of clear musical

tone, coated with a brilliant glaze of yellow. Carries the Chia

Ching mark, but undoubtedly the product of a later era. (Re-

pair at one point of lip.)

Diameter, 8% inches.

636—Rosewater Sprinkler with Metal Mounts

/\J Pear shape with spreading foot and bulbous tapering neck

capped with metal. Decorated in underglaze and enamel colors

with serpentine bands of blue alternating with white bands pen-

ciled with floral designs in red, and interrupted with reserved

quatrcfoils in white painted with floral sprays and touched with

gold. Made for the Persian market.
Height, 9% inches.

637

—

Decorated Tripod Incense Burner Chia Ch'mg

Cauldron shape, with two upright and recurving loop handles.

The entire exterior glazed in a light canary-yellow and painted

in brilliant enamel colors with Buddhistic emblems of happy

augury amid richly colored floral scrolls. Interior glazed in a

light pistache. On the lip is penciled the seal mark of the reign.

(One handle shows gold lacquer repair.)
Height, (i inehet,
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638—Decoeated Bottle K'ang-hsi

Pear shape with slender neek and expanding lip. Decorated in

^0 underglaze and overglazc colors, and touched with gold, the

designs including plants growing around rockery and the bent

branches of a flowering tree, on which are perched two birds.

Height, fi 1
/, inches.

639—Glohilar Jab Ch'ui Ck'ing

Glazed in an enamel of soft purplish-rose with a misty lustre, on

which is a rich polychromatic decoration in enamels and gold

depicting clusters of fruits, conventional blossoms and a high

elaboration of floral scrolls. On the neck a fret border in blue,

and about the foot a conventional petal border in polychrome.

Underneath foot, the seal mark of the reign.

Diameter, 1 inches.

640—Imari Bowl Japanese

*J*0 Broad inverted bell shape. Elaborate decoration both on ex-

terior and interior, the exterior picturing clouds and symbols,

the dragon and the phoenix, in underglaze azure, white reserve,

and overglaze enamel and gold on a ground of rich and deep cop-

per-red. The interior in the same colors presents a chrysanthe-

mum border, ju-i and other panels, besides a medallion in which a

flying phoenix appears. Under foot, in underglaze blue, appears

the fictitious Chinese six-character mark of Ch'eng Hua.
Diameter. 8>o inches.

641—Decorated Splash Bottle

^j*£> Globular with straight full neck. Brilliant glaze of light mus-

tard-yellow, disclosing a metallic iridescence, effectively splashed

with a soft, rich and variable brown. Lightly etched in the paste

beneath, a five-clawed dragon whose writhing body appears and

disappears among the splashes which are representative of

clouds.

Height, 10y, inches.

642—Pah; Famille-rose Vases with Original Covers Ch'ien-lung

Oviform and octagonal with flowing foot and short neck; hat-

shaped cover with blossom finial. Glazed in brilliant white, and

^.decorated in enamel colors with figures, birds and flowers. Lat-

ticed borders at foot and on the neck, and on the shoulder a

floral border with pendants. (Rims of covers slightly nicked.)

Height, 12% inches.
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652

—

Decorated Vase in Corai, axd Gold K'ang-hsi

Oviform with high rounded shoulder, short wide neck and lightly

//) flaring lip; flat foot. Fine white glaze, which offers a rich and
* brilliant background for a decoration of two enormous four-

clawed dragons guarding the whirling jewel of omnipotence,

above a rolling and tossing sea whence aspiring carp leap

toward the coveted jewel. On the shoulder emblems in quatrefoil

reserves on a diapered ground ornamented with blossoms, and

on the neck Shou medallions. The decoration being in richly

mottled coral-red and embellished with gold. (Small gold lacquer

repair at lip.)

Height, 11% inches.

/6<

653

—

Powder-blue Temple Jar K'ang-hsi

Coated with a powder-blue glaze of rich quality, above a finely

defined ring of white glaze around the foot. Vestiges of a rich

decoration in gold, in medallions and floral forms under a

shoulder border of sceptre-head design.

Height, 14 inches.

From the Ya/manaka collection.

654

—

Temple Jar in Browx axd White, with Cover K'ang-hsi

Brilliant glaze of bronze of fevMle-morte hue, interrupted by a

white slip decoration of a widely spreading winter-blooming wild

'0~L) .
- plum tree, besides detached sprays, and birds in pairs perched

and flying. Mark, a palm leaf within a double-ring. (Cover

slightly chipped.)
Height. 16'/4 inches.

655

—

Celadon Beaker K'ang-hsi

All-over decoration of rich peony scroll, incised and carved in

relief in the paste, under a brilliant celadon glaze of pah gray-

J$ —' ish-green tone. This is interrupted by eight foliated panels

reserved in pure white and painted in sapphire-blue with land-

scapes and figures, the decoration being heightened by touches

of peach-red. Mark, an artcmisia leaf within a double-ring.

Height. 17% inches.
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656

—

Famille-rose Beaker Yung Cheng

On a brilliant fine white glaze a rich and resplendent decoration

in the famide-rose enamels picturing the rock peony and the

magnolia tree, bamboo and chrysanthemums, and the phoenix on

a rock. Peach blossoms add to the floral display and butterflies

flutter about in a growth of the sacred fungus. Double-ring

mark.
Height, 17% inches.

65T

—

Famille-rose Beaker Yung Cheng

The magnolia and the rose, the rock peony and the pomegranate

are displayed in brilliant masses in the famille-rose enamel, but-

O terflies add to the general brilliance, and a spray of the sacred

fungus is partly buried among the leaves of other plants. All

on a lustrous fine white ground. (Glaze imperfections at rim.)

Height, 17% inches.
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658

—

Powder-blue Beaker Adorned in Gold K'ang-hsi

Brilliant powder-blue glaze with a rich decoration in gold painted

'
, in panels and in circular and leaf shape medallions. The com-

V' "Apartments are enclosed within a floral diape r and are brilliantly

painted with birds and flowers, the circular medallions being in-

scribed with poems.
Height, IS inches.
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659

—

Cloisonne Enamel Beakeh
K'ang-hsi

Spreading foot and large trumpet

lip, with a short midsection set oil

by prominent rings encircling the

vase and marked by four vertical

ridges, in metal. Formal orna-

mentation in primitive designs in

polychrome on a turquoise-blue

ground.

Height, 11% inches.

660

—

Cloisonne Enamel
Bowl Ming

Ovoidal on bold and

slightly spreading foot.

The entire surface orna-

mented in colors on a tur-

quoise-blue ground, the

exterior and underneath

the foot with a conven-

tional scroll in the Indian

lotus motive, and the in-

terior picturing the

dragon horse racing over

waves of the sea.

Diameter, 8*4 inches.
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661

—

Cloisonne Enamel and Gilt Bronze Vase K'ang-hsi

Globular with deep and broad bell foot, and a tall capstan neck.

Rich ornamentation of scrolling dragon medallions, and conven-

C\ ^ tional lotus flower designs, within a conventional lotus scroll, all

executed in polychrome on a turquoise-blue ground. On shoulder

and underbody jn-i borders, and on foot and neck formal designs

in accord with the whole. Heipht. 16 mchet.

(Illustrated)

662

—

Famille-verte Plaque K'ang-hsi

Ovoidal cavetto and narrow flaring festooned rim. Decorated in

famUle-verte colors with a basket of flowers and a medallion,

surrounded by panels of growing plants. On the rim a composite

border of lattice design is interrupted by quatrefoils enclosing

clusters of the fruits of the abundances. Mark, Hua (a paint-

ing) within a double-ring. (Rim slightly chipped.)

Diameter, 14-% inches.
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66.*i

—

Famii.i.e-verte Pi.aqie K'ang-hsi

Shallow cuvetto with flaring and festooned rim. On the under-

~Jy
y*~' 8ide of the cavetto a ring of petals modeled by incision in the

/ .
— paste. Decoration a terrace in a garden where peacocks and

rabbits disport and long-tailed birds are flying above the blos-

soming tree peony, all in brilliant colors of the fa iii'tlle-verte.

Highly colored border in lattice design interrupted by floral

quatrefoils. Mark, a leaf within a double-ring.

Diameter, 14% inches.

664

—

Mustard-yeixow Decorated Pi.aqt e Tao Kitang

Ovoidal cavetto with narrow flat marly lightly molded at the

' rim. The decoration, incised in the paste, includes a large

' medallion representing two imperial dragons guarding the jewel

of omnipotence, which is surrounded by sprays of flowers of the

four seasons, while the marly is adorned with a border of storks

flying among conventional clouds. These are glazed principally

in light green and dark aubergine, within a ground of brilliant

mustard-yellow. Imperial seal mark of Tao Kuang.

Diameter, 20 inches.

665

—

Large Decorated Plaque Japanese

Broad and shallow ovoidal cavetto with flaring rim. White glaze,

/) with a multicolor decoration in overglazc and underglaze colors.

• and gold enrichment. The elements of decoration include the

peony and the chrysanthmeum in naturalistic and convention-

alized scrolls, also the blossoming plum tree, and terraced gar-

dens. The colors include underglaze cobalt-blue and red, and

enamels of the rose family.

Diameter, 2iy2 inches.

666

—

Korean Pottery Jar, with Teakwood Cover Hi

Inverted pear shape with short lip and wide mouth. Glazed in

y^/
^*' a dark greenish-turquoise blue minutely crackled, and decorated

. on the shoulder with a scroll of primitive design, and on the body

with scrolls of archaic floral form. Interior glazed in mulberry.

Height, 4 inches.
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667

—

Ovoid Jar Ming

White glaze diapered in red, with a vagarious floral scroll re-

served in underglaze blue and painted with overglaze enamel

green. At the base a conventional border in red and white.

Height, 5% inches.

668

—

Decorated Temple Jar Ming

Oviform with recurving outline and short straight neck. Glazed

in a mottled apple-green checked with black lines in the motive

of disintegrating ice, freely interrupted with reserves of detached

hawthorn blossom clusters in white, pale yellow and copper-red.

(Gold lacquer repair at lip.)

Height. 7% inches.

669

—

Decorated Five-color Jar Ming

Inverted pear shape with slightly spreading foot, high shoulder

and short incurvate neck. Decoration an emperor and a hand-

some lady and attendants in a garden, among flowers and under

trees, the decoration in underglaze blue and overglaze enamel,

with details in red. On the neck a border of landscape and

flowers. (Slight crack in neck.)
Height, 7% inches.

670

—

Decorated Five-color Jar Ming

Inverted pear shape with slightly spreading foot, high shoulder

and short incurvate neck. Decoration a garden in which boys

appear in a procession, attending, with lotus, banners and can-

opy, upon another who with sceptre in hand is mounted upon a

niang or land dragon. All appearing in enamel and brilliant

underglaze color on a ground of rich white.

Height, 7 :! '

t
inches.

671

—

Richly Decorated Jab Ming

Inverted pear shape with high shoulder. A white glaze of soft

lustre, with a highly elaborate decoration in overglaze and un-

V O* —^ derglaze colors depicting a garden with baskets of peonies, plum

and lotus blossoms, and of the peaches of immortality and the

Buddha's hand citron.

Height, 8 inches.
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672

—

JJeimjantly Decorated Jar Ming

Inverted pear shape with full shoulder and short incrurvate neck.

Decorated in green, aubergine, yellow and rougc-de-cuivre on a

>
^.soft white ground. The decoration consists of a youthful pro-

cession depicting an emperor mounted on a mang descending on

clouds, and attendants carrying banners and bearing votive offer-

ings. On one side a beaker containing blossoming lotus plants,

and on the shoulder a lotus border. On the neck a ju-i border

in green and rouge-de-cuivre.

Height, 10% inches.
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673—Decorated Three-color Jab Ming

Inverted pear shape, glazed in a wan yellow which at the base

/ -7 r~ shows rocks projecting from a turbulent sea toward a sky of

' / — rich dark red. In the sky appear dragons among conventional

/ clouds, the clouds and the dragons appearing in the yellow glaze

and outlined in black. Mark (apocryphal), the six characters

of Chia Clung.
Height, 5ys inches.

674—Decorated Three-color Jar Ming

Ovoid with bold foot, rounding shoulder and short neck. White

jf ^ glaze with Fu lions ramping through a rich peony scroll, all ap-

/ \J pearing in deep rouge-de-cuivre, emerald-green and pale yellow.

• — On the shoulder a border of lotus scroll, and at neck and foot

simple scroll borders.
Height, 6% inches.

From the Henry T. Cox collection.

675—Decorated Dragon Jar Ming

Ovoid, with wide mouth and short neck. Coated with a mottled

y glaze of light cream, with soft metallic lustre, in which the dec-

/
oration appears incised in the paste and glazed in imperial yel-

low. Around the body is a chain of foliated medallions, each

enclosing a five-clawed dragon pursuing the jewel of power

among conventional clouds and over a wavy sea. Between the

medallions at top and bottom are the eight Buddhistic emblems

of happy augury, around the foot are detached floral sprays,

and on the shoulder is a formal border; all incised in the paste

and glazed in yellow. Under foot, a six-character mark of Wan
Li.

Height. 1 inches.

From H. E. Moore.

676

—

Bird Statuette Ming

On a mound of openwork rockery, glazed in pale aubergine, deep

emerald, and a grayish biscuit-wash, a parrot, standing, head

raised and turned slightly to its left. Glazed in a mottled rich

green, with breast lighter, and plumage penciled in black.

Height . S 1
. inrln s.
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GTT

—

Pais Fe-liox Incense Holders K'ang-hsi

The lions on their haunches on oblong bases look one to right,

|
the other to left, one with foot on a post on which the brocaded

. — ball revolves, the other has a cub climbing up its right foreleg.

On their backs quatrefoil incense holders. Brilliantly glazed in

rich green, yellow and aubergine.
Height, 8 inches.

(Illustrated)

678

—

Ktjan-yin the Maternal, ix Pottery Ming

Statuette of the goddess of mercy seated on a stile of rockery,

left foot crossed over her right knee, and holding in both her

hands the statue of an infant Buddha, toward whom she inclines

» her head. She wears the cowl and tiara. Glazed in turquoise-

blue, imperial-yellow, aubergine and grayish-white, the glazes

minutely crackled. Faces, hands and feet of the figures gilded,

and showing a rich patina from incense fumes.

Height, 10% inches.

From R. E. Moore.
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679

—

Pottery Statuette of Shou-lao

/to.

Ming

The god of longevity is seated on a

foliated pedestal, in thoughtful pos-

ture, his right hand holding a scroll

and his left hand caressing the neck

of a stork which stands at his knee.

Beside the knee an attendant stands

holding a peach of longevity, a

spotted stag reclines at the opposite

knee, and in front of the god a tor-

toise raises its head to his foot—all

attributes of this deity. On the

sleeves of his black coat are heavenly

constellations. Glazed in cream,

brownish-black and cafe-miAait.

(Antler-tip anciently damaged.)

Height, 12 inches.

680- -Roof Tile Ornament Ming

Figure of a kylin seated on its

haunches, its head raised and

thrown back, poised upon a semi-

circular roof tile. Glazed in the

rich dark yellow and green char-

acteristic of the Chinese temples.

// 1 ic/lit, 14 inches.

From R. E. Moore.
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681

—

Pottery Statuette Ming

On an oblong pedestal a fig-

ure of demoniac aspect

poised in an attitude of ac-

tivity on the back of a fish-

dragon. The figure re-

sembles one of the guardians,

and at the same time the

attitude is one in which

the star god of literature

is sometimes represented.

Glazed in brilliant green,

rich aubergine and light

yellow.

Height, 14% inches.

From R. E. Moore.

(Illustrated)

682

—

Magic Pottery Wine Vessel Ming

Modeled in the form of a gigantic peach of longevity, embraced

within a stem of leaves in relief, and adjoining it, below the peak

of the peach, an ovoid jar with molded lip. At the top of the

jar one of the small peaches, with leaves, and modeled in high

relief and openwork alongside of the great peach, and leaning

with one elbow on the smaller jar, a malevolent demon. Glazed

in a rich and brilliant woodland moss-green, minutely crackled,

with an imperial-yellow relief.

Height, 7y4 inches.
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/J

683—Shrine with Images Yuan

Base octagonal with chamfered corners, and supporting a con-

ventional temple structure with double roof, and within, a seated

figure of the god of the north. In front of him the symbolic

<^ tortoise and serpent, and at the gate of his shrine two standing

guardians. Under the roof a small seated figure of Kuan-yin.

Guarding the arch of the shrine two lizard-dragons in relief

(head of one damaged). Glazed in a rich turquoise-blue with

accents of deep dark blue and a pale aubergine, the heads and

some details of the figures being left in the biscuit.

Height, 11% inches.

684—Pottery Statuette Ming

Figure of Kuan-yin wearing a gilded crown, seated on a base of

rockery with left foot folded across and right knee raised and

her arm resting on it. Necklace and drapery modeled in relief

and openwork. At her left hand a bird is perched, and below

her right hand rests a vase. Brilliant grayish glaze with a dense

crackle in dark lines. (Right hand and neck of vase broken.)

Height. 12% inches.

685—Statuary Group in Pottery Sung

On an oval and foliated base supported on four animal-head feet

an emperor is depicted enthroned, with a female attendant stand-

q ing just below at either side. Back of him stands his horse

saddled. A deft piece of modeling, penciling and glazing, the

principal glaze being of a light grayish-creamy tone, with ac-

cents of iron-rust brown and brilliant black.
Height. 11 inches.

From R. E. Moore.

686—Famille-vekte Shrink with Image K'ang-lisi

Kuan-yin, goddess of mercy, is seated in compassionate posture

on a lotus throne, and below her, within the openwork gallery of

the pierced hexagonal base, stands a boy in attitude of supplica-

i tion. On the base is a scrolling dragon together with two blos-

soming wild plum trees, and the robes of the goddess show floral

embroideries, all glazed in colors of the famitte-verte, the god-

dess's face and breast being glazed only in a grayish wash.

(Hands restored; some chipping.) Two sections.

Heiqht, 17 inches.
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ft

687—Famuxe-vebte Statuette and Shrine K'ang-hsi

On a pierced hexagonal base with gallcried top a lotus throne is

posed, which supports a seated figure of Kuan-yin with an infant

on her knee. In two sections; the whole glazed in brilliant fam-

Ule-verte colors. (Hands restored; some chipping.)

Height. 16 inches.

688—Pottery Statuette of a Deity Ming

The god of the north enthroned, beneath his feet the tortoise and

the serpent. His hands are on his knees, and he gazes intently

before him and downward, with a grim expression on his Japon-

esque features. Glazed in a brilliant and deep lapis-lazuli blue,

over which is thrown a greenish-turquoise mist, the base appear-

ing entirely in turquoise hue. The face, left in the biscuit, shows

vestiges of ancient gilding.

Height, 13 inches.

689—Potteey Statuette of a Warrior Ming

S ated, witli feet far spread, in a posture indicating an instant

ability to rise, a man of large features and in heavy armor, with
"
TTraperies. On a semi-circular base. Glazed in rich yellow, deep

aubergine and a mottled green. (One foot slightly damaged.)

Height, liy2 inches.

690—Korean Pottery Gallipot Ri

Coated with a luminous glaze of celadon-gray, with a sporadic

y crackle.

Height, 11% inches.

691

—

Oviform Vase Ming

The sides recurving from a gently contracting foot, and forming

1 *~7 C ^-a wide neck and lightly expanding lip. Cream colored glaze of

r-
misty lustre, with a fishroe crackle partly in self-color and partly

in cafe-au-lait.

Height, 14% inches.

692

—

Inverted Pear Shape Vase Sung

Short neck, modeled with a series of bold convex rings and sup-

porting a broad cup-shaped lip. Two loop-handles of dragon

design springing from the shoulder, the dragon heads bending

over the lip. Thin gray glaze, which ceases about midway down

the body and is permeated by a fishroe crackle.

Height, 15% inches.
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693

—

Beakek Shaped Vase Ming

Lower and upper sections adorned with conventionalized plantain

leaves in relief, the expanded midde section with pellets and

ridges, between the ridges being incised quatrefoils bearing

archaic dragons in relief. Brilliant glaze of the transmutation

furnace, showing a blending and over-running of soft grayish-

green and deeper bluish tones.

Height, 15% inches.

694—Decorated Beaker Ming

Slender form with slightly expanded midsection. Brilliant
'

decoration in the Wan Li five colors, including on the upper sec-

• m tion an impending conflict between the dragon and the tiger,

representing the powers of the air and of the earth, on the mid-

section clusters of pomegranates and the peaches of immortality,

and on the lower section a depending border of plantain leaf

design and symbolic devices. (Gold lacquer repair at lip.)

Height, 16y4 inches.

695—Aubergine Jar, with Teakwood Cover Ming

^ Inverted pear shape with short incurvate neck and wide mouth.

/Cs J Invested with a glaze of pale aubergine hue, with iridescent

metallic lustre

Height, 12'/4 inches.

/01

696

—

Stoxeweight Pottery Jar Sung

Globular-ovoidal, with lightly defined foot and boldly molded

lip. Decoration carved and modeled in the paste, and appearing

in a brownish-black glaze of dull lustre in palpable relief against

the yellowish biscuit ground. Its motive a primitive conven-

tionalization of lotus designs.
Height. 11 inches.

697

—

Blue and White Stoneweight Jar, with Teakwood Cover

Ming

Large inverted pear shape, with short wide neck and molded lip.

Gray-white glaze with cafe-au-lait crackle, decorated in grayish-

blue on the shoulder, witli the dragon-horse racing amid tossing

waves, about the base with a wave border, and intermediately

[Continued
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697—Concluded

with kylins, cloud scrolls, rockery and plantains. Cover sur-

mounted by an agate duck holding a lotus branch.

Height, 15 inches.

From R. E. Moore.

698—Chinese Earth kxware Ji g Six Dynasties

Spherical, on three short conical feet, with short neck expanding

in a full lip and long drawnout spout ; recurving loop handle

from lip to shoulder. Decorated in high relief with Chinese horse-

men engaged in a stag hunt. Reddish paste, covered with thick

incrustations of buff color.

Height, 10% inches.

699—Six Mortuary Terracotta Figurines T'ang

Standing figures of a man and woman, with two attendants, and

two dogs seated on their haunches ; all on quadrilateral plinths.

Retentions of a creamy glaze show vermilion decoration, and

there are besides grayish earthy incrustations.

Heights, from 5 inches to 8% inches.

From Cottier.

00

—

Terracotta Animal Statuette T'ang

Figure of a stockily built horse standing on a plinth, saddled

and bridled. Retentions of a creamy glaze with decoration in

color, and grayish earthy incrustations.

Height, 12% inches.

From Cottier.

701—Terhacotta Statuette T'ang

Standing figure of a warrior, perhaps a guardian, on a square

^iQ plinth. Retentions of decorations in vermilion and green, and
' —^thick earthy incrustations.

Height, 23y4 inches.

From Cottier.

702—Inverted Pear Shape Jar Sung

Broad rounded shoulder and short wide neck with molded lip :

^slightly spreading and beveled foot. Cream glaze, showing a

crackle, with painted decorations in brownish black. Besides

various rings and other borders, these consist of three oval pan-

els, two of them painted with figures in landscapes, and the third

with a conventional floral motive. Height, 12% inches.
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703

—

Gilt Bronze Statuette Six Dynasties

Buddhistic standing figure, on a thalamus which is posed on a

rectangular base ; right hand raised to waist-height and extended

from the elbow, palm outward, left hand supporting a lotus

which springs from the left shoulder. A horseshoe halo supports

a smaller halo of conventional design mounting above the figure's

head.
Height, 7% inches.

70J?

—

Sunspot Bronze Incense Burner Ming

Ovoidal with greatly recurving body on a bold foot ; two dragon-

loop handles with drops. Bronze with an olive patina, thickly

spangled with inlays of gold. Mark, the six characters of Hsiian

Te.
Width, 814 inches.

705

—

Sunspot Bronze Vase Ming

^*0gj Globular on a molded and spreading foot, with wide short neck

which is encircled by a ring molding, and two animalistic handles

</- ff" with loose rings. Thickly spangled with large and small irreg-

ular inlays of gold, the bronze having a nut-brown patina. Dedi-

catory mark incised within a gold seal.

Height, 9% inches.

706

—

Sunpot Bronze Incense Burner with Inscriptions Ming

Large circular bowl, ovoid in contour, with a bold foot and

equivalent wide mouth. Two Fu-head handles in high relief.

• ^ About the midbody an equatorial molding in relief, and above it

and below it Persian inscriptions in relief, declaring the great-

ness of God and that Mohammed is his prophet. Bronze of a

soft brown patina, freely inlaid with irregular spots and patches

in gold. Underneath the foot a presentation seal mark of twelve

characters, which tells that the bowl was made by Chow Yi in

the second year of Hsiian Te (1427). These bowls were made

for use as incense burners in Mohammedan temples of China.

])ia an 1 1 r. I t inches
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AT.

-Celadon Tkipod Incense Burner Ming

Cauldron shape with short wide neck and spreading rim, and

three elephantine legs, the body modeled by depressions between

each two legs. Incised ornamentation consisting of a fret border

on neck, a floral scroll border on the shoulders, and on the body

throe large and spreading sprays in a conventionalized lotus

motive. Brilliant celadon glaze of grayish-seagreen tone. The
lip is surmounted by two recumbent Fu-lions, in the position of

handles, and glazed in black. Has teakwood stand. (Jaw of

one lion fractured.) Height, 11 inches.

(Illustrated)

08

—

Terracotta Incense Burner Han
In the form of a stout recumbent ram, carefully modeled, and

having a chimney or cylindrical projection at the center of his

back leading to the interior of his body. Besides this there are

three other small openings in the back, evidently intended for

some ceremonial purpose. The ram has been covered with fleece

in the form of a glaze, or thick paint, much of which has now
departed, revealing the grayish underground.

Length, 15y2 inches.
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709

—

Irox Incense Burner Inlaid with Gold and Silver Han
Ovoidal, the recurving sides ending with a slightly expanded lip

^^^y
" which supports two upright loop handles ; three stump feet. A

. «^ very unusual production. In greater part it has a rubble sur-

face, while on opposite sides between the handles are broad

reservations in the original surface. This is stippled, and finely

inlaid in the motives of the dragon amid clouds above the waves

of the sea, and the flying feng-huang,—the inlays, of exquisite

workmanship, in gold and silver.

Height, 10 inches.

-Pottery Vase Han

Large globular form on a deep foot, with broad incurvate neck

and a thick and spreading lip. Simple decoration consisting of

. incised and molded rings which encircle the midbody, the should-

ers and the lip. Coated with a glaze of dark swamp green,

crackled, and covered in large areas by a silvery white iridescence,

and showing also grayish earthy incrustations.
Height. 16 inches.

710—

11

—

Blle and White Large Plaque Ming

Broad and shallow eavetto with flaring marly. Decorated in

lapis-blue tones and black accents on a white ground showing a

sporadic crackle. The eccentrically designed decoration, both

in a large medallion and extending over the marly, and again

continuing on the outside, pictures features of a crudely drawn

landscape, with occasional pavilions, and storks, wild geese and

other aquatic birds in flight. (Rim somewhat chipped.)

Diameter, 21% inches.

12

—

Blue and White Large Plaque Japanese

Shallow ovoidal eavetto and a broad convex and uprising rim.

Cavetto decorated with a garden terrace, with peonies and

chrysanthemums, and the marly displays a boldly designed lotus

scroll, the whole in slate-blue and a dark cerulean on a ground

of soft white.
Diameter, 22 inches.

From the Henry G. Marqucmd collection.
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713

—

Blue and White Plaque K'ang-hn

Shallow cavetto with Hat marly. Decorated in cobalt-blue of

mO\J light and dark tones, on the marly with four peacocks involved

» in conventional chrysanthemum scroll, which is interrupted by

four quatrefoils reserved in white and penciled with clusters of

pomegranates. In the cavetto panels of palmate design are re-

served in a diapered ground and penciled with various flowers.

Between them the diaper is interested by ju-i designs, and at the

center is a varied medallion also of floral pattern. Mark, a

ling chill. Diameter. 22 inch,-.-:

From the Sir William Bennett collection, London.

14

—

Large Pottery Tripod Incense Burner, with Cover Ming

Globular body with wide perforate neck and spreading lip; two

archaic dragon handles (one repaired) ; monster-head short legs.

Dome cover surmounted by an open-mouthed Fu. Most elab-

orate ornamentation throughout, both incised and in relief. The
body is encircled by a deep band preserving the ornamental de-

vices of the ancient bronzes, including the features of the glut-

tonous ogre, in relief on a deeply incised ground of swastika fret.

Below this are two more incised fret borders. On the shoulder

on an incised ground of floral brocade design appear in relief

archaic dragons, Shou medallions and formal seal characters.

Around the neck is a ju-i border in relief, and the lip carries

two more incised borders. The ground glaze is imperial-yellow,

and the ornamentation appears in green, aubergine, and gray-

white. Potter's mark incised underneath the bottom.

Height. 25 inches.

'15

—

Pair Qradrilateral Pottery Ixcexse Burners Ming

Oblong, on four monster-head feet, the sides of the body of

) moderate expansion, and on the flattened shoulder resting an

oblong neck supporting a high lip. Two upright handles spring-

ing from above the shoulder and rising well above the lip. The

decoration is modeled in high relief and is glazed in dark yellow

and a rich green. It consists conspicuously of dragons among
conventional clouds, with the chrysanthemum motive occuring

in a border, and the peony motive at the ends. The lower legs,

complete in their modeling, remain in the biscuit. (One re-

paired.) Height, 23y, inches.
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716

—

Large Pottery Tripod Ixcex.se Burner Ming

Cauldron shape on three monster-head feet, resting on a trefoil

of festooned outline, and supported also by a mass of openwork

rockery based upon tbe same trefoil. Two upright recurving

loop handles. A highly involved design modeled in high relief,

depicting dragons guarding the sacred jewel, yarious flowers

and rich leafage, the land-dragon, and a curious figure represent-

ing the winged head and breast of a woman emerging from the

body and tail of the phoenix. Said to have been ordered by the

Korean Minister, Baron Chi Chi, for the temple of the ancestors,

in the sixteenth year of Chia Ching (A.D. 1538), and to be one

of a pair whose mate, with illuminating inscriptions, is in one

of the collections in the Louvre. (One handle repaired.)

Height, 29V. inches.

TIT

—

Imperial Palace Bottle Ch'icn-hing

Globular, with graceful, slightly incurvate neck. Brilliant glaze

of pure white, with an elaborate decoration in overglaze and

underglaze colors. The body is a highly elaborate and ornate

display of symbols and Buddhistic emblems, with baskets of the

peaches of immortality and the ling chili, amid an ingeniously

designed scroll in the Indian lotus motive. Around the foot a

polychromatic border of similar origin. On the shoulder a bor-

der of ju-i pattern in imperial yellow, and on the neck emblems

of happy augury and Shou medallions. Seal mark of Ch'ien-

krag.
Height, 21% inches

From the Rothschild collection.

T18

—

Palace Bottle ix Lalis-lazcli Blue Ch'ien-lung

Globular, with graceful full neck. Glazed in a rich and uniform

Lf z^ deep lapis-lazuli blue, of peau d'orange surface, and freely pen-

/ \y ^ ciled with gold ornamentation. The general designs on the body

are scrolled foliations in conventional lotus motive. These lie

between a dee]) petal border at the base and a lambrequin of

///-/ designs on the shoulder. On the neck are varied borders,

and strings of pendants. Seal mark of the reign.

Height. '1\ inches.
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19

—

Labge Bottle-shaped Vase Ch'ien-hing

Globular-ovoidal, with wide straight neck. Coated with a flambS

glaze of mirror quality, its ground the deep hues of the scung-de-

*^ bauf, over which are serpentine draperies and cloud patches

appearing in soft grayish-blue and grayish-white. (Small kiln

defec t at one side. )

Height, 24% inches.

20

—

Large Cloisonne Enamel Vase Ming

Globular-ovoidal on a tall and broad foot, with sloping shoulder

and expanding neck. Two Fu-head handles in relief, supporting

loose rings. Decorated witli a finely designed floral scroll of

ample proportions in the Indian lotus motive and in sober poly-

chrome on a turquoise ground.
Height, 22 inches.

721

—

Tall Dot ltox Vase English

Ovoidal, contracting to a pedestal-foot, with a short and slender

^ incurvatc neck which supports a broadly expanding inverted bell

shaped lip or basin. Decorated in rich blue, white and tones

of gold, the motives being foliage and blossoms, birds, and grace-

ful and joyous allegorical figures. Under foot the crowned seal

mark of Doulton, Burslem, England.
Height, 31 inches.
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